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71. INTRODUCTION
Negotiations between the Republic of Finland and the International Bank for Reconstruc
tion and Development, also known as the World Bank, concluded with a loan of 20
million U.S, dollars or approximately 80 million marks, granted jo the spring of 1975 by
the Bank towards the partial financing of an industrial water protection program scheduled
for the years 1975—1977. The loan was considered to cover about 4% of the total invest
ment demanded by the entire ten-year program. This represented the first Joan underwritten
by the World Bank specifically to finance an environmental program.
Discussions carried out during the negotiations on the most effective application of the
loan brought up a suggestion that a water pollution investigation project be initiated as a
stiputation for approval of the Joan. The World Bank intends to apply the information
obtained from the project, as well as costs and benefits data on the water protection
objectives covered by the loan, towards the financement of similar projects elsewhere in
the world.
The investigations described in this report followed the fairly broad outlines drawn up
the World Bank during the negotiations. The World Bank had set June 30 1978 as the
termination date for the research projeet. Ao interim report dealing mainly with automated
monitoring of inland waters had been scheduled for March 1976.
Although this finat report does present brief reviews of the investigations performed, the
emphasis is directed to the results and the conclusions which may be derived from these
results. The details of the investigations may obtained from the twenty publications issued
as part of the publication series of the National Board of Waters (refer to Chapter 11).
The following chapters present the results of the research project in the sequence
recommended by the World Bank. Chapter 2 describes the project organization of the
National Board of Waters and the project financing arrangements. Chapter 3 contams an
account of investigations on water pollution loads. Chapter 4 deals with water quality
models. The next two chapters present a cost-benefit program applicable to water pro
tection and a few studies of waste discharge taxation. Chapter 7 presents the technical and
economic problems involved in water protection. Chapter 8 describes investigations carried
out on the Baltic Sea. Chapter 9 discusses the feasibility of a general system of water pro
tection, one of the goals set by the World Bank in supporting this program. Recommenda
tiones based on the investigation results and suggestions as to the more importantobjectsof
research for the future are given in Chapter 10.
82, PROJECT REAUZAflON
2.1 Project organization
The National Boarö of Waters implemented a separate projeet under the direet supervision
of its director general to carry out the various water protection research programs. This
master project, known from its Finnish initiais as the KVT project, became operative on
August 1 1975.
The National Board of Waters drew up a detailed scheduie, based on the general outlines
set by the World Bank, which took into account both the objectives set by the World Bank
and the more sigrnficant probiem areas on the water pollution in Finland. The National
Board of Waters finally arrived at five research programs:
Prograrn 1: Development of a water monitoring system.
— Program 2: Developrnent of an ecological model for inland waters.
— Program 3. Development of cost-benefit analysis methods ailowing estimates of the total
economic efficiency of water protection measures.
— Program 4: Industrial waste effluent project.
— Program 5: Development of an ecological model for the Bakic Sea.
The National Board of Waters appointed Pertti Heinonen project manager of the KVT,
effective August 11975.
The first program has been managed by Tapani Kohonen since September 3, 1975. The
main subjects investigated were the development of manual water quality monitoring and
methods of automatic water quality measurement,
The second program has been put under the management of Kari Kinnunen since
November 1 1975. This project tried to develop an ecological model to he used in the
environmental decision-making in Finland, and which would enable the prediction ofttvo
Important parameters reflecting alterations in water bodies: aigal density and oxygen
concentration.
Markku Wallin became manager of the third program on Septernber 1 1975. This
program focused on the consepts, systernaties, and methoäologv of csnmating the economic
benefts of water proteenon. as weli as on the effect on the national econornv of water
protection costs and ways of mcasuring such effects, This program also carried out a wide
survey of waste effluent taxatio n.
Kalle Noukka became manager of the fourth program on September 1 1975. This
proiect dealt with the technical and economical problems particular to water pollution
control. It had as its main objective the creation of a system producing estimates of the
cost efficiency of water pollution control, thereby allowing decisions to be taken on
whether to invest in waste treatment or instead to rely on the development ofnon-polluting
industrial processes.
Sea model research vas carried out at the tnstitute of Marine Research, starting on
August 1 1975. This lnstitute is not administratively related to the National Board of
Waters. The research, carried out mainly by Kalervo Mäkelä, had as its objective an oxygen
balance model for the Baftic Sea.
Juhani Eloranta has been responsible sinee September 3 1975 for the mathematics and
computer programmrng ot the modeis.
The foHewing pernonnel also partieipated in the KVT projeet:
Kari Aalto 1. 6.1976—30. 6.1978
Harry Favorin 1. 4.197631.12.1977
Tom frisk 15, 3,1977—31.12.1977
Ms. Hilkka Hautasaari 1. 9.1975—30. 6.1978
Pertti Heli 1 8.1976—30. 6.1978
9Olli Kolehmainen
Ms. Marja-Leena Kosola
Jukka Muhonen
Ms. Eeva-Kaarina Myllylä
Jorma Niemi
Timo Parkkinen
Ms, Helena Rissanen
Ms. Kaija Salmela
Esa Solismaa
Sakari Uimonen
Ms. Sirkka-Liisa Virkkala
Esko Vuolas
25. 4.1977— 8. 7.1977
1.11.1976—12. 9.1977
1.12.1975—30. 6.197$
1. 2.1977—30. 6.1977
15.12,1975—30. 6.197$
1.12.1975—30. 6.197$
1. 9.1977—31. 3.1978
1. 4.1977—31.12.1977
1. 6.1976—31. 5.1977
1. 2.1977—31.12.1977
1.10.1975—31. 8.1977
1. 8.1975—30. 6.197$
The bureaus and consultants listed below also cooperated in this program:
Ekono Oy
Soil Water Consultants
Pohjois-Suomi Water Research 1 nstitute
State Computer Center (VTKK)
Vesi-Eko Kommandiittiyhtiö K.M. Lappalainen
Ms. Eeva-Liisa Kaski
Ms. Helena Kyröläinen
Petteri Ojanen
Professor Eero Pitkänen, assisted by Ms. Ritva Lahtinen,
Pentti Mattila and Ms. Helmi Simola
Ms. Anna-Riitta Wallin
To supervise the KVT project, the National Board of Water on Sebtember 24 1975 set
up a Board of Directors consisting of:
Simo Jaatinen
The National Board of Waters also commissioned panels of experts to direct and super-
vise each individual program. The panel memberships were as follows:
Program 1
Chairman Pertti Heinonen
Secretary Tapani Kohonen
Members Ms. Kirsti Haapala
Henrik Harjula
Into Kekkonen
Reino Laaksonen
Esko Asumalahti
Kimmo Karimo
Jaakko Mikkola
Prof. Seppo Mustonen
Ilpo Niitti
Eero-Pekka Paavolainen
Prof. Reino Ryhänen
Prof. Matti Viitasaari
P0. Väisänen
Pertti Heinonen
The board met 14 times in the
Director general, National Board of Waters (chairman)
Ministry of Finance
National Board of Waters
National Board ofWaters
National Board of Waters
Mortgage Bank of Finland Oy
Central Association of finnish Forest Industries
University of Helsinki, Department of Limnology
Tampere University of Technology
Ministry of Agriculture and forestry
National Board of Waters (secretary)
course of this project.
National Board of Waters
National Board of Waters
National Board of Waters
Metropolitan Area Water Co.
National Board of Waters
National Board of Waters
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Pasi 0. Lehmusluoto University of Helsinki, Department of Limnology
Kaapo Passinen Central Laboratory Oy
Raimo Penttonen National Board of Waters
Jyrki Wartiovaara Soil Water Consultants
This panel met 9 times.
Program 2:
Chairman Pertti Heinonen National Board of Waters
Secretary Kari Kinnunen National Board of Waters
Members Veijo Ilmavirta University of Helsinki, Department of Botany
Esko Kuusisto National Board of Waters
Juhani Lokki University of Helsinki, Department of Genetics
Ms, Hannele Nyroos National Board of Waters
Yrjö Seppälä University of Helsinki, Department of Data Processing
Paavo Seppänen National Boarä of Waters
(—31.12.1975)
This panel met 7 times.
Program 3:
Chairman Pertti Heinonen National Board of Waters
Secretarv Markku Wallin National Board of Waters
Members Jouko Kajanoja
(22 101975—27.9.1977)
Kimmo Karimo National Board of Waters
Ms. Eeva-Liisa Kaski Ministry of Finance
Pertti Kohi Ministry of finance
Aarno Laihonen University of Joensuu
Ilkka Mytty Ministry of finance
(3.3—27.9.1977)
EeroPekka Paavolainen Central Ässociation of Finnish Forest industries
Pentti Sipilä National Board of Waters
Veikko Suutarinen National Board of Waters
Ms. Mirja Särkkä National Board of Waters
Kalevi Tikka National Board of Waters
This panel met 13 times.
Program 4:
Chairman Pertti Heinonen National Board of Waters
Secretery Kalle Noukka National Board of Waters
Members Pertti Hynninen Ekono Oy
Ensio Malmi Central Association of Finnish Forest lndustries
Juhani Orivuori Ekono lv
(1.10.1975—30.6.1976)
Prof. N-E. Virkola Helsinki Universitv ofiechnoiogv
This panel met 11 times.
Program 5:
Chairman Prof. Aarno Voipio Institute of Marine Research
Secretarv Kalervo Mäkelä Institute of Marine Research
Members Juhani Eloranta National Boarä ofWaters
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Pertti Heinonen National Board ofWaters
Kari Kinnunen National Board of Waters
Prof. Hans Luther University of Helsinki, Department of Botany
Pentti Mälkki Institute of Marine Research
Prof. Äke Niemi University of Helsinki, Department of Botany
This panel met 8 times.
Prior to impiementation, each research program vas appraised by its panel of experts
and by the Board of Directors and finally approved by the directorate of the National
Board of Waters.
The publications reporting on the investigations have been reviewed by each panel of
experts and by the Board of Directors as well as by the publications board of the National
Board of Waters.
An intermediate report on the work done up to date was released to the World Bank
on April 12 1976, The representatives of the World Bank familiarized themselves with the
projects during their visits to Finland on October 20—22 1976 and March 28 1978. Sum
maries of the investigations have also been transmitted to the World Bank.
This final report has been prepared by the participants in the project and the expert
paneis and has been approved by the Board of Directors of the KVT project on April 17
1978.
2.2 Financing and expenditures
The World Bank estimated the costs of the research project at 4.4 million marks at the
1975 cost level. The investments in automatic water pollution monitoring equipment were
estimated at 6.5 million marks and the annual operating costs at 1.2 million marks.
The KVT project has been financed from the state budget, additional funds being
assigned to the National Board of Waters under subsection 30.19.23.2 (Miscellaneous Water
Research and Planning). The funds for 1975 were assigned in the second supplementary
budget of that year and the remainder in the main budget for each year 1976 to 1978. The
following research and automatic equipment funds were made available:
Fiscal year 1975 500 000 mk
1976 1 000 000 mk
1977 1 500 000 mk
1978 600000mk
Total 3 600 000 mk
In addition to the funds granted for research, the National Board of Waters has received
annually under clause 30.19.70 (Equipment Purchase) funds towards the procurement of
automatic monitoring equipment and systems:
Fiscal year 1975 450 000 mk
1976 500000mk
1977 1 200 000 mk
1978 -
Total 2 150 000 mk
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The funds assigned to research were distributed amongst the research programs and
ancillary activities as fo1iows
Program 1 1 090 000 mk
Program 2 480 000 mk
Program 3 400 000 mk
Program 4 380 000 mk
Program 5 150 000 mk
ADP 330000mk
Administration and
miscellaneous 770 000 mk
Total 3 600 000 mk
After subtracting from the above total the costs arising from rents and furnitures, and
the funds assigned to the various Water District Offices, a total of approximateiy 3.2
million marks remained for the actual KVT project research activities.
From the total of 2 150 000 mk assigned to the KVT program under the equipment
ciause of the budget, 1 600 000 mk were expended on the construction of the Kymijoki
River monitoring system.
The annual expenditure plans were drawn up by the Board of Directors of the project
nd approved by the State Council of Finland,
3. DEVELOPMENT OF STREAM AND POLLUflON LOAD MONI
TOR 1 NG
3.1 Introduction
The objective of water and pollution loaä monitoring is to provide information about
streams and the effect of waste discharges on streams. l’he data thereby obtained may then
be applied to the utilization and management of water resources and to the requirements
of pollution control measures,
A survey into the discharge and effects of wastes may be divided into three phases of
process monitoring, pollution ioad monitor;ng and water quality monitoring.
Utilization monitoring aims to obtain data on the operation of pollution producing
plants, which may then he applied to process management within these plants.
Load monitoring refers to the supervision of the type and quantity of effluenr dis
charged into watercourses by the polluting plants. The purpose of such a monitoring
activity may be to controi the application of water pollution bylaws, to gather pollution
ioad data in order to determine the effect of waste discharges, or to improve process
management of the discharging plants.
Water quality monitoring refers to the control of water quality through sampling. This
rnonitoring activity aims to provide data on the effect of waste discharges on watercourses.
Water quality monltoring may have resource to ali types of parameters, hvdrological,
physicai chcmical, and biological, representative of the properties of a water course. The
stream representation thus buift may then be adapted to the improvement of ali modes
of water utilization. In practice, hydrological, physicai and chemicai methods are employed
in water quality monitoring, and the investigations are mainly concerned with the effects
of effluents on watercourses. It is often difficuit to differentiate between water quaiity
monitoring and limnoiogical research, since monitoring may exploit the information gained
from basic research.
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Water quality monitoring may be carried out for several reasons:
— to obtain basic and trend information,
— to control effluent discharges,
to map water resources, or
— to survey other water uses, such as fishing or recreation.
Effluent discharge monitoring may further be subdivided along a legal point of view into
statutory and non-statutory moniroring. Statutory monitorlng refers to the obllgation
often made conditional to a permission to discharge waste into a watercourse or to similar
circumstances.
The systematic investigation of watercourses and their pollution loads in Finland com
menced in the early Sixties, when the National Board of Agriculture and its Ägronomist
Districts, in the course of several separate programs, set out to map the ecological state
of watercourses in this country, Previously, limnological research had been Iimited to single
investigations or to basic research carried out at universities.
The Water Statute of 1962 placed on petitioners requesting the right to discharge waste
the obhgation to acquire data on the water quaiity in the area affected by the discharge.
Research also increased as a resuit of discharge permissions awarded by the Water Courts,
where the recipient of such a permission was simultaneousiy put under the obiigation to
monitor water quality using officially approved methods.
To safeguard the scientific level of water research in Finland, a law was passed creating
a network of Water Research Institutes operating under official supervision. The Iaw will
recognize an lnstitute as officially supervised if it has the staff and the equipment to
properly apply and adapt scientific investigation methods to each case under study.
Simultaneously with the development of official water protection, voluntar organiza
tions — Water Protection Organization — also initiated research work on water quality in
Finland. The lnstitute of Marine Research had already carried out research on the sea
environment for several years, but the actual pollution investigation work began only in the
Sixties, in cooperation with water officials.
Hydrological research is presently centralized under the National Board of Waters and
its district offices, formed in 1970 by fusing together several units dispersed in several
federal departments. Water quality research is also carried out at many universities and
research institutes as well as by private firms.
Hydrological research and data recording has been performed in Finland since 1850.
Systematic research, however, started in l9O8with the creation of the HydrographicOffice.
The networks of stationaiy observation stations of the Hydrological Office of the National
Board of Waters presently form the backbone of hydrological data collection. In 1978,
water level measurements were carried out at over 600 stations. furthermore, 330 flow
measurement stations and 240 weather stations were operative. The hydrological measure
ment complex also includes more limited networks performing observations on evapora
tion, ground water, water equivalence of the snow cover, ice thickness, soil frost penetra
tion, water temperature, and the chemical characteristics of rain water. The hydrological
research carried out at the National Board of Waters has focused on lake evaporation and
streamflow measurements.
To keep informed of the water quality in finnish streams and lakes, the National Board
of Waters performs throughout the country water quality measurements on watercourses
(188 stations in 1978), lake deeps (160 stations), quality of runoff in small research basins
(34 stations), the state of the coastal waters monitoring (28 stations), as well as monitoring
of border waters. The National Board of Waters has also several individual research projects
simultaneously active. The scope of the research carried out by the National Board of
Waters may be illustrated by these figures: in 1976, the National Board of Waters and its
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Distric Offices took over 45 000 sampies at almost 8 500 observation points, and ts
laboratories carried out about 400 000 chemical or physical analyses.
Under the present water regulations, any person seeking to discharge waste effluent into
a watercourse must generally obtain permission from the Water Court. The water statutes
force the petitioner to append to his request details of the actuai water quahty, an estimate
of the effect of the waste to be discharged on watercourse and a statement of the fish
ecology in the watercourse. These investlgations are usually carried out on the basis of an
officially approved program by an officially recognized water research institute.
Water quality and waste effluent monitoring arise either out of obiigationa imposed by
the Water Court or are mandatory to preliminary notices of discharge. The notices serve to
control pollution load thresholds and water quality leveis, Towards the end of 1976, there
were 1 125 such compuisory monitoring cases, which were about evenlv split between
municipal waste discharge and industriai wastes (aquacuiture installations, oil storage
parks). furthermore, about 60 poliuters were monitoring on a voluntarv basis as requested
by officiaJs, even though they were under no legal obiigation to do so.
Water quality and load monitoring can be developed along two main lines. first, a study
must be made of the possibilities inherent in manual monitoring. Se en nd, the need for and
practicabihty of automation must be examined.
3.2 Water quatity monitoring
The study which follows on the development of water quality monitoring has been divided
into five sections. First, some points of view are expressed on the development of manual
monitoring based on standard sampling. Then follow the investigations on automatic water
quality monitoring, one of the more prominent objectives of this project• Third, the
experiments performed under this project towards automatic biological monitoring are
described. The fourth section presents estimates of the costs invoived on both manual and
automatic monitoring. The final section describcs a mcthod for tracing water rnovement
by means of Escherichia coli bacteriophages.
3.21 Manual monitoring methods
The development of manual monitoring methods has made the subjeet of two separate
studies (Soil Water Consultants: Stream monitoring development; Pohjois’Suomi Water
Research Institute Application model of water quality monitoring results to small river
basins), which were later combined into a single publication (Heinonen 1978). The next
paragrapths will deal with the more important aspects of manual monitoring development.
Water quaiitv measurements have SO far aimost alwavs been carried out independently
of any streamflow or hydrological survey. Yet several examples point to an extremely
strong correlation between quality and rate of flow, particularlv in riverine reglons con
taining few lakes. An increase in the quantity of water flowing leads to an augmentation in
the amounts of materiais carried away by runoff and, particularly at the initial stages, in
organic compounds. On the other hand, a greater flow provides greater dilution of waste
discharges, which has exactly the opposite effect on water quahty.
To ciarify this point, this proiect carned out some corre1aton calcuiations on the more
significant water flow rate and quality parameters using data gathered over 9 years (1966—
1974) monitoring of the Kemijoki River basin. The data, which had been obtained from
the Kemijoki Water Protection Ässociation, consisted of monthly averages of each water
quality parameter.
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The statistically most significant correlations indicated that flow rate had a dominating
effect on water quality in this river, which stiil is in an almost natural state. Similar investi
gations had been performed earlier on National Board of Waters data (Wartiovaara 1975),
which pointed out a general and inverse correiation between stream flow rate, concentra
tion of dissoived solids, and the amounts of oxygen demanding material carried by the
river. The study did not take into account such stream characteristics as the presence
of lakes, residence time or pollution load.
Statisticai correlations between flow rates and water quality parameters, based on more
than 1 500 sets of measurements, have also been calcuiated for small, lakeless research
basins (Kohonen 1978). Significant correlations were discovered bettveen nearly ali para
meters and flow rate; only the ammonia-nitrogen, nitrite-nitrogen and calcium concentra
tion seemed completely indifferent to flow.
Streamflow measurements have been going on much longer than water quality measure
ments, and have brouht out the magnitude and unpredictability of natural variations in
streamflows. These may reach an order of magnitude in river-rich basins containing few or
no lakes, while in small watercourses the variations may rise to two orders of magnitude
(figure 1).
Periodicities spanning up to ten years can he discerned through the yearly variations.
Figure 2 depicts the discharge variations in the River Vuoksi during the years 1847—
1976, expressed as moving averages over ten and thirty years (Hyvärinen 1977). These
variations obviousiy reflect iong-term atmospheric modifications.
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Fig. 1. Flow variations in the Mäntsäläjoki River during the period 1932—1965 (Hyvärinen 1977).
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Fig. 2, FIow variat!ons in the Vuoksi River during the period 1847—1976 (Hyvärinen 1977).
The application of water quality data obtained from watercourses similar to the Vuoksi
River wthout any references to discharges will easily create apparent water qualitv trends
even at clean monitoring sites. On the other hand, load alterations due to waSte discharges
may remain undetected under certain conditions of changing discharge.
Another important factor in the development of water quality monitoring 15
the inclusion of entire geographical entities in the investigations. A strearn system diagram
(Figrure 3), based on the one hand on hydrological data and on the orher on pollution
load tor ioad variatlon) data, offers a good starting pomt.
These methods present the only wav of obtaining an adequately clear picture of the
sampling system and, above ail, of profitably exploiting investigation results.
The combmation of streamflow and water quality information should alan be used to
build a materiais flow schematic of the entire basin for those parameters most significantly
representative of the water quality, thus presenting a clearer view of the effects of flow
varjatjons under varjous seasonal conditions. Such material balance calculations wiIl isolate
those periods in which it becomes possible to detect waste material, particularly in rivets,
from those in which such detection is fullv impossible. The spring floods on the Kemijoki
River, to give an exarnple, carrv over 70 % of the annual suspended solids load and materiais
bound to suspended solids.
Finnish watercourses should therefore be grouped into coherent moniwring areas for
which monitorlng programs could he made along the abovc outline, and which would take
into account the research resourees of water officiaLs and a linking of compulsory monitoring
to the programs.
Apart from a regionally organized sampling arrangcment, the rationalization of moni
toring also demands and intelligent selection of the qualitv parameters. Onlv parameters
which lead to practical use of the data aequired should he selected. Data should alan be
Vuoksi
1847— 1976
— 10 yeor moving averoge
30 year moving average
1875 1900 1925 1950 1975
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PVHÄJÄRV
SUBSVSTEM 1
fig. 3. Hydroogica1 subsystems of a basin area, illustrated by the Pyhäjoki basin. The pollution sources
are represented bv li—lio.
obtained on phosphorus, nitrogen, and their compounds in addition to the standard
indispensable parameters temperature, oxygen, conductivity and chemicat oxygen demand.
Additional measurements should be selected on the basis of particular needs, te display
water quality variations and the immediate effects of waste discharges on the water quality.
Measurements which reflect changes weakly may therefore be carried out at much longer
intervais, thereby freeing resources towards more meaningfui nutrient measurements and
biological investigations. It must be emphasized once more that the selection of analysis
parameters must be an individual choice with regard te each water course and polluter.
Sufficient baseline material for this type of monitoring has been accumulated during the
last 15 years on aH river basins in Finland.
The greatest challenge and the largest amount of labour yet te be expended on manual
monitoring concerns the exploitation of the results. This project presents two data pro
cessing models: one applicable te lake waters, where Lake Päijänne has been used as ex
ample, and the other applicable to a region containing mainly rivers, illustrated by the
Pyhäjoki river basin. The exploitation of data from regional monitoring may also be carried
out with the help of mathematical models, which can provide more reliable arguments to
support water protection measures (see also paragraph 4.8).
3.22 Äutomated physical and chemical monitoring methods
This project has used the following automatic monitoring svstems and equipmenr:
— the Kokemäenjoki River monitoring system since February 1976,
— the Kymijoki River monitoring system since May 1977,
— an independent stationaiy station from May till November 1977,
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the mobile stationl since September 1975, and
— the mobile station II since February 1976.
Tests have been carried out on the reliability of this equipment in various types of
streams, on its ability to function properly under cold weather conditions, and on a com
parison of the measurement data obtained with that produced by manual monitoring
(Kohonen et aL 1978), This project also included a literature survey on automatic water
quality monitoring (Muhonen 1976). Furthermore, it has performed a cost comparison
study of automatic and manual monitoring (Kyröläinen 1978), summarized in paragraph
3,24 of this report. The next few pages present a brief description of the equipment, of
its utilization and malfunctions, and discusses some aspects of the serviceability of such
equipment.
3,221 The Kokemäenjoki automatic pollution load monitoring system
On December 12 1974 the National Board of Waters and Oy Nokia Ab signed a collabora»
tion agreement towards the development of an on1ine monitoring and reporting system
meant to replace compulsory monitoring. Among the agreement objectives were the
immediate detection and prevention of releases of raw materiais, industrial products or
wastes into watercourses.
Jo its initial configuration (figure 4), the system comprised three river monitoring
stations, one sited upstream of the Nokia Pulp Paper and Power plant, one immediately
downstream and the third a further 100 km downstream. A total of nine measurement
stations were located on the plant site, four in sewer discharges and five within the plant
Iimits on the waste effluent line to the treatment plant.
The river monitoring stations perform the following measurements: temperature, pH,
conductivity, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, and flow, the latter at two statioos only. The
sewer stations monitor temperature, pH, conductivity, turbidity, and flow, and the stations
within the plant temperature, conductivity, fiber content, and flow.
The central computer located at the treatment plant polis each point jo sequoce for
measuremeot data, compares the values to alarm limits stored io its memory, writes ao
alarm report if the limits are exceeded, and issues a sampliog command wheoever necessary.
The system also jncludes a prioter terminal Iocated at the Tampere Water District
Office, which priiits out alarm and their termination, as well as daily, monthly, and yearly
reports showing average and extreme values, fractiles and total discharges.
The problems arising from clogging and foubng at two stream stations, two plaot and
three sewer stations were eliminated and the operational reliability of the statioos thereby
somewhat improved.
The pollution load on the upstream section of the Nokia River creates significant
quality variations above the Nokia Pulp Paper and Power plant (Halonen 1975). Since the
plant uses only about 2 % of the average discharge of the Nokia Stream, the automatic
monitoring system has little chance of detecting any effect of variations io sewage effluent
loads on the downstream water quality. The processing of measuremeot data has been
hampered by the uoreliability of the measurement values arisiog from the rapid fouling of
the sensors.
In order to reach the ioitial objectives of this developmeot work,the computeroperating
and applicatioo systems have had to be modified to resemble those at the Kymijoki auto
matic monitoring system. The next phase shall coosist of ao investigatioo into the varia
tioos in the Nokia River water quality at various sites as a function of stream flow. Only
theo can the oecessary modifications to the design and instrumentation of the monitoring
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stations be carried out, The development work to follow this project shall he pursued
between Oy Nokia Ab and the Water Research Office of the National Board of Waters.
3222 The Kymijoki monitoring system
This system comprises at the present time five river stations (Figure 5), and a central
computing unit consisting of a PDP 11/35 computer located at the Helsinki offices of the
National Board of Waters, The system was taken into service on September 20 1977
Data transfer from the river stations takes place twice a day along telephone lines and
is initiated by the computer. Whenever required, data transfer may also he initiated manu
ally from a control terminal. The computer produces a daily report, which contains infor
mation on alarm limits and malfunctions from each station, average and extreme measure
ment values, and other data such as half-hourly averages (figure 6),
Oy Philips Ab supplied the river monitoring stations. The stations measure temperature,
pH, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, as ve11 as chloride at two of the stations.
A submersible pump located at a depth of one meter supplies a 60—100 Iiters per minute
sample flow to the measuring chamber containing the electrodes (Figure 7).
The operation of the monitoring stations is controlled by microprocessors, which collect
the measurement data as well as information about alarm limit exceedings and ariy malfunc
tions. The microprocessors also supervise an hourly ultrasonic electrode cleaning cycle a
daily calibration pro cedure.
No operating malfunctions occured in the computer unit which could have led to a loss
of information.
Fig. 4. The automatic water quality monitoring system on the Kokemäenjoki River,
monitoring station (Sottuto)
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The remainder of this section will deal with the operation of each station in the system.
The operational efficiencies 1) of the stations have been computedasofsystemstart-up on
September 20 1977 (Table 1).
operational time—downtime
1) Station total operanonal eflciency 100
tionattm
durationa of measuremenes
Analysis operational efficiency = 100 .
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
_
operational rime—downtime
K ELTT
Q River monitoring station
Municipal sewer
c31ndugtriot sewer
AHVENKOSKI
0 5 10km
fig. 5. Sites of the Kymijoki River automatic water quality monitoring system.
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the Kymijoki River automatic water quallty monitoring system.
Fig. 7. B!ock diagram of a Kymijoki River automatic water quatity monitoring station.
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Tahle 1 Operational efficiencies ( o) for each measureirent parameter of the Kym joki River automatic
monitoring stations,
Station Keltti Salonsaari Hirvivuolle Karhula Ahvenkoski
operatingeffidency 905 563 78.7 859 914
pH 990 963 919 99.1 88$
Chlonde $0 7 x 74.8 x x
Temperature 100 100 100 100 100
Dissolved oxygcn 79 7 94 1 91.9 57.9 100
Conducnvity 97.9 96.3 100 99.1 100
7urbidity 975 100 100 100 100
x) No ch o ide measurements at these stations,
The Keitti station is located at the upper course of the Kymijoki, 4 km below Kuusan
koski The Kymijoki River is subject to pulp and paper industry pollut’on. The h gh fiber
content of the stream twice eaused foulmg of the measurmg ehamber and consequent ioss
of data for ovet ten days. The puip and tubing had to be cieaned every second week to
prevent dogging. During start-up of the suifate puip miil at Kuusankoski, the equipment
had to he cieaned daily. The station has had an operational efficieney of 90.5 00,
fhe Salonsaari station is iocated approximately 6 km downstream of the Myllykoski
paper miii The waste effluent ioad in the Kymijoki is noticeabiy less at this site than at
Keitti, and thus there were no cIogging problems Pump and tubing were cleaned every
two weeks. Ä microproeessor failure delayed station start-up until October 12 1977
Incorrect operation of a water pressure transducer caused the major part of data losses.
Microprocessor failures led to a further ioss of data for more than a week This station
has had an operational efficiency of 56.7 %.
The third monitoring station is Iocated on the main westerl braneh of the Kymijoki
above the Hirvivuolle reguiating lam, 25 km downstream of the Inkeroinen board and
paper ff11!. Th te were no iisturbance ansing from eff uents Puirp and tub’ngwere de’tned
ery 50 s sis Defeetise w er p ess te trarsduc—r ‘d c a los of dat fo ve two
e k Liglt irg ad y deruge 1 the Cl e p eesso a id th Irouerri t st t on s rt
up Microprocessor fai ures brought about furth r data osses of over a week 1 his station
has had an operatlc na e fi icney of 78 7
1 e Ka hu a st tior ua b found h e steruro t outlet of h Yyni k about
4 km down tream of the Korkeakoski board and irsu ite niI 1ff uents vety rap dly vore
out the oxygen and chioride eleetrodes Ciogging of the tubing ied to data losses for ovet
tsso da Pump and h ses vere !eaned vety two weeks Data was lost for mo e than a
w’ek tlwards t’e en 1 of Deeember due ti mirrop.ossnr faiiure At 1’.’e ‘r,e 0ime
heavy formation of frazil cc extending to the river bed oecured at the stat on whiei would
have impaired sampling in any case The jamming of a samphng valve during a calibration
eycle brought about a Ioss of data for more than two days. The station has had an opera
tionai effieieney of 85.9 0,
The Ahvenkoski monitoring station s loeated on the westernmost outiet of the Kymi-
joki The nearest upstteam polluters are the ndust ies at Inkeroinen The fammijlrv Lake
about $ km abov he station aets s ‘ fair y powerfui equali er o water qual’ty sariations
thus avoidmg operationai disturbanees at the station attributabie to effluents Pump and
foses we e eleaned eve y wo to four weeks Modem nalfunetiors eaused ioss of data for
orer four days A sudden ehange ir the te ephone number of the statio 1 without advar e
notice brought about a two mon h ut off m the tat on output Leasing aside the effec
of the wrong nu nber in the computer memory raises the operational effieiency o th s
station to 92.4 bo.
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The utiliaation rate 1) of the entire system from September 9 untii December 31 1977
was4.4 %.
At least four stations produced ali measurements for 31.1 % of the above time period.
Three stations reported ali measurements 62.5 % of the time, two stations 83.9 % and one
station 95.6 %. During 4.4 % of the operational time none of the stations turned out any
measurements.
Figure 8 presents a comparison of resuits obtained by automatic stations and manual
sampling. Assuming as correct the manuai samphng vaiues, the percentage of each type of
measurement falling within the accuracy limits communicated by the equipment supplier
are as follows:
dissolved oxygen 15 %
conductivity 57 %
turbidity 0 ¾
foilowing accuracies for their automatic measuring
3.223 Stationary station
This project also tested a stationary Philips monitoring station. This station couid measure
redox potentiai as well as the parameters used on the Kymijoki monitoring system. The
results were recorded on two-channei chart recorders. The resuits were later transferred to
punched cards, which were then processed by the programs used on the mobile stations
(refer to paragraph 3.224).
The station was located at the downstream end of the Kaikkinen canai (figure 17),
where the water is ciean and of fairly constant quality. The greatest losses of data were
caused by a loosening of the sample hose from the pump raft (1.8% ofoperationaltime)
and by maintenance (0.8 % of operational time). The operating efficiencies for each
measured parameter are given jo Table 2.
Tabie 2. Operational efficiendes (%) for each measurement parameter of the stationarv monitoring
station.
Station operating efficiency 97.1
pH 99.2
Chiodde 99.2
Redox potential 93.8
Temperature 100
Dissolved oxygen 100
Conductivity 43.2
Turbidity 93.9
Utllization rate of the station 2) 41.7
1) System utiiization rate = 100
. measurement durations for ali parameters
operational time
pH 94%
chloride 29 ¾
temperature 20 %
The suppliers had ciaimed the
equipment:
pH ±0.2pH
chloride ±20 ¾ of reading
temperature ± 0.5 0C
dissoived oxygen
co nductivity
turbidity
±15 %ofreading
± 3 ¾ fuli range (0--lOO mS/m)
±10 ¾ of reading
2) Total utiiization rate for a station = 100 . measurement durations for ali parameters
operating time
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3.224 Mobile stations
The mobule stations were supplied by Philips. These stations operate along the same prin
ciples and measure the same parameters as the stationary station. The measurements are
continuously recorded on two-channel recorders, and the half-hourly averages are either
punched on paper tape (mobile station 1) or recorded on a C-cassette (mobile station II).
The data processing program reads the data from the tape or cassette, transforms the values
into physical units, calculates and outputs the daily averages, minima and maxima as well
as the 10 %, 25 %, 50 %, 75 %, and 90 % fractiles.
figure 9 shows the locations of the mobile stations and Table 3 describes the stream
types at the mobile station sites and the causes leading to the more important data losses.
Tabies 4 and 5 list the operating efficiencies of the stations and the measurement
operating efficiencies at each site.
Figures 10 and 11 present a comparison of the results produced manually and by the
mobile stations. Assuming that the manual results represent actual values, the percentages
of each type of measurement values falling within the accuracy limits (see p. 20) claimed
by the equipment suppliers are as follows:
Mobile station 1
pH 69 % dissolved oxygen 53 ¾
chloride 24 ¾ conductivity 75 %
temperature 29 % turbidity 20 ¾
Mobile station II
pH 74 ¾ dissolved oxygen 43 ¾
chloride 31 ¾ conductivity 58 ¾
temperature 24 % turbidity 5 %
3.225 Operating experiences of the automatic monitoring systems and equipment
This project did not offer any opportunities to carry out development work on the equip
ment, A few improvement suggestions based on operating experience are given here, and
some aspects are discussed which should be taken into account in the selection of equip
ment and the measurement site.
— The operating reliability of the sampling pump should be ascertained.
Use sufficiently large diameter tubing, avoiding any unnecessary bends,
— A through-flow measuring chamber proved less sensitive to fouling than an open chamber.
— Automatic ultrasonic cleaning of the electrodes significantly decreases interferences
arising from fouling.
— Data punching on paper tape proved more reliable than recording on a C-cassette.
The stations must he fitted with efficient lightning protection.
— Ä station must he located as close to the waterline as possible; the water Iift head
shouid not exceed 3 to 5 meters.
— When connecting a station to the electrical network, avoid circuits subject to transuent
peaks arising for instance from start-ups of large machines (industriai plants).
— If data is transmitted directly to the computer, the site must be located within an
automatic telephone switching network.
— Locate the station on a quarded or fenced site to prevent any vandalism.
—
Protect inlet and outlet hoses from freezing with styrox, mineral wool, or a similar
insulant.
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Table 3. Mobile monitoring stations sites and main disturbances.
Station Site Residence Tvpe of pollution Main disturbances Downtime
time (d) (d)
1 Karhula 92 Puip and paper industry Pump breakdown and clogging 31
1 Koria 154 Pulp and paper industrv Water damages to output units, 68
Iow voltage
1 Vaajakoski 293 PuIp and paper industry Pump breakdown, maintenance 35
1 Siikajoki River 151 Natural state Pump breakdown, maintenance 29
Ruukki
1 Kokkolanjoki 143 Paper industry, Monitor chamber &eeze’up, 5
River, Simpele municipal sewagc maintenancc
11 Aänekoski 83 Suifate pulp miii Pump, tubing, and monitor
waste water channel chamber clogging 17
11 Jämsänjoki River 158 Suifite puip miii Pump and monitor chamber 28
Jämsänkoski waste water clogging insufficicnt measurement
ranges
11 Ouiankajoki River 120 Natural state Microprocessormalfunctions, 5
Kuusamo maintenance
H Lepaa stream 120 Industriai, municipai Pump maifunctions, maintenance 5
Tabie 4. Operational efficiencies (%) of the mobile monitoring station 1.
Station operating efficiency Karhula Koria Vaajakoski Ruukki Simpele
65.8 56.1 88.1 80.8 96.7
p0 100 98.4 98.3 100 100
Chioride 81.3 58.3 38.7 98.0 97.1
Redox potentiai 100 $2.7 98.3 100 100
Tem perature 100 99.9 98.3 100 100
Dissoived oxven 100 98.8 63.0 100 100
tunductivjtv 47.5 9.9 35.1 99.9 100
iurbiditv 56.7 44.6 96.7 100 99.4
Total utilization
rate for the station 18.6 7,1 26.0 79.7 93,5
Tabie 5. Operational efficiencies (%) of mobile monitoring station ii.
Station operating efficiency Aänekoski Jänsänkoski Kuusamo Lepaa
80 81 95.8 76.2
pH 51 80 88.7 76.2
Chloride x 46 80.9 76,2
Redox potentiai 100 99 65.2 63.4
Dissoived oxygen x 72 70.4 88.7
Conductivitv 80 55 100 98.5
Turbidity 92 79 82.6 99.7
Totai utiileation
rate tor the station xx xx 55.7 59.5
x) Not measured at this site.
xx) Utilization rate not caiculated due to the tvpe of appiication.
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1. KARHULA
2. KORIA
3. VAAJAKOSKI
4. SHKAJOKL RUUKK
5. KOKKOLAN]OKI, SIMPELE
6. AANEKOSKt
7. JAMSANKOSKI
8. OULANKAJOKI
9. VANA]AVESL LEPAA
10. VIH11
Fig. 9. Sites of the mobile monitoring stations(1—9) and small drainage basins in Vihtif 10).
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3226 Prospects and value of automation as an information producer
The efficient use of automation as a source of information on water quaiity is limitedto
water courses where sudden and rapid transient quality variations may or vill occur,
thereby restraining its application to severely loaded rivers, Automation uiIl then prove
particularly advantageous if coupled to a rapid transmission to officials, consumers, or
polluters, of information about the water quality alterations,
The greatest deficiency at this time resides in the lack of a wide range of automatically
measurable parameters. The water quality upstream of the polluter also sets a constraint
on the use of automation. lf the upper course of the water course is aiready severely
loaded. separate discharges may well remain undetected with the parameter selection and
instrument accuracies presently availahle, Although automatic analysis may not yet he
sufficientlv reliable, its results may be applied under emergency conditions by considering
them as relative values.
A difference must he made between mobile and stationary monitoring stations when
considering the prospects and value of automation. Mobile stations allow preliminary
surveys of water quality variations at a given site and thus optimum selection of a site with
regard to manual and later on automatic monitoring. There is no justification in setting up
a stationary station or monitoring system without such a preliminary survey of the need
for continuous measurements.
Automatic momtoring produces large amounts of information on water quahty in
general in addition to satisfying the needs for immediate information (confirmed by aiarm
samples). This basic data should be expioited as efficiently as possible.
One of the problems presenteä by water quality monitoring lies in the qualitative and
quantitative basic data deficiencies about water streams. This means that in practice measu
rernent frequencies must be apportioned between the stations according to information
needs. This brings up the question of optimum monitoring frequency, which in turn
depends upon the purpose for which data is recorded. The more common objectives are
to determine the material fiow in a water course
to study the regular water quality variations at the observation sitt, and
-- to deteet any accidental discharges.
When investigating the Ioad carried by a rwer monitoring must be planned more ac
cording to the hvdroiogical vear than the calendar year. A minimum momtormg program
must he drawn up for each observation site and each load factor. The measurement fre
quency with respect to a given material must he more a function of material quantity than
of its concentration. The scarcitv of automatically measurabie parameters wiil however
limit the application of automation in measuring total waste discharges.
The detection of regular variations requires regularly timed sampling. The frequency
wiil he a function of the shortest variation period to be deteeted. The Iongest interval
between successive sampling must he at least half as short as the smallest variation period
of interest. Automation makes practicable almost any sampiing interval. The adoption of
suitahle data recorders and processing enabie the monitoring intervais to he uaried ac
cording to the needs at any particular time.
The detection of accidental äischarges demands continuous monitoring. Ali parameters
need not he measured if suitable indicators can he selected for continuous monitoring and
an automatic alarm sampier is avaiiable. Automation can he successfully apphed to the
deteetion of accidental discharges.
The possibilities offered by automation as an information producer are limited by the
iack of choice in analysahle parameters. On the other hand, automation ailows alarm
sampling and reporting when the preset alarm limits are exceeded, with further analysis
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being carried out later in the laboratory. Automation therefore offers excellent opportuni
ties to monitor both accidental discharges as welI as the regular variations in water quality.
3.23 Äutomatic biologicai monitoring
Biological monitoring refers to the gathering of data on an ecological system using the
observation of organisms and/or their activities as the means of acquiring that information.
Any constituent of the biota may be subjected to biological monitoring. The more usual
methods consist of species identification, population counts, biomass determination,
produetion measurement, or investigations into the structure of the biotic communities.
Test under controlled conditions are carried out in laboratories.
Biological monitoring of th condition of water courses and water quahty has the fol
lowing objectives:
—
A basic research type of data acquisition on the state, structure, and activity of the
aquatic ecosyStem;
—
A clarification of the biological effects of pollution on the ecosystem;
A study of those elements of the biota for which sufficiently sensitive, reliable, and
inexpensive measurement methods do not exist.
Automatic biological monitoring refers to the automation of any biological monitoring
method. At the present time, research focuses mainly on automatized laboratory tests,
where the test organisms are fishes or microbes. Automation seeks to provide a rapid and
continuous flow of information, which is important for instance when studying the effects
of complex and rapidly varying effluents.
Automatized toxicity tests detect poisoning symptoms prior to the death of a test
organism, for instance through alterations in fish respiration or swimming activities, orienta
tion behaviour, a weakening of positive rheotaxis, or impairment of microbiai respiration
and nitrification, Automatic identification methods of indicator organisms representatke
of a given water quality or condition of a water course are also presently under develop
ment.
Many fish species normally show positive rheotaxis in flowing water, i.e. the fishes
remain stationar)’ bv swimming upstream. A weakening of rheotaxis may be taken as a
symptom of water toxicity or as an indication of othenvise noxious conditions.
Certain factors such as water temperature, changes in pH, or low oxygen concentration,
may affect the behaviour of fishes. Even a continuous monitoring of these parameters
during tests would not help much in the difficult task of explaining their relationship to
a weakening in rheotaxis. Rheotaxis experiments have been performed earlier in Sweden,
Holland, and the Federal Republic of Germany (Hasseirot 1975, Poels 1975, 1977, and
Besch et al. 1977).
Within the scope of this project automatized rheotaxis experiments were carried out for
12 weeks (July 13 — October 10 1977) in the Kymijoki River. This study was meant to
investigate whether rheotaxis could he used to supplement automatic monitoring of the
water quality in a river polluted by industrial wastes.
If the detection of toxicity could he carried out with sufficient rapidity and the method
proved reliable, it might be feasible at a later date to connect it to an automatic monitoring
system. In that case the information would be made available together with other water
quality data. Upon receipt of a toxicity detection signal, the water intake plants located
downstream may he warned of an impending danger.
The experiments, experimental methods, and the test results have been described
elsewhere (Salmela 197$). The method employs fishes kept in an flow-through basin and
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Fig. 12. Automadc monftoring of fish rheotaxis.
the monitoring of their flight reactions, health weakening, and loss of swimming ability
through the use of photoresistors, The behaviour of the fishes, two te three years old
rainbow treuts, was aiso monitoreä visuailv The bioiogical monitoring equipment (Fgure
12), including the fiow-through basin, eiectronic controi and tecording system, and an
automatic feeder, vas assembied te broadiy copy the instaliations used in Holiand te
detect acute toxicity in the Rhine (Poeis et ah 1977).
The bioiogical monitoring station was located at Kuusankoski, on the bank of the
Kymijoki River close to the Keitti automatic monitoring station (figure 5, p. 20.. The
most Important poliuter at this site is the suifate puip miii at Kuusankoski.
The environmental conditions proved extremelv sttessing to the measurement equip
ment, since the laner vas iocated in a buiiding without heating or ventilation. During
the tests, the temperature within the buiiding varied from a few degrees below zero te
more than +30 C. The retative humidity was often ciose to 100 %.
As no fish deaths or signigicant water quality variations occured in the Kvmijeki River
dunng the entre trial penod, the system was tested with artificial waste effiuent releases.
The first of these tests nvestigated the effect of fish behavwur of waste discharged into
the stream by the suifate miii (p11 5.5). and the second sought te study the effect of acid
(pH 25) bieaching wastes,
The equipment functioned satisfacterily during the experiments on the Kvmijoki River,
The humidity within the station caused maifunctions in the counter operation of the
1+
1
1. Easins, each containing one rainbow trout
2. frontbasin
3. Rearbasin
4. Thrce framcs holding front sensora
5. Three frames holding rear sensors
6, Water supplu pipe and valve
7. Water drain pipes
8. Anode
9. Cathode
10. Electronic control unit, including pulse counters
and alarm indjcators
11 Photocclls
12. Collirnated Iight sources
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rearmost transducers. The rearmost transducers, which were meant to detect weak fishes
falling back to the downstream end of the basin, did not alwavs produce correct readings.
The performance of the chart recorders during the first few weeks was 50 inferior that
they had to he repiaced with new ones. These operated faultlessiy for aimost the entire
duration, from time to time malfunctions did occur in the coupling between the recorders
and the processing unit, and the signals produced by the fishes did not appear on the chart
recorders. The basin was cieaned twice a week and the pump and hoses once a week due to
the high concentration of suspended solids.
Individual traits appeared in the behaviour of the fishes. The correlation factors between
the signai frequencies of ali three test fishes differed significantiy from zero (at the 1 % risk
level) only in a single case during one observation period.
Small fishes iess than 14 cm in iength couid swim through the detector lamp assembly
without causing any signals, while larger fishes would give rise to several signais on a single
pass under the transducers. Thus the numbers of signais couid not give an indication of
the number of times a fish had gone to the rear of the basin. The fishes produced at ieast
ten times as many signais as the average of five signais per day observed in Hoiland
. Although
the fishes had iearned to avoid the rear end of the basin, the excess of signais can probably
be expiained by the taii action of the fishes as they swam in the vicinity of the transducers.
Two vears old rainbow trout 20 to 25 cm in iength proved best adapted to this study.
Their signais varicd from zero to 1$ impuises per 15 minutes, yet remained aimost con
tinuously iess than 10.
There were no significant statistical correiation between fish behaviour and the six
physicochemicaI water quality parameters monitored, since the water quality remained
fairly constant during the test period.
The first waste effluent test (suifate waste at pH 5.5) consisted of three quick reieases
of 10 liters and continuous reiease of suifate waste lasting for one hour. Even though the
fish exhibited some signs of alarm, not a singie signal was transmitted for ttvo hours and
the test vas stopped. The waste mixture used did not iead to a rapid alarm detection, at
ieast at the high dilutions invoived.
The second test (bieaching waste at pH 2.5) caused a flight reaction in one fish and
a paraiysis reaction in other two fishes. The pH of the basin water Uropped from 6.6 to 3.5.
The test procedure had obviously brought about an excessiveiv iarge and rapid decrease
in pH.
These tests showed that equipment reliability must he imroved with regard to further
studies. The transducers were disturbed by exterrYai ]ight sources. The apparatus should
be housed in a heated and ventiiated enclosure. Speciai attention must he paid to prevent
infections in fishes.
Fish reaction monitoring could he improved through the use of two basins in parallel,
as in Holland.
The test equipment was rebuiit in March 197$, and this ehminated the disturbances
due to external light sources. The measurement transducers were rediesigned, and lenses
mounted in front of the light sensitive resistors used as detectors. The apparatus functioned
satisfactoriiy after this, and the tests were pursued in Aprii 1973.
3.24 Costs of monitoring
Ä detaiied description of costs of monitoring, inciuding a comparative study of the costs
invoived in manual and in automatic water quality monitoring, has been published elsewhere
(Kyröläinen 1978). This section shaii briefiy review the more essential points of that
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publication. The costs listed here are expressed in December 1977 Finnish marks unless
otherwise mentioned. Wage costs also include the social security charges paid by the
employer. Furthermore, the wage costs have been increased by 15 ¾ to compensate for
vacations, sick leaves, dc.
The cost estimates of manual water quality monitoring are based on the guidelines
published in the “Planning and Development Norms of Water District Water Laboratories”
(National Board of Waters 1973). This survey showed that the laboratory staff spends
48.2 ¾ of the total available working time on sample analysis, which averages to 3.4
effective analysis hours per day. The durations of various analyses are listed in column
1 of Table 6.
The analysis wage costs per effective analysis hour come to 40.70 marks at an average
staff daily wage of 138.50 marks per person. Column 2 in Table 6 gives the cost of each
analysis on the basis of effective analysis time, the duration of each analysis and daily
wages. The costs thus include, in addition to salaries, only the time spent on rest breaks,
self-improvement in staff competence, running in of new analysis methods, etc.
The capital costs of water laboratories have been based on the costs of new or recently
buik water laboratories under the control of the National Board of Waters. Table 7 lists
the building costs of such laboratories, which include design costs but not architectural
Table 6. Examples of water analysis costs,
Analysis Average analysis Analysis Total
duration (National wage costs costs1)
board ofWaters 1973)
Alcalinity 0.14 5.70 15.50
Ammoniac 0.10 4.07 11.07
BOD7 (in waste effluent) 0.7$ 31.75 $6.35
Phosphate’phosphorus 0.14 5.70 15.20
Oxygen 0.11 4.4$ 12.18
Carbon dioxide 0.09 3.66 9.96
Chemical oxygen demand 0.19 7.73 21.03
Suspended soliäs 0.12 4.8$ 13.2$
Chloride 0,09 3.66 9.96
Total phosphorus 0.24 9.77 26.57
Total hardness 0.10 4.07 11.07
Total nitrogen 0.53 21.57 58.67
Lignosulfonate 0.19 7.74 21.03
Manganese 0.19 6.10 16.60
Nitrate-nitrogen 0.24 9.77 26.57
Nitrite’nitrogen 0.11 4.4$ 12.1$
pH and conductivity 0.07 2.85 7,75
Iron 0.27 10.99 29.89
Turbidity 0.05 2.04 5.54
Suifate 0.33 13.43 36.53
Colour 0.07 2.85 7,75
Coliform bacteria
in fresh water 0.0$ 3.26 8.86
jo effluents 0.14 5.70 15.50
Enterococcj
jo fresh water 0,06 2.44 6.64
jo effluents 0.12 4.88 13.28
1) Includes analysis wage costs, miscellaneous laboratory costs, and sampling costs,
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Table 7. Net effective fioor areas and cost data pertaining to water laboratories.
Water laboratory of water district
Mikkeli Kajaani Jyväskylä
Janitot apartments (m2) - 73 72
Laboratory space 180 170 190
Rest areas 38 3$ 40
Office space 42 47 111
Storagespace 17 71 66
Miscellaneous areas 9 - 4$
Total fioor space (m2) 286 399 527
Building costs (mk) 940 000 1 300 000 1 700 000
Unit costs (mk/m2) 3 287 3 258 3 226
Ptice level 1975 December 1977 estimated Dcc. 1977
design costs. Table 7 also shows the distribution of working fioor space between the
various activities. Taking into account only those areas which are specifically used in
water quality monitoring, the building costs of a hydrological laboratory inclusive of
architectural design costs adds up to 1.17 million marks. Furnitures will cost on the average
0.25 million marks. Thus the founding costs of a water laboratory sum up to a total of
1.42 million marks.
A water laboratory presently occupies an average of 5.3 persons. The field personnel
also makes part time use of the laboratory facilities. Assuming an equipment amortization
over 10 years and a building amortization extending over 50 years, the yearly capital costs
come to 108 200 marks (at 6 % interest), or 424 marks per working day. The capital costs
per effective analysis hour per person therefore are 23.50 marks.
The remaining costs affecting a water laboratory (facilities maintenance, cleaning, waste
removal, surroundings maintenance, mail and shipping, glassware, reagents, laundry bilis,
work clothes, smali repairs, etc.) have been calculated to 300 marks per working day, or
16.50 marks per effective analysis hour.
Sampling costs consist of travel expenses and staff wages. The field personnel receives
an average daily wage of 158 marks per person. Thus the average cost for a sample is
estimated at 30 marks per hour of effective analysis time.
The analysis costs in column 3 of Table 6 include, in addition to the expenditures
mentioned in column 2, water laboratory capital costs (23.50 mk/h), miscellaneous costs
(16.50 mk/h), and sampling costs (30 mk/h), for a total of 70 marks per effective analysis
ho u r.
Data collection into the water quality register has been estimated to cost about 3 marks
per sample on the basis of 12 parameters analyzed in each sample. The magnitude of these
costs depends almost entirely on the number of analyses and not on their type.
The above figures have been applied to the calculation of a few manual monitoring
cost exämples.
A sample subjected to an analysis of pH, conductivity, alkalinity, colour, turbidity,
BOD, total phosphorus, total nitrogen, iron, chloride, oxygen, and suspended solids, a
selection fairly typical of modern monitoring methods, will lead to the following expen
ditures:
— analysis (1.8$ . 40.70 mk) 76.52 mk
— capital costs (1.88 . 23.50 mk) 44.1$ mk
- niisc. laboratory costs (1.88 . 16.50 mk) 3 1.02 mk
— sampling (1.88 . 30.00 mk) 56.40 mk
— data processing 3.00 mk
211.12 mkTotal
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A sample analyzed only for conductivity, pH, BOD, total phosphonis, phosphate
phosphorus, total nitrogen, nitratenitrogen, and oxygen:
— analysis (L52 40.70 mk) 61.86 mk
— capital costs (152 23.50 mk) 35.72 mk
misc. laboratory costs (1.52 16.50 mk) 25.08 mk
sampling (1.52 30.00 mk) 45.60 mk
— data processing 3.00 mk
Total 170.26 mk
A sample analyzed oniy for the automatically measurable parameters (water tempera
ture, oxygen, chloride, turbidity, conductivity and pH):
analysis (0.32 40.70 mk) 13.02 mk
capital costs (0.32 ‘23.50 mk) 7.52 mk
— misc. laboratory costs (0.32 16.50 mk) 5.2$ mk
sampling (0.3 2 ‘30.00 mk) 9.60 mk
— data pro cessing 1.80 mk
Total 37,22mk
The costs of automatic water quality monitoring discussed below include the Koke’
mäenjoki and the Kymijoki monitoring costs up to the end of 1977. The expenditures
relating to the first stationary station, located in Kalkkinen, cover the period dating from
May 20 1976 to November 18 1976, the expenditures relating to the first mobile station
the period extending from September 9 1975 until December 27 1977, and those relating
to the second mobile station February 25 1976 until September 8 1977. This discussion
also refers to the costs involved in the biological monitoring tests.
The capital costs have been calculated on a 5.7 and a 10 year amortization span and
a 6 % interest rate. Upkeep and maintenance expenditures also include travel costs, salaries,
supplies, electrical bilis, as well as maintenance and repair charges paid to others than water
authorities. TheO Kokemäenjoki and Kymijoki data processing costs also include capital costs
which was computed as in the case of the above mentioned data collection capital costs.
Table $ summarizes the continuing costs for the years 1976—1977 of the Kokemäen
joki River monitoring system and their percent fraction of the total costs. The figures
given in this table do not include the system development and testing expenditures, which
at the end of 1977 amounted to a total of 580 000 marks.
Table 9 presents cost estimates of the Kymijoki River monitoring system comprising
five stations. Two figures are given here for the data processing costs, since the Kymijoki
monitoring system requires only one third of the computer capacity. The excess computing
power could be useä through a few additional peripheral purchases towards other purposes,
although at the present it is mainly inactive. The costs do not include set’up and test
expenditures, which totaled 140 000 marks.
Table 10 presents a summary of the costs involved in a stationary station. The low level
of maintenance costs may he explained by the cleanness of the water course. The magnitude
of the data processing costs relative to a mobile station arises from the fact that the results
were recorded only on a chart recorder.
The average monthly costs for mobile monitoring stations have been assembled in
Table 11. The maintenance and data processing costs did not vaiy much from station to
station. However the capital costs do vary according to the equipment level and purchase
date for each station. The first station was received as a gift: however its value and capital
costs have been estimated here. The capital costs per month of the second station are
approximately 40 % higher than at the first mobile sttion. The maintenance costs per
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month and per site varied from 1 700 marks to 5 400 marks. The water quality and the
site distance from Helsinki and the local Water District Office form the most significant
variation factors in the monthly maintenance bill. The costs listed in Tabie 11 do not
include the expenses involved in transferring the stations, expenditures which ranged from
590 to 4 800 marks per transfer, depending upon the distance involved. The transfer
costs averaged to 1 950 marks per transfer.
Table 8. Costs of the Kokemäenjoki River monitoring svstem.
Costs (mk/month) and percentages based on thtee amortization periods
Cost center
5 yr 7 yr 10 yr
Capital 21 600 46 16 300 43 12 400 40
Maintenance 7 200 15 7 200 19 7 200 24
Dataprocessing 18600 39 14300 38 11 100 36
Totat 47 400 100 37 800 100 30 700 100
Tabte 9. Costs of the Kymijoki monitoring system.
Costs (mk/month) and percentages based on three amortization periodsCost center
5 yr 7 yr 10 yr
Capitat 31000 55—69 23700 52—66 18000 48—61
Maintenance 7 000 12—16 7 000 15—19 7 000 19—23
Data processing 1) 18 000 33 15 000 33 12 400 33
2) 6 700 15 5 500 15 4 700 16
Totat 1) 56 700 100 45 700 100 37 500 100
2) 44800 100 36200 100 29800 100
1) Present costs
2) Costs asslaming that 2/3 of the computing capacitv is assigned to other duties
Tabte 10. Costs of the stationary monitoring station.
Costs (mk/month) and percentages based on three amortization periodsCost center
Syr 7yr lOyr %
Capital 3 800 54 2 800 46 2 200 40
Maintenance 1 500 21 1 500 25 1 500 27
Data processing 1 800 25 1 $00 29 1 800 33
Total 7 100 100 6 100 100 5 500 100
Table 11. Average costs per site of the mobite monitoring stations.
Costs (mk/month) and percentages based on thtee amortization periodsCost center
5 yr 7 yr 10 vr
Capital 6500 61 4900 54 3700 47
Maintenance 3 800 35 3 800 42 3 800 48
Data processing 400 4 400 4 400 5
Totat 10 700 100 9 100 100 7 900 100
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The automatic biological monitoring costs totaled 43 500 marks, including 1$ 500
marks spent on equipment.
The tests indicated that the operational efficiency of the station could he mproved
through better heating, ventilation and relative humidity eontrol. This demands a fixed
structure, perhaps m fiberglass, which weuld cost about 10 000 marks. Ä fence, costing
about 2 000 marks, shouid he buik around the site to prevent vandaiism. Monitoring is
best carried out with two basins in parellel at a further cost of $ 000 marks. Additional
investments thus add up to 40 000 matka.
The above data ailow the computation of the manual sampling frequeney which can he
acheved at a cost equlvaient to an automatie monitoring station. Such calculations can he
of help in estimating the needs for automatized water monltoring unäer various ercum
stances, In addition to the detection of waste discharges, the information produced by
automatied statlons may he put to use in various experiments; however, no attempts have
been made jo this project to assign a value either to this aspeet nor to a continuous f]ow
of information about short’term variations in water quality.
The monthly eosts per site for mobile water monitoring stations varied from 5 900 to
12 800 marks, Figure 13 presents the results of calculations for each site showing the
number of manual sampies whieh could have been taken and proeessed at the monthly
costs incurred by an autornatie station. The breakeven point seems to lie at a distance of
100 km from the Water District Offiee when taking one sample daily, beyond whieh an
automatic monitoring station proves more economical, assuming of course adequacy of the
automatieally measurab le parameters.
The costs of the Kymjoki River manual monitoring system as a funetion of sampling
rate are depicted in figure 14, based on the same stes and parameters as the automatlc
system. The Kvmijoki Rwer may be sampled two to four times a day to arrive at cost
leveis similar to an autornatlc monitoring system (Table 9). Thus, assuming that an alarm
limit overrun on the Kvm joki lasta on the average less than 6 to 12 hours, ao automatlc
momtonng svstem becomes more economical than a manual system in the detection of
waste diseharges. assuming again rhat the parameters which can he measured are suitable
and that tre system operates satisfaetortv. During the period extendin from May 9 unui
December 31 1977 the autornatic monltonng network detected a total of 11 alarm ljmit
overruns, four of whch lasted more than six hours and six less than 12 houra. However
the ljmjts had been set farlv high and part of this period eonsisted of trial runs.
The Kymijoki River is presently manually sanipled 18 times each year, The present
sampling rate wiIl aliow the deteetion of a leading to a alarm limit overrun lasting longer
than sjx hours. and whjch occurs about onee every two months, with a 0.0125 probability
factor, assuming that the discharge is detected at only one station during a sampling cycle.
The detection of such discharges at the present sampling rate ja therefore vety improbable.
3.25 Application of Escheriehja coli bacteriophages for tracing water movement
This project djd not dea with hvdrological methods, in spite of thejr importance the only
study having some relevanee to these methods concerned the use of bacteriophages in
mvcstigatlons of water movement (Kinnunen 1978).
Baeteriophages are bacterial viruses and incapable of independent metabohsm. Thev
can oniv muitiply mside actve bacterial cells which are sensitive to them. Phages possess
several properties which make them an ideal tracer for studying water movernent:
Bacteriophags are completely harmiess to the environment.
— Because of small size, 5 to 300 nm, they foilow easily water movements.
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fig. 13. Number ofmonthly manual sampllngs which could be performed at the monthly costs incurred
by an automatic mobile monitoring station. The costs are expressed for three amortization periods (5, 7,
and 10 years) as a function of the site remoteness.
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Fig. 14. Variation of the Kymijoki River manual monitoring costs as a function of sampling frequency.
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— With the help of phages several water fractions can easily he marked simukaneously
and the tracers he analysed from the same sampies.
High phage titers ailow a high dilution ratio of the tracer suspension which is of the
same order of magnitude as with the more common radioactive tracers.
— The tracing expenses are Iow compared for instance to the radioactive tracer rnethods.
The use of bacteriophage method does not require personnel with specially training.
The greatest drawback of the method is that the determination of phages can not be
perfarmed automaticaily in the field as with radioactive isotopes and fluorescent dyes and
separate sampies must he taken
The method has been tested in rivers, groundwaters, municipal waste water treatment
plants and a lake polluteä by pulp and paper mili effiuents. With these tests was found
that bacteriophage tracers suit vety weil to the measurements of the detention time in
rivers under different discharges. The ratio of the detention time to the disharge can he
used in the ineestigation of intermittend waste disharges, since ihe sarnpling schedule
can then be pianneä te take into account effluent travel under various disharges Jnforma
tion about the ratio mentioned before is even more critical when the river is a raw water
source of a community and the possibility of up stream toxic wastewater loading exists.
Water quality modeis also require detention time information obtainabie through tracer
experiments. Bacteriophages are particularly well suited te waste effluent transport studies,
since similar waste effluents may he simukaneously marked and later identified from same
samples. In lakes the method may be emploved either te monitor the carriage of wastes or
to simulate wastewater travel. It could also he applied te the calibration and testing of
hydrological modeis.
33 Pollution IoaU monitoring
Two main aspecus o water poliution ioad monitonnC are treated below: diffuse load.
whcre the deree of pollution and the ontial monitoring frequencv are discussed separately,
and waste effluent diseharges, where some aspects of the monitoring procedure are briefly
considered.
3.31 Diffuse poiiution ioad
Diffuse pollution Ioad within this context refers to a combination of materiais Ieached
from the soil through natural runoff and pollution due te human activities, which reaches
water courses either directlv, through not at a slngie point, or through the soil. Separating
natural soil runoff from diffuse load due to human autivities has proved difficuit. Attention
se far has been focused on industrial and rnunicipal load. Yet today one million inhabitants
in Finland are not connected to a sewer system. Most of them hve in rural areas, where
agriculture, forestry, leisure settlements, and recreational use of waters form the loading
factors, Diffuse load ma have a large regional or Iocal importance, dependent upon the
water quailty in the basin area unäer study and upon the magnitude of the other types of
loads. It is therefore necessarv to he aware of the sze and tvpe of diffuse Ioad involvcd
whcn piannlng tvater protection measures, or when appivlng ecoiogicai modck te the cal
culation of the effects of varieus load alternatives on the water quaiity.
The latest estimates on the rnagnitudes of soil runoff were made by Kauppi (1978) and
Koho nen (1978). These estimates are summarized helow.
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In Finland, regions stiil in a natural state lose through runoff four to six kg of phos
phorus and $0 to 200 kg of nitrogen per square km per year. The narural load of phos
phorus varies only slightly from one region of Finland to another. However, nitrogen Ioad
is much larger in the south of Finland (about 200 kg per square km per year) than jo the
north (about 100 kg per square km per year).
Diffuse load consisting of natural load and non-point source loading varies most signifi
cantly as a function of the areal percentage of cultivated Iand within the drainage basin,
and the regional population and livestock densities, Within purely low-density population
areas the correlations between these factors are so strong, that the areal percentage of
cultivated land may he held to directly represent the magnitude of diffuse loading. The
type of soi! does not seem to have much effect when compared to other factors. Further
more. there exists a strong correlation between the relative fractions of fine soil particles
and cultivated land.
The dependence of phosphorus and nitrogen load on the percentage of cultivated land
has been calculated for small drainage basins (Kauppi 1978). There is a logarithmic cor
relation betw’een phosphorus load and the percentage of cultivated land:
‘‘P(runoff) = 15.1 log(FP+1)+1.9 (1)
where
P(runoff) = phosphorus runoff, kg per square km per year, and
FP = percentage of cultivated land within the drainage basin %
Nitrogen runoff, on the other hand, varies linear!y with the percentage of cultivated
land. The regression equation has been calcu!ated only for the Southern and Central
regions of Finland, due to a !ack ofdata on the cu!tivated !and areas in Northern Finland:
“N(runoff) 8.4 FP+230 (2)
w h ere
YN(runoff) = nitrogen runoff, kg per square km per year
Little is presently known on the availability of runoff nutrients to algae. Ä program is
getting under way at the National Board of Waters which seeks to obtain information on
this point through aigal tests.
Diffuse loading presents very wide seasonal variations. A single spring month may carry
one half of the tota! annual !oad, akhough a more usua! ‘alue might be one third to one
fourth of the total annual amount. The spring portion is often more prominent in fertilized
forest areas, since the large spring flows also contain !arge amounts of phosphorus and
nitrogen. The corre!ation between eoncentrations and runoff within other areas of diffuse
!oading is usually positive, and forest ferti!ization will only act to reinforce it.
The seasonal variations just described wil! set suppiementary demands on sampling
procedures, their timing and frequency. Kohonen (1978) has studied the influence of
water qua!ity and quantitv monitoring frequencies on the soi! runoff measurement accura
des for small drainage basins !ocated around Vihti, in Southern Fin!nnd. Tab!e 12 lists the
basin characteristics and soi! tvpes percentages for these drainage basins.
This investigation made use of four separate accumu!ations of water qua!ity data. The
first one, covering the years 1966 to 1975, had been gathered at the normal month!y
sampling frequency employed in research programs. The second, covering the years 1966
to 1970, had been carried out at an intensified rate (30 to 180 yearlv samp!tngs during
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eight to ten months per year). The third, extending from 1972 und! 1975, dealt with
samplings carried out monthly, in spring somewhat more frequentiy, on drainage from
cultivated fields and uncovered-ditched areas (area 11) as weli as drained fields (area 10).
The fourth data collection referred to the 1974 spring overflow, sampled every two hours
for one day. Älthough an average of fourteen parameters were analyzed from the sampies,
this discusion will restrict itself to nutrients (total nitrogen and total phosphorus).
The significance of the time of day with respect to the spring flood was measured on
April 2 and 31974. The runoff during that 24 hour period varied from 39 to 169 liters per
square km per second in area 11 and frorn four to seven liters per square km per second
in area 13
Table 13 presents the means of total phosphorus and total nitrogen concentrations, and
the ratio of phosphate-phosphorus to total phosphorus for each drainage basin.
The numbers of sampies for that 24 hour period fallmg within ±10 % and ±25 % varia
don Iimits of the mean concentration values were computed in order to define the optimal
monitoring frequency (Tahle 14).
Table 12. Terrain characteristics and soil types at the small dranage basins in Vihti.
Basjn Ärea Terrain Water-course Fields Marshes Fine Coarse
siope solis solls
p2 % 04 % %
i) 0.12 2.8 100 0 100 0
11 0.12 2.8 2.7 100 0 100 0
12 0.25 10.0 3.0 48 0 50 20
13 0.07 16.0 10.0 0 0 33 53
14 0.69 13.9 36.1 0 13 9 58
15 4.04 8.2 6.9 27 11 31 45
1) tncludes basin 11, which has been drained in 1971. lasin 11 represents the comhined effects of ditch
and surfaee drainaec- warer
Table 13. Average values ot totai nitwgen and totai phosphorus concentrations, mnoffs, and phos
phatephosphorus percentage of total phosphorus, measured in the small drainage basins in Vhti on
Äpril 23 1974,
Nitrogen Phosphorus Percentage of phos
lasin phate-phosphorus
mgNfI kgN/km2/d rngP!I kgP/km2/d of total phosphoms
10 9.33 76 137 1.1 48
11 9.14 76 145 1.2 50
12 4.63 16 655 2.3 16
13 1.4 0.5 31 0.02 39
14 1.02 1.2 15 0.02 47
15 6.03 17 167 0.5 32
Table 14. Number ofobservations from the small drainage hasins in Vihti falling within the Iimits of the
±10 % or ±25 % deviation range from the average rneasured tota! nitrogen and total phosphorus con
centrations.
10 11 12 13 14 15
Basin
• N •
±10% 7 5 5 8 8 3 5 2 6 3 11 4
±25% 13 ii 12 13 13 4 12 5 13 4 12 6
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On the basis of a total of thirteen samplings, the ±10 ¾ boundaries wiil resuit in a high
probability of a sample having a concentration deviating from the average vaiue (except at
area 15 for nitrogen). On the other hand, ±25 % boundaries wili ailow a free seiection of the
sampling time in ali drainage basins for nitrogen and in the drainage basins 10 and 11 (cul
tivated land) for phosphorus.
Runoff monitoring uses continuousiy recording iimnigraphs. During the flood season, the
values are piotted from the chart at two hour spacings, and during the remainder of the year
at four hour spacings. This frequency has proved adequate to calculate the daily drainage
average.
Table 15 iists the average values of phosphorus and nitrogen concentrations and the phos
phate phosphorus fraction of total phosphorus in each drainage basin for the 1966—1975
normal monitoring and 1966—1970 intensive monitoring periods.
The largest concentrations are found in drainage areas having a high percentage of culti
vated land, and the smaliest are obtained from wooded drainage areas. In ali areas the greater
concentrations were measured during the spring and faH flood periods. Thus runoff and the
totai phosphorus and nitrogen concentrations show a very significant positive correlation.
Any possibie influence of monitoring frequency on nitrogen and phosphorus runoff
values has been checked over a common period extending from 1966 untii 1970, using the
normal and intensive sampling frequencies data (Table 16).
The yeariy runoffs calcuiated on the basis of the more intensive sampiings are somewhat
lower than the normal sampling frequency vaiues. The largest differences with respect to
nitrogen and phosphorus runoffs may be found in the drainage basins 12 and 13, where the
runoffs caicuiated from the intensive sampiing vaiues come to 51 % and 60 % respectiveiy for
nitrogen and 44 % and 27 % for phosphorus of the normal sampiing vaiues.
Tabie 15. Total nitrogen and total phosphorus averages, and phosphate-phosphorus percentage of total
phosphorus, measured in the small drainage basins in Vihti from 1966 until 1975 using normal sampling
frequency and from 1966 until 1970 using a intensified monitoring frequency
Nitrogen (mg N/1) Phosphorus (mg P11) Phosphatephosphorus
Basin pcrcentage of total phosphows
Normal Intensified Normal lntensified Normal Intensified
monitoring monitoring monitoring monitoring monitoring monitoring
average average average average average average
11 6.4 3.1 0.16 0.13 35 41
12 2,1 2.1 0.19 0.14 59 58
13 1.0 1.1 0.07 0.04 49 66
14 0.7 0.7 0.02 0.02 66 69
15 1.4 1.3 0.09 0.07 57 50
Table 16. ‘Totat nitrogen and total phosphorus average yearly runoffs measured in the small drainage
basins in Vihti from 1966 until 1970 using both normal and intensified monitoring frequency. (The
number of sampies in brackets).
.
Nitrogen (kg NIkm2/yr) Phosphorus (kg P1km2Iyr)
Basin
Normal monitoring Intensified monitoring Normal monitoring Intensified monitoring
11 1013 (43) 903 (231) 49 (42) 32 (231)
12 1 183 (40) 608 (236) 94 (39) 41 (236)
13 279 (59) 168 (410) 20 (53) 7.4 (410)
14 205 (56) 210 (411) 6.3 (55) 5.6 (411)
15 600 (57) 443 (295) 21 (56) 20 (295)
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The Vihti area presents definite phosphorus and nitrogen runoff peaks both in spring
(usually in April) and in fail (usually Nobember).
The optimal monitoring frequency is therefore directly a funetion of the accuracy sought
in estimating runoff values, A more intensive water quality monitoring during the large spnng
and fail runoffs will improve the accuracy of the estimates. Since monitoring restricted to
five to ten times a month vi1l alter the runoff values as described earlier, dailv monitoring wil]
probably he requireä during seasonal floods to achieve maxirnal accuracy.
332 Municipal effluents
The main objective behind compulsory monitoring of municipal effluents is to supervise the
Ioad discharged by treatment piants into watercourses, The required load information accu
racies vary fairly widely under various circumstances, and the monitoring objectives should
therefore he clearly defined prior to planning a monitoring program. The selection of moni
toring methods, mainly sampling procedures, parameters to be analyzed, and sampling fre
quencies, wilI have a marked infiuence on information accuracy, These factors wiiI also have
a bearing on the exploitation potentiahties of the data acquired.
The objective of this study was to tnvestigate the monitoring frequency and parameters
selection required to measure the municipai effluent Ioad being discharged into streams.
Monitoring data from several treatment plants of various types and sizes provided the base
from which monitoring frequencies eould be computed. The data was collected from treat
ment plants for which extensive and continuous monitoring records were available. Two
different methods were employed to determine the monitoring frequency demanded by each
parameter and the results were then compared.
The first method consisted of examinlng the effect on the calculated parameter average
of ao inerease m the intervais between successive samplmgs. The measurements involved mate
nal concentrations (ui mg per liter), flows (cubic rneters per äay), and calculated daily loads
(kg per day). The deviations of each average value from the average calculated from the
total number of sampies was theo computed for successively decreasing numbers of observa
tions (Hetling et al. 1976).
This method can only pro vide guidelines towards assigning a sampilng frequcncy to each
parameter. The variations between the sample averages increased fairlv rapidiv with decreasing
sampling frequency. The fuil application of this method presupposes ao ideal case of for
instance daily monitoring data over one year, since a diminution in sampling frequency could
then he concretely appraised and the results then used to compute the number ofsamplings
required iii a year. It turos out to be much more complicated to make use of even a Iong series
ofobservations which, however, are spread over even longer periods.
The second method sought to define the number of observations required to determine to
a given degree of accuracy the concentration of a given material in an effluent, the vaste
discharge rate, or the Ioad caused by a treatment plant. The probiem can also he expressed
inversely: to what accuracy does the average of a given set of observations represent the exact
average value of material concentration, flow, or load, The monitoring frequency arrived at
through the equations involved in this method may however he considered only as guide
values.
The Ioad discharged into a stream durmg one year may he measured from a combination
of ali daily samples (N=365). However, if the base data presents a large variance. it rnay turn
out, as described above, that 365 sampies do not suffice to describe the real distribution and
that a much greater number of observations is required, The main value of such a monitoring
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frequency calculation is that it provides an estimate of the average ioad value accuracy attain
abie at a given monitoring frequencv.
This investigation restricted itseif to the effluent sources, analyses, and caiculated loads
Iisted in Tahle 17. The material used presents many deficiencies, since it had been coilected
for other purposes. Yet it can serve to illustrate the theories described above, and the results
may provide indications of the goals toward which monitoring shouid be developed.
The monitoring data was gathered with the following objectives in mmd
—
to define any variations between the various days of the week
—
to arrive at an opinion on the indispensability of any parameter;
to determine a monitoring frequencv based on poliution ioad caicuiations.
A comparative study of the effluent discharges occurring en each day of the week could
be carried out only on the data gathered at Kuopio, Jyväskylä, and Vihti, since the other
treatment plants monitored only on a few days each week, The Monninkyläobservations do
spread out over ali seven days, but the excessive random variations observed at this plant
wouid have made this particular investigation rather questionabie.
The Sunday flow values in the Jyväskylä and Kuopio material showed a highly significant
(at a 0.1% risk level) downward deviation from the average fiows measured on the remaining
days of the week. There were no differences from one weekdav to the next. No data about
Saturdays was availabie from any piant.
The concentration of nutrients and organic matter did not vary from one dav to the next.
However, the Sunday phosphorus, nitrogen, and BOD loads discharged from the treatment
plants were somewhat lower on that day than during the week, which probably follows from
the iower flows. Yet in Sweden the variations from one weekday te the next have been shown
to arise aiso, perhaps even soleiy, from variations in concentrations. Forsberg and Hökervali
(1973) have shown that phosphorus concentrations in Swedish municipai effluents are notice
ably higher on Tuesdays and lower on Saturdays and Sundays than on the remaining days of
the week.
No significant correlation factors couid he found between the various characteristics of the
treatment plant effluents studied. Attention was focused in particular on any possible correla
tion between BOD7 and COD, since an easier and more reliable analysis to replace BOD7
determination has iong been sought. Briggs et ai. (1976) and Uimgren (1974) did obtain
significant correiations between BOD7 and COD (concentrations) in waste effluents. The
iablc 17. Main data and number of sampiings taken at the waste treatment plants cited.
Plant Treatment Flow Population Measured parameters
m3/d (number et samplings)
Kuopio Simultaneous 27 000 60 000 P(356), N(74), BOD7(170), COD( 188)
p recip itation
Jyväskylä Direct precipitation 20 000 56 000 P(353), N(50), BOD7(73)
Viikki<) Activated sludgt- 41 000 127 000 P(60), N(58), BOD7(58), solids (60)
Hyvinkää, Simultanvous 8 000 15 300 P(79), N(75), BOD7(1 12),COD(97)
Martti precipitation
Vihti Postprecipitation 580 1 500 P(62), N(59), BOD7(47), COD(60).
P(91), N(88), BOD7(77),COD(89).
Monninkylä Activated sludge 140 1 200 P(235),Nt235),80D7(235),selids(235).
Simultaneous precipitation P( 169), N( 169), BOD7f 169), solids (169).
x) Only one process line monitored.
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highest correlation coefficient obtained in this study between these two parameters was
r=058 (n=78),
The only other correlation worthy of any mention was the correlation (r=079, n=85)
between the total phosphorus and the COD concentrations in the Kuopio material.
The correlation coefficients do not entitle to consider any parameter sufficientlv represen
tative of any other to the extent that the selection of parameters subjected to analysis could
he accordingly reduced. On the other hand, pil, conductivity, and faecal bacteria determina
tion could weIl he omitted from municipal waste monitoring as meaningiess and therefore
useless.
The material available did not permit an investigation of any but COD as replacement
candidates for BOD7 analysis. Furthermore, it seems that COD measurements in efftuents
should be carried out by means of a dichromate and not a permanganate method, For instance.
the lower BOD-COD correlation values arrived at here in comparison to the Swedish values
may arise from the fact that in Finland COD is measured as a consumption of KMnO4, while
in Sweden K7Cr2O4 is used, Stiil, it would he useful to seek other types of analyses suitable
to the determination of organics in municipal wastes.
Table 18 summarizes the number of observations required to remain within a 10% deviation
at a 5 % risk level at large (Kuopio, Jyväskylä, Hyvinkää, Viikki) and small (Vihti, Monnin.
kylä) treatment plants.
These resuks indicate that the number of observations required to effectively monitor a
small treatment plant is so large, that even remaining within a ±50 % accuracy limits is open
to question. The load variations from small plants are mainly due to the large flow variations.
while in large treatment plants the concentration will vary mueh more than fiow, which
remains fairly steady. The results given here show that the number of samples must he in
creased several times to arrive at an accuracy of even 25 % in measurements of loading by
small treatment plants. The monitoring of larger installations, on the other hand, need not be
much intenstfied to attain a ±10 % accuracv on the basis of a weekly samphng.
Table 18. Summaru of the number ot rneasurements required ro remain within ± 10 deviarion limits
at a 5 So risk level,
meterA.LargetrearmentpJantsB,smaJItreatmentp1aits
FIow 13- 27 500-- 600
Phosphorus 1usd 9-- 500 56— 370
Nitrogen 1usd 23- 34 48— 167
BOD Ioad 32-226 267- 655
COD 1usd 64—100 76— 220
Suspended solids 1usd
- 1 700—2 400
Tabit 19. Distribution of the moniwring events berwcen waste treatment plants of varlous sizes.
Plant waste Number ot Yearly monitorings Total yeariy
effluent flow treatment plants per treatment plant monitoring
m3/d
100 45 2 90
100 300 170 2-4 340-580
300-- 1 200 150 4 6 600—900
1 200-- 3 000 93 6-8 560—750
3000-10000 20 12 240
10000—15000 12 12 144
<15000 14 24 336
Total 504 2 310—-3 140
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Table 19 presents the compulsory monitoring frequencies at waste treatment plants of
various sizes, as estimated on the basis of the actual monitoring guidelines prepared by the
National Board of Waters (1976b).
Compulsory monitoring clearly gives prominence to small treatment plants, since larger
plants are not monitored as often. lf for instance a large treatment plant discharges 10 000
cubic meters of effluent per diy, this fiow must be monitored twcive times a year. If the same
flow were distributed between ten small plants, the monitoring occurences would total close
to fifty times per year.
The monitoring of large treatment plants is reIativeiv less expensive than at smali plants.
The more important installations are usually fitted with automatic sampiers continuous
flow measurement equipment, and are served by their own laboratories. Smali treatment
piants must usually contract their compuisory monitoring to consuitant firms. In addition
to the heavy expenses involved in the monitoring of small treatment plants, it seems also
fairly evident that the kind of monitoring performed wilI not return data useful with regard
to calculations of the pollution loads discharged into watercourses. However, the monitoring
may prove important to the satisfactory operation of the plant.
The monitoring frequency presently prevailing at small treatment plants, two to four
times a year, vi1I allow calcuiations of the nutrients and organics discharged into water
courses which are valid only for the monitoring period. Even then, the accuracy of the cal
cutations will he limited by the errors inherent to the fiow measurements. The flow and
concentration variations at the discharge of a small waste treatment plant are 50 large that the
yearly load calculated on the basis of a compulsorv monitoring frequency of two to four
times per year will range anvwhere between —50 ¾ to +200 ¾ from the actuai value.
The future development of compulsory monitoring of waste treatment piants should seek
a more efficient application of available resources. It might prove feasibie to cease monitoring
the effluent discharge of small piants, contingent upon an improvement in their process
control efficiencies, as the load discharged by such ptants may be estimated from the popula
tion and industries linked to the plant, and from its treatment capacity. This method could
probably lead to the same accuracies as presently attainable in pollution ioad measurements.
Plant start-up should however he carefuliy supervised to ensure that ali objectives are fulfilled
from the beginning.
3.33 Industrial effluents
A Scandinavian forest industries environmental protection program, Nordmiijö-80, was
initiated at about the same time as the KVT project. The main objective of Nordmiljö-80
was to arrive at equipment and system specifications allowing increases in production and
efficiency, while stiil fulfilling ali obligations regarding environmentai protection (Anon.
1975).
The Nordmiljö-80 project also broadiy covered pollution load monitoring and its develop
mentai aspects. The KVT project therefore restricted its participation to a rather smali in
dustrial waste monitoring project (Perälampi 1977). This study vas carried out in spring
1976 at the Äänekoski suifate puip milis of the Finnish Forest Owners lndustries Ltd., and
its objective was to determine the effects of accidentai discharges on total pollution ioads.
The project aiso tested the suitability of mobile monitoring stations to industriai effluent
measurements. The design of measuring and sampiing apparatus used on waste effluents
must pay particular attention to clogging and to the effect of gases emanating from the
effluent on eiectronic components.
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The forest industry processes have Iong been under computer control, but it is only recently
that computers have been applied to environmental protection purposes. This has shown that
improued measurement technologv coupied to cornputers prograrnmed with alarm actlon
instructions can reduce the amount of accidental discharges, therebv improving an important
aspect of environmental protectlon and reducing material losses. One objective ts to complete
these systems to the point where situations ieading to accidental discharges cannot occur.
The development of control systems to the leveis demanded by both environmental pro
tection and manufacturing processes underlines a need for suitable parameters, equlpment,
and analysis rnethods, as iveli as large scale industrial tests.
A Iist of the Nordmiljö-$O project publications relating to effluent monitoring, and which
have been issued prior to May 1 1978, has been appended to the bibhographic references of
this report.
14 Improvements in monitoring
The objective of water quality and pollution Ioad monitoring is to produce information about
watercourses, the discharge of wastes into watercourses, and the consequences of such dis
eharges. The information thus obtained may then he applied to the planification and use of
watercourses or to water protection goals.
This section will discuss the improvements which must he made in process control, pollu
tion load monitoring, and water quality monitoring.
The development potentialities of process monitoring may he found in the increasing
automatization of the collection of data required for process control within industriai plants
causing water pollution. A large number of studies have been carried out on this subject,
particularlv in the forest industries, where for instance the Nordmiljö-80 projeet focused on
self-monitoring within the forest industrv. The developrnent work carried out in the Koke
mäenjoki River program on the appiicatlon efautornation towards combining process, sewage,
and stream rnonitoring Into a sing]e operating svstem, also mainlv seeks to improve process
nionitoring.
The deveiopment of poilution lead monitoring should atm towards mo-re accurate informa
tion about the quantiry and nature of effluents discharged into watercourses. This is often
5 question of a more cffictent appiication of avaiiable resourees. Wtth regarö to diffuse ioaä,
the monitoring frequences houId be altered to better take iflto account the spring and fail
flood runoffs. Since the runoff values used to estimate the magnitude of diffuse Ioading had
been obtained from stud jos of small drainage areas, rhey do not present a correct picture
of such instances as the diffuse Ioaäing affecting the first downstream lake. The alterations in
water quality and quantity occuring between the njonitoring site and the recipient should also
he investigated.
The national or regional importanee of the infrequent municipal effluent monitoring
carried out at small treatment plants should be reevaluated. Improvements in monitoring at
large treatment plants may in fact lead to more accurate estirnates of the total pollution load.
The detection of accidental industrial effluent discharges vi11 beeome more effeetive only
through the further developmcnt of continuous automatio monitoring methods.
The ebjective of warer qualitv nionitoring, a knowedge ef the condtions prevailing and
changes occurlng m watercourses, requlres the monltorlng ot both water quaiitv and quantltv.
Maturiais balanee svstems m partteular aro used to follow changes in water quaiity and to
search for thejr oauscs, and sueh svstems oecd flow and volume data ii additjon to qualitv
informatton. Watercourses should he regrouped into coherent monitoring areas. for which
uniform rnonitoring prograrns must he prepared. which wiIl rake into account ali research
being c’rrv0 out to the area.
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A rationalization of monitoring activities presupposes a suitable selection of quality
parameters. The parameters should be restricted to those producing data which can be later
exploited. Other analyses should be evaluated from a regional and watercourse usage of
view to determine the extent to which they prove indispensable to describe the changes
occuring in watercourses or the immediate consequences of effluent discharges. Parameters
of only secondary value in this respect could be subjected to much sparser monitoring than
is actually the case. This would free resources towards the realization of more important
nutrient determinations and biological investigations.
Water usage planning requires data on the effects of various types of water protection
measures on the state of watercourses, and this is best attained by means of water quality
modeis. The use of modeis will lead to a marked increase in information demands (meteoro
logical data, pollution load, etc.), and will have bearing on the coordination of the total
monitoring system.
Automatic monitoring equipment wiIl noticeably improve the information accuracy
attainahle when monitoring water quality variations in watercourses, and more particularly
in rivers, resulting from accidental discharges or natural variations. However, any parameter
restricting the use of water should then he reliahly measurable by automatic means at rea
sonahle costs (Ward 1974, Ward and Freeman 1973, Ward and Vanderhoim 1973). The
parameters presently automatically measurahle do not permit a determination of pollution
Ioads by automatic means, but encouraging information is being received on newer para
meters such as TOD, TOC, TC and jon selective measurements. The efficient exploitation
of data produced either manually or automaticaily is contingent upon a vigorous develop
ment of data and information processing systems.
4. WATER QUALITY MODELS
According to the principles of water protection suggested by the National Board of Waters
(National Board of Waters 1974 and 1976), the effect of measures on the condition of the
watercourse should he considered when the measures are being planned. This assumes
readiness to predict the effect of various measures on watercourses. Prediction of the ef
fects of waste waters has mainly meant describing and stating the state of affairs. This is
due to the fact that methods have not been availahle that would allow reliahle quantitative
estimates to he made of the detrimental effects of waste water Ioading on watercourses.
Most aquatic ecological modeis have been designed to the study of various water protec
tion akernatives. By means of aquatic ecological modeis it is possible to consider the com
bined effect of both various loading alternatives and weather and hydrological factors on
the recipient, and thusto predict the future state of the watercourse.
The aim of this study has been to create a tool to support decisionmaking. This wilI
make it possible to study the effects of various water protection akernatives on a water
body as ve11 as to give quantitative predictions of the state of the water body.
4.1 Introduction
In the study program presented by the World Bank, the study of eo1ogica1 modeis vas
given a twofold task. First, the project had to compile a comparative study of publications
on aquatic ecological modeis and second, on the basis of the titerature study, to setect a
model or basic solution to he further developed. In selecting the model special attention
had to he paid to the adaptability of the model as means of making decisions in water
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protection, the availabihty of the initiaiization data needed, and its general suitability for
finnish conditions. The model had to be a general aquatic ecological model, and it should
at least enable the prediction of aigal densities.
The main polluters in Finnish watercourses are municipal waste waters and those of
wood industry causing temporary low oxygen contents. For this reason, an additional
requirement was set on the model to be adapted that, besides the aigal content, it should
also allow the prediction of oxygen contents,
In addition to the facts mentioned in the assignment of the World Bank, the selection
criteria included the availability of model programs, the accuracy of the documentation of
the modeis, and the practical experiences obtained with the modeis,
After the selection of the model, its computer program has been brought into operating
condition, and the model has been applied to Northern Lake Päijänne. In addition the
model has been tested in studying the effefts of sorne water protection alternatives iii the
application area. The adaptabihty of the model to Finnish conditions has been estimated.
Together with the water ecologicai model, statistical phosphorus modeis (Frisk 1978)
have been investigated and an o xygen model for lakes (Lappalainen 1978) has been developed.
42 Comparison and selection of modeis
According to the assignment given by the World Bank the project had to review the fol
lowing modeis described in literature:
— the Baltic Sea model (Jansson 1972)
— the North Sea model (Nihoul 1976)
the Delaware Estuary model (Kelly 1974)
— the Narragansett Bay model (Nixon and Kremer in press)
the phytoplankton modeis developed at Manhattan College (O’Connor et al. 1975,
DiToro et al. 1975).
Literary reviews on the Baltic Sea and the North Sea modeis have been made m eannec
tion with studies concerning the Bakic Sea (Chapter 8.1). Äside from the models listed,
studies were performed on the Lake Esrøm Model (Gargas 1976) developed in Denmark
and the CLEANmodel (Park et al. 1975) developed for Lake George in the USA.
A separate pubuicatien on the comparison of medeis has come out (Niemi 1977) on
which this chapter is based.
4.21 Aquatic ecological models
By aquatic ecological modeis we mean in this context simulation modeis in which the
physical, chemical, and biological reactions occurring in a watercourse are described with
differential equations.
Aquatic ecoiogical models varv in structurewhich makestheir comparisondiffucult.When
thev are compared, attention is paid to the nature of models, their adaptabulity to different
watercourses, data requirements, and the results yielded by them. ln spite of the faet that
there is great variation in the number and character of the variabies included in the models,
some of the most important variabies that the modeis have in common have been selected
as a point of speciai interest. The study concentrates mainly on the comparison of the
variabies included in the models and the ways they are treated. In Table 20, the field of
application of the models and the literature references are presented. Ali the modeis are
dynamic in charaeter.
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Table 20. Applicability of the modeis to different types of water bodies.
Applicability to
Model Reference
River Estuary Lake
Delaware Estuary x x Kelly (1974)
Narragansett Bay x Nixon and Kremer (in press)
Lake Washington x Chen and Orlob (1972)
Phytoplankton model
ofManhattanCollege x x x O’Connoretal. (1975), DiToro etal,(1975)
Lake George x Park et al, (1975)
Lake Esrøm x Gargas (1976)
Tabie 21 presents the forcing functions and the state variabies included in the modeis,
The names used by the makers of the modeis have been adopted for the variabies and
consequently some overlapping names may appear particuiarly with phosphorus and
nitrogen compounds.
Wideiy different forcing functions are used in the modeis. In ali the modeis forcing
functions inciude temperature fthat of either water or air) solar radiation and ioading.
Besides these, forcing functions comprise both meteoroiogical and hydroiogicai variabies
and, in some modeis, turbidity and toxicity.
Nitrogen and phosphorus in some form as well as phytoplankton and zooplankton are
state variabies in ali modeis. Fish are inciuded in ali modeis but the phytopiankton modei
of Manhattan Coiiege and that of Narragansett Bay. In the Lake Washington model phyto
plankton has been divided into two different groups and fishes into three. In the Lake George
model both zoopiankton and fish have been divided into three groups. Macrophytes are
discussed only in the CLEAN-model of Lake George and bacteria oniy in the Deiaware
Estuary and Lake Washington modeis,
A brief survey follows of how the modeis treat oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus, phyto
plankton, zooplankton and fish. Particuiar attention is paid to the way the modeis treat
variables whiie the mathematicai equations describing the variabies are put aside.
The effect of temperature on the reactions occurring in the modeis is taken into account.
A rise in temperature rises the reaction speed. Tabie 22 presents the oxygen production
and consumption reactions inciuded in the modeis.
Ali models simulate the oxygen reactions according to the same principie. Oxygen is
assumed to enter the system from the atmosphere as weil as being produced by phytopiank’
ton, and it is assumed to be consumed in respiration, biologicai oxygen uptake and certain
chemicai reactions such as oxidation of ammonia into nitrite and further to nitrate.
The forms of nitrogen and phosphorus to be treated in the modeis and the ways they are
consumed are presented in Table 23. Nitrogen and phosphorus in some forms are inciuded
in ali modeis under comparison. This seems to be quite naturai as phosphorus and nitrogen
are the most common nimimum nutrients in a water ecosystem.
The ways of treating phytopiankton, zoopiankton and fish in the modeis are presented
in Tabie 24.
4.22 Oxygen modeis
This section deais with oxygen modeis of rivers and iakes that are based on the Streeter
Pheips (1925) modei. The modeis studied are divided into oxygen modeis of rivers and
those of iakes. Ali oxygen modeis of iakes that were studied are deterministic.Oxygen
modeis of rivers inciude both deterministic and stochastic modeis.
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Forcing Afr temperature (dry bulb)
functions Afr temperature (wet bulb)
Water temperature
Solar radiation
Turbidity
Toxic substances
Hydrography/data on hydro
Iogical elements/
section of river
Aeration constant
Loading (nutrients)
Air pressure
Cloud cover
Wind speed
Data on inflowing and
outflowing tributaries
Photoperiod
Extinction coefficient
Water travd/streamflow
1, Biotic
Bacteria
Phytoplankton
Zooplankton
Benthic animais
Macrophytes
Fish
2, Abiotic
Water temperature
Oxygen
30D/organic matter
Alkalinity
pH
c02
Total dissolved aolids
Detritus
Sediment
Nitrogen fundefined)
Nitrogen (Kjeldahl)
Organic nitrogen
Detritus nitrogen
Inorganic nitrogen
NH3
NO 3
NO2
Phosphonis (undefined)
Phosphate phosphoma
Detritus phosphoms
Organic phosphorus
Inorganic phosphows
Total phosphorua
State
variabies
Eforcing functions + State variabies
x
x
x
x X
x
x x X
x
x x x
x x x
x
x
x
x
x
x x x
7 12 9
x X
x x x(two
groups)
x x(two x
groups)
x X
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x x
x
x x
x x
x x x
x X X
x x X
x x
x x
Table 21. State variabies and forcing functions of the models under comparison.
Model
Delaware Narragan» Lake Phytoplank- Lake Lake
Estuay Bay Washington ton model George Esrøm
of Manhattan
College
x
x
x
x
x
x
Forcing
functions
State
variabies
x
$
x(three
groups)
x
x
x
x x
7 6
x x(two x
groups)
x x(three x
groups)
x(two
groups)
x
x(three x
groups)
x
x
x
x
x
x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x
8
16
8 18 7 10 8
15 30 16 17 14
1. Often calculated from other data
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Table 22. Production and consumption of oxygen in the models under comparison.
Model Entry of oxygen into Modes of oxygen consumption
the system
Delaware Estuaxy through aeration — respiration
— produced by phytoplankton
Lake Washington — through aeration — respiration
— BOD
— NH— NO2
— NO2— NO3
— oxygen consumed by sediment and
detritus
Lake Esrøm — thmugh aeration respiration
Narragansett Bay
The phytoplankton model of
Manhattan College Oxygen is not treated in
The Lake George model these model
original version (later on
oxygen has been included)
Tahle 23. forms of nitrogen and phosphorus induded in the models and modes of their consumption.
Model Forms of Forms of Modes of Remarks
nitrogen phosphorus consumption
Delaware Estuary total nitrogen total phosphorus phytoplankton the sedimentation rate of
(Kjeldahl) phosphorus is assumed to he
proportional to phosphorus
Concentration
Narragansett-Bay NH3, NO3 phosphate phytoplankton nitrogen and phosphorus are
phosphorus inctuded in sub-models
Lake Washington NH3, NO3, NO2 phosphate phytoplankton nitrifications is included
phosphorus in the model
The phytoplankton NH3, NO2 organic and inor- phytopbnkton
model of Manhattan ganic phosphorus
College
Lake George inorganic nitrogen, phosphate phytoplankton
detritus nitrogen phosphorus
Lake Esrøm inorganic nitrogen, inorganic phos- phytopbnkton nitrogen fixation is included
detritus nitrogen phorus, the release of nitrogen and
detritus phosphorus phosphorus from sediment
are given for the model in
Table form
The majority of the modeis studied were oxygen modeis of rivers. It is understandable
when one thinks of easiness to calculate oxygen concentration in a river as compared to
that in a lake. In figure 15 there is survey on some differences between a river and lake
ecosystem from the point of view of constructing an oxygen model. In a river the stream
flow is in one-dimensional and the watermass can be considered homogeneous. Oxygen
enters the system from the air, as the product of photosyntesis of phytoplankton, and
from water coming from upstream. Oxygen leaves the system with water flowing down
stream, in respiration as well as in other oxidation reactions.
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Delaware —growth can he ilrnited only
Estuary by nitrogen or phosphorus
growth ratefood intake
minua respiration-, exeretion-.
death- and predation rates
food intake descrjbed with
the Michaelia-tylenten equa
—growth rate ja affected by
the same factors as with
phytoplan kton
—hves on phytopankron
—food jntake rate ja discribed
with the Michaeila-Menten
equation
—use phytoplankton, zoo
piankton and bacteria as
thejr food
growth ja reduced by death
and respiration ratea
food inrake ja deacribed
wjth Michaeila-Menten equation
—fjah are auppoaed to move
where the aourcea of their
food are
Narraganaett —growth rate=a certajn
Bay maximurn rate reduced hy
nonoptrnum nutrient and
condit jona
—-food jntake rate deacribed
with the Miehaelis-Menten
equation
Lake
—on the basis of sjze divided
Washington into two groupa which have
different growth rates, tem
perature optima, sedimenta
tjon ratea and half saturation
conatanta
—both groupa are aimulated
with the aarne equation in
whjch the rate of ehange of
biomaas ia affected by the
growth rate, reapiration, aedj
rnentatjon and predation,
separate death rate equation
has not been written for ph
toplankton which s aasumed
The Phyto
pI ankton
rp.odel of
Manhattan
College
to djsappear through aedirnen
tanen and predatjon
Lake Esrøm —growth rate= a certain
maxirnum rate reduced by
non optimai nutrjent and
lighr conditjona
---nurriene Ijmjtation ja des
crjbed with the MchaeIis
Menten equation
ilves on phytoplankton
and zooplankton
fjah are not actually treated
jn the model, although a
fjsh tBrevoortia tyrannua) ja
auppoaed to he one of the
predators of phytoplankton
—larval atage of fish ja jn
duded
—Ijves on phytoplankton —divided into three groups
—the rate of ehange of bio- as foilowa warm water
maas is affected by growth-. fiah Iiving on zooplankton,
death- and respiration ratea as cold water fish Iiving on
welI aa predation by fiah zooplankton and fiah Iiving
—growth rate is deaerjbed on benthic anjrnala
wjth Mjcheha-Menten —growth rate ja deaerjbed
kjnetjca wjth Miehaelja-Menten
kjnetjca
—fjah are not treated jn the
mode
—three groupa predatora
1ving on zooplankton and
benthic anjrnala, fjah of the
carp type and predatora
Ijving on fjah
Table 24. Djfferent ways phytoplankton zooplankton and flah are treated jn the modeis under compariaon.
Model Phytoplankton Zoopiankton Fish
tjon
—devjded jnto herbjvoroua
and carnjvorous zooplankton
—growth ja affected by eg.
amount of food, size of phy
toplankton, certain thesholda
in food intake, photoperiod
etc.
—growth rate ja depcndent on —growth rate 5 affected hy
certain factora auch as hght the aarne factors aswith
and nutrienta phvtopiankton
—the effect of nutrjenta on ---the role of predation is
growth rate ja deacribed wjth preaented wjth an ernpirjcal
the Mjchaelja-Menten eQuatjon conatant
--reapration and predation
reduce growth rate
Lake George —growth rate=a certajn rnaxi-
—the rate of ehange of bio
rnurn rate reduced by non- rnaaa jn affected by growth-,
optirnal nutrjent and Iight reapiration-, exretjon-, death-,
conditiona and reapiration and predation ratea
rate
-—djvjded into three groupa
—divided jnto two groups: copepoda, cladocera and
large and amaI phytoplankton omnjvoraua zooplankton
—ijvea on phytoplankton live on phvtoplankton
—growth rate jo affeeted b
c•g. reaprarion-. predation-,
and death rates
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Oxygen output: outflow
oxygen consuming
Outflow reacNons
input: oeration
photosynthesis
inflow Inflow
— watermass heterogeneous, differenees n water quatity occur both
in verhcal and horizantat direction
Fig. 15. Differences of river — and lake ecosystems.
Oxygen production and consumption take place in lakes with the same mechanisms as
in rivers. The stratification of water according to its density and the flows in lakes com
plicate, however, the calculation of oxygen content in lakes. Thermocline separates epi
limnion from hypolimnion making it difficuk for oxygen to transfer into hypolimnion.
Water movements in lakes occur three dimensionally in practice which makes it difficult
to describe them mathematically. Survey is simplified if a certain watermass is considered
homogenous, but assumptions like these are bound to invole errors.
River modeis have been developed along lines presented in figure 16. The basis for
oxygen modeis is the model introduced by Streeter and Phelps (1925) which has later
been developed further. Dobbins (1964) extended the equation of Streeter and Phelps.
O’Connor (1963, 1965, 1968) in turn applied the equation of Dobbins (1964). Thomann
(1963, 1965) has extended O’Connor’s model. Orlob et al. (1969) constructed a two
dimensional oxygen model consisting of hydraulic and water quality sections. The model
by Jaworski et al. (1971) is in turn an extension of the model by Orlob. DOSAG 1 (Texas
Water Development Board 1970) is a pure oxygen model which predicts the oxygen
content by means of waterflow, BOD-loading and temperature, while QUAL 1 (Water
— homogeneous watecmass
— one—dimenshnal f[ow
LAKE
t
Dutftow Epilimnion
Thermoctin
4
n ftow
— three—dimensional flow both in epiUmnion and in hypotimnion
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L Jowcrski etaI.( 1971)
STOCHASTIC MODELS
F ig 16 Relarions ot some oxygen n odeis rnad for rwers.
Resources Engrneers 1974) model deals besides oxygen with te riperature and conservatwe
substances as well. QUÄL 11 (Water Resources Engineers 1974) is an extension of the
QUÄL 1 model. and besides oygen it nc1udes ammonia, nitrte, nitrlte. phosphate
phytopiankton, cohforms and radieactive substances so that the model is no longer a pure
oxygen model. Ali these models are deterministic Stochastic models are based on the
model by Streeter and Phelps through Dobbinsmodel
Krenkel et al (1965) constructed a regression equation to describe the oxygen con
centration in a thoroughly mixed reservor Churchill and Nicholas (1967) used the pnn
cipal component analysis as they constructed an equation predict ng the oxygen eontent
in a laite.
Bella (1970) eonstructed a one-dimensional model n which a laite is Uivided into parts
with pianes parallel to the water surface. This kind of division is also used in other models.
e.g. in the Lake Washington model. Bacca et al. (1973) have introduced a model in which
a lake is dwided i9to parts te which a rnass balance equatien is applied. The medel has not
been verified. Newbold and Ligget (1974) introduced a one-dimensional mo&1 rn which
a iak s dividcd into a productive part and a decompo ii g part and fo eac i a irodel of ita
own has been constructed The resuks of an euphotic model serve as nput te ari aphotic
model, Even this model remarns unvenfied Lappala nen (1975 197$) has rntroduced a
model which calculates the oxygen content of a iake hypolimnion,
There are feu modeis predicting only the oxygen content of a lake. and in general they
DETERMINISTIC MODELS
Thayer & Krutchkoff (966,1967)
ofie1d & Krutchkoff 197
Doseg (1970)
luo (1971)
lual 0 tJ97)
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are based on a statistical approach. Lake modeis belong more often than river modeis to
the aquatic ecological modeis which in addition to oxygen include also other state van
abies,
43 The study of the EPAECO-model
The EPAECO-model (Gaume and Duke 1975) chosen as an object of study has been
applied to the uppermost basin of Lake Päijänne.
In calibrating the model the coefficients involved are adjusted so that the model gives as
output the resuks observed during the chosen calibration period with sufficient accuracy.
The coefficients are adjusted only within the limits in which they have been observed to
vary in reality.
In the verification of the model the calibrated model is used for calculating the values of
the variabies for a particular time and the calculated values are compared with the observed
ones. If the values calculated with the model correspond with sufficient accuracy to the
observed values, the model may be considered verified. The period used in venification
must be different from that used in calibration.
4.31 Descniption of the case study area
The case study area in the project was Lake Päijänne to which most of regional studies of
the project are connected. Lake Päijänne which lies in Central Finland is the second Iargest
lake as to surface area in the country. Lake Päijänne can be divided into five sub-basins on
the basis of the profile of the bottom and the differences in water quality (Fig. 17). The
division into sub-basins has been used e.g. in the calculations of the mass balance of phos
phorus sedimentation modeis.
Table 25 presents some hydrological and rnorfological data of Lake Päijänne.
Table 25, Hydrological and morfological charactenistics of Lake Päijänne (Tuunainen et al, 1971).
Greatest Iength 120 km
Greatest width 28 km
Surface area 1 090 km2
Catchment area 26 480 km2
Greatest depth 104 m
Averagedepth 17 m
Volume 17.8 km3
Water level measured from the sea level 77.8 m
Discharge of the lake outlet 209 m3/s
Length of the shorelinc 2 450 km
Theoretjcal detention time 1 050 d
The main part of the loading entening Lake Päijänne is discharged from Äänekoski
watercourse through the river Haapakoski. The loading originates mainly from wood
industry. In addition, Lake Päijänne is polluted by domestic waste waters of City of
Jyväskylä (population 60 000) and both the population and wood industry of the Jämsä
area. Table 26 presents some data on the loading on Lake Päijänne calculated by the
Water District Office of Central Finland.
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Usabitity of water in take Päijänne:
Fig. 18. The usabiilty of waters of Lake Päijänne according te the observed water quallty in 1973-
1975. The classificatien is presented bv the National Beard ef Waters (1976a).
Lake Päijänne is for the main part an oligotrophic lake (Fig. 18). The principal effect of
waste waters is to make the northern part of the watercourse more eutrophic. Only the
waters close to Jämsä which are under the effect of wood industry may be considered
badly polluted.
Lake Päijänne is one of the best studied lakes in Finland (Tuunainen et al. 1971, Lappa
lainen 1972, Tuunainen et al. 1972, Granberg 1973). Water authorities started the control
of the water quality of Lake Päijänne in the early 1960’s. Lake Päijänne belonged to the
lakes involved in the eutrofication studies of OECD and in the 1970’s accurate studies on
Jämsä
Katkkinen
0 10 20km
60
Tahle 26. Direct waste water Ioadings on the different sub-basins of Lake Päijänne and Lake Jyväsjäni
given in BOD7, total nitrogen and total phosphorus in 1975, fLoading of the river Haapakoski has been
added to the Ioading of basin 1).
Region B007 Total nitrogen Tota phosphorus
103kgd kgdl kgd1
Subbasin 1 45.7 1 447 121
Lake Jyväsjärvi 2.3 289 42
Sub-basin 2 5.0 716 70
Subbasin 3 33.5 428 90
Sub-basin 4 13 1
Sub-baain 5 41 4
Fig. 19. The conseptual model of ao aquatic ecosystem used jo the EPAECOmode1 (Chen and Orlob
1972).
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mass balance have been performed there. Lake Päijänne is an important object in water
protection, as the city of Helsinki and its neighbouring communities will get their raw
water from Lake Päijänne in the near future.
The uppermost sub-basin of Lake Päijänne (Fig. 17), subject mainly to the loadings
from the river Haapakoski and JyvskyIä town, was chosen as the application area of the
EPAECO-model. The surface area of the uppermost sub-basin of Lake Pijänne is 141.6 km2,
greatest depth 104 m and length 28km. The simulation point chosen is the sampling station
of Ristiselkä which is assumed to represent the water quality of the whole upper basin.
4.32 Description of the model
The EPAECO-model (Gaume and Duke 1975) is a deterministic aquatic ecological simula
tion model that describes the reactions in a watercourse on ali trophic levels of an aquatic
ecosystem (Fig. 19).
The documentation and computer program are available at EPA (Gaume and Duke
1975). The EPAECO-modei is also called, according to the persons who have developed it,
the Chen and Otlob model. (Chen and Orlob 1968, 1972).
The model is based on the law of the conservation of mass and the kinetic principle.
The latter means that the rate of change in the mass of a variable is equal to the product
of a certain coefficient and the concentrations of one or more variabies that interact to
cause the change.
The model is one-dimensional, as it describes the lake basin as divided into hydrauiic
elements that are slices paraliel to the water surface. The thickness of the hydraulic elements
is adjustable (Fig. 20).
The hydraulic elements are considered to be completely homogenous. Substances are
transferred from one hydraulic elements into another through advection and diffusion,
The modei simulates the following state variables:
—
temperature — phosphate phosphorus
—
oxygen — coliforms
—
BOD — phytoplankton (2 groups)
— a&alinity — zooplankton
—
pH — detritus
—
carbon dioxide — total dissolved solids
— ammonia nitrogen — sediment
—
nitrite nitrogen — benthic animais
—
nitrate nitrogen — fish (3 groups)
A differential mass balance equation has been written for each state variable in the
model. Mass balance equations are solved numerically with a computer.
The model needs the following initialization data:
— surface areas and volumes of hydraulic eiements
— information of weather (air pressure, cloud cover in percentage, air temperature, wet
buib temperature, and wind speed)
— coefficients for the differential equations
— initial values for the mentioned state variabies at the simulation point
— streamflow of waters entering the lake
— water quality data (the state variabies mentioned above)
— streamflow of waters leaving the lake
— information of fish catch
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Iributary inftow
Outftow
In the model there is a subprogram to calculate the radiation by means of longitude
and 1attude of a lake, percentage of cloud cover, and the date. On desired åavs the model
caiculates output of the values ot the above-mentioned state variabies descibing water
quality for each hvdraulic element as well as for outflowing ater
4.33 ahbration and verification of the model
The madel was calibrated with data of 1974 as there is relatively good information of that
year both on the loading of Lake Päijänne and other variabies needed in the model Informa
tion of the geometry of the basin was obtained from a bathyrnetric map. The statisticsof
the Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute provided information on fish and
Evaporation
-ow.
Controt sbce
Fig 20 Ceometric representati r ol a stratified Iakc fChen a Orloh 1972 redrawn).
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fishing (Tuunainen et al. 1972). The water quality data of Ristiselkä verification point were
obtained from the water quality data bank of the National Board of Waters. A series of
sampies taken on 23 May 1974 was considered the starting point. Data of sediment,
benthic animais, phyto- and zooplankton were obtained from the publications of the
Hydrobiological Research Institute of Jyväskylä (Hakkari 1972, Lappalainen and Mäkinen
1973, Mäkinen 1975, Granberg et al. 1976, Granberg and Selin 1976, Selin and Hakkari
1976). There were no observations of detritus, and therefore the values of the Lake Washing
ton model (Chen and Orlob 1972) were used.
The observations of the Jyväskylä airport provided meteorological data. The meteoro
logical yearbook (1974) provided the following data: cloud cover, temperature, wet bulb
temperature (which is obtained by calculating by means of temperature and relative
moisture), air pressure, and wind speed. Observations have been made daily at 8.00, 14.00
and 20.00. In the model, however, meteorological data are assumed to be obtained through
observations made at equal intervais during the day. As three observations a day were
desired, the following procedure was adopted: the values (at 4.00) representing the time
from midnight to 8.00 were obtained by extrapolating on the basis of the values at 8.00
and 14,00 of the same day. The values describing the time from 8.00 to 16.00 (12 noon)
were interpolated on the basis of the values at 8.00 and 14.00. The time from 16.00 to
midnight was represented by the original observation at 20.00.
The bulk of waters entering northern Lake Päijänne comes through the rivers Haapakos
ki and Äijäiänsalmi (Fig. 17). The daily water quality data necessary for the model were
obtained from the water quality data bank of The National Board of Waters. The data had
to be interpolated from the observed results as there were no daily water quality data. The
daily streamflow data were available at the streamflow data bank of the National Board of
Waters. Besides the above-mentioned rivers, the loading caused by the central waste water
treatment plant of the city of Jyväskylä, precipitation and surface runoff were taken into
account in simulation. The load of the water treatment plant was obtained from control
reports. The loading caused by precipitation was calculated according to Haapala (1972).
The loading from nearby mnoff areas was determined on the basis of the investigations by
Kauppi (1978) and Kohonen (1978).
Water leaves the basin only through the Kärkistensalmi sound. The model requires daily
streamflow data of the o utflowing water. As the National Board of Waters has no streamflow
measuring point at the Kärkistensalmi sound, the streamflow data needed had to be calcu
Iated by means of water budget equation as follows:
Q1out Qhin(QinQout) (3)
in which
Q’out the amount of water leaving the uppermost sub-basin (m3/s)
Q1in the amount of water entering the uppermost sub-basin (m3/s)
A1 = surface area of the uppermost sub-basin (km2)
A = surface area of the whole Lake Päijänne (km2)
= amount of water entering the whole Lake Päijänne (m3/s)
Q0t = amount of water leaving the whole Lake Päijänne (m3/s)
The calibration of model was started in autumn 1976, when the model programs ob
tained from the USA Environmental Protection Agency, EPA, were brought in working
condition. At this point, ten simulations had to be performed during open water season.
The model was calibrated only for open water season, as the model is incapable of simu
lating winter season. In this connection, the preliminary programs were also made by
means of which the input data were prepared in the form required by the model.
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At the beginning of the calibration the values of the test material of ferry Reservoir
(Gaume and Duke 1975) obtained from EPA and those of the Lake Washington model
(Chen and Orlob 1972) were employed as the values of the kinetic coefficients. At the
beginning of the calibration, the main emphasis was on the calibration of the temperature,
as several reactions to be simulated with the model are dependent on temperature. To
calibrate the temperature using the whole model proved to be laborious and slow, because
in addition to temperature, even other variabies had to be simulated, In a later stage, the
temperature program of the model was separated and made into a program entity of its
own which aliows a considerably quicker and cheaper calibration of the temperature.
The separate temperature program does not include any chemical or biological factors
which in the absence of the se1fshading of the algae has a minor effect on the surface
temperature of the basin. The difference is not significant, however, as the greatest dif
ference observed between the surface temperature simulated with the whole model and
that simulated with the corresponding input data and a separate temperature program was
0.5 0C.
In calibrating the kinetic coefficients involved in biological reactions the main interest
lies in coefficients describing the growth and excretion of algae. Thus an attempt is made
to take into account such specific characteristics of Finnish waters as the low water tem
perature and the brown colour due to high humic content.
There are two groups of algae in the model, but in this study only the total biomass of
phytoplankton has been simulated in practice. The coefficients of the decomposition rate
and temperature correction were adjusted to correspond the Finnish conditions.
In connection with the calibration minor changes have been made in the program, but
the principle of the model has been left untouched. The most noticeable changes are in
the output of the model. In the version from EPA, the model gives as an output the water
quality data of waters coming from different sources of loading. In the present version,
the output has been made to include masses of matter brought into the basin by the poi
luters showing the share of each polluter separately and the total load of the basin per day.
Similarly the model now includes a graphic output for each state variable so that the values
caiculated with the model and those observed at the case study area can be read in the
same graph. In ali 42 calibration runs were performed. The resuks the most important
variabies are presented in figures 21 to 27, The observed results have been connected to
each other with lines just as the simuiated values. This method facilitates the comparison
of the resuhs but, at the same time, it might be misleading in situations where there are
few observations.
The calibrated model was used to calculate the values of state variabies for years 1975
and 1976 using the weather data and hydrologicai data of the said years as well as the
initial values of state variabies observed in the watercourse at the end May. Ali the values
of the coefficients of the model were kept the same as in the calibration runs. The informa
tion for years 1975 and 1976 was obtained mainly from the same sources as the cor
responding information for 1974. In examining the results of both 1975 and 1976, the
caiculated and observed values of the state variables have been compared graphically.
Verification results are presented in the same figures (figs. 21—27) together with the
cahbration resuits.
The difference between the calibrated and the observed temperatures (Fig. 21) is at
its greatest in surface in June when the simuläteä values are about 3 0C higher than those
observed. In eiements 1 to 20 the simulated and the observed temperature are the same. ln
August the simulated and the observed temperature curves have the same shape. The
maximum difference between the simulated and the observed values is about 1—2 °C The
calculated and the observed temperatures agree rather svell in general. It must be noticed,
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however, that the temperature program of the model has been modified so that the thermal
stratification of the lake in spring does not start until the whole waterbody has reached a
temperature of 5.5 °C.
In verification runs in 1975 the simuiated temperature curve follows exactly the observed
values both in June and August. InJunethemaximumdifferencebetweenthesimulatedand
observed values is about 1 OC while in August it is about 1.5 0C. In the verification runs of
1976, the simulatcd values of epilimnion (0—5 m) in June are 0.5—4 °C higher than the
observed values. However, deeper down the simulated and observed values agree closely. In
August the model calculates a steeper thermocline than what is observed. In the whole
watercoiumn the observed values are higher than the simulated ones, the maximum dif
ference being in the Iower section of the thermocline in element 60 about 40C.
In calibration runs the simulated oxygen values (Fig. 22) in June are slightly higher than
the observed values with the exception of elements 35 to 40. The greatest difference is
found in water layer closest to the bottom. In August the simulated values in epilimnion
are higher than the observed values (1.5 mg/1). In the water layer closest to the bottom the
difference is Iess than 1 mg/l.
In verification run in June 1975 the simulated oxygen values are vew close to the ob
served values in the uppermost ten meters of the lake. In the water layer close to the
bottom the observed values are about 1 mg/1 greater than the simulated ones. In August the
model simulates a slightly steeper stratification of oxygen than what is observed. In the
iayer close to the bottom the observed values are 1.0---1.5 mg!lgreater than the simulated
ones.
Both in June and August in 1976 the simulated values are smaller than the observed
ones though the curues have similar shapes. The simulated values in June are 0.5—2.5 rng/1
smaller and in August 1---2.5 mg/I smalier than the observed values.
The sirnulated and observed pH-values (Fig. 23) agree verv closely during the calibration
year. In June howeyer the maximum differences are 0.2 pH-units and in August 0.4 pH
units. The model is incabable of reproducing the area of higher p11 occurring in elernents
25-45 whch might be due to waste water flowing just in this iayer,
In verification run n june 1975 elem-ents 65----67 have been found ro have a pt-1-vaiue
which is 0.2—0.4 units higher than the sirnulated value. In elements 1-60 the sirnulated
and observed values are very close to one other, the observed values being 0.1 pH-units
smaller than the sirnulated values. In August the observed and simulated values are the
same in elements 5—55. At the bottom the simulated value is 0,1 units smaller than the
observed one. In elements 60—75 the observed values are 0,1—0.4 units higher than the
simulated ones.
In June 1976 the simulated and the observed pHva1ues agree very well. On the other
hand in August 1976 the simulated values are 0,2—0,6 pHunits smaller than the observed
values.
In calibration run the simulated ammonia nitrogen values (fig. 24) do not follow very
well the values observed in June. In elements 65—75 the simulateä values are about 10 pg/1
higher than the observed ones in June. In elements 1—65 the simulated values are smaller
than the observed ones the rnaximum difference being about 12 jigll.
In August the siniulated resuks follow the observed resuits moderately well the maxirnurn
difference being 5 ig/I.
In verifcation run in June 1975 the model calculates smalier ammonia rntrogen con
centrations than what are observed in the lake. However in August 1975 the simulated and
observed values agree rather wcli. In June 1976 the simulated ammonia nitrogen values
at the surface (0—10 m) are about 8 gIl greater than observed, but deeper smalier by 5—8
,ug/I. In August 1976 there is the same type of situation. In the lake epilimnion, in elements
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60—75, the simulated values are higher but deeper they are lower than the observed values,
The differences between the observed and simulated values are in the same order of magni
tude as in June.
In calibration run the simuiated phosphate phosphorus values (Fig. 25), particularly
in hypolimnion. are considerably higher than the observed values both in June and August.
In June the simulated values are 5—10 ugll higher than the observed one. In August the
simulated values are only about 2 pg/l higher than the observed ones in elements 70—75 but
the differences grow with depth. The lack of observations makes it difficult to compare
the observed and simuiated values. futhermore, the value observed in the water close to
the bottom in August could he an error in analysis.
In both years, in verification runs also, the simuiated phosphate phosphorus values are
higher than the observed ones with the difference growing froni the suiface to the bottom
k is, however, in the growth of phytoplankton in the produetive layer than the phosphate
phosphorus concentration has the greatest importance and in this iayer the results calcuiated
with the model and those observed are relatively close to one another in both calibration
and verification runs.
The caiibration of phytoplankton biomass was difficult due to the lack of observations
(Fig. 26), e.g. for July there was not a single observation. The biomasses for June have been
calculated from the chlorophyila results with the following formula (Granberg and Selin
1976):
y = 0,009x+0,753 (4)
y = chlorophyll-a (mg/m3)
x = phytoplankton biomass (mg/m3)
At the beginning of the summer the observed and simuiated values agree vety well.
There are no observations towards the end of June and ali JuIv. The values simulated in
August are higher than the observed ones though they are in the sarne order of magnitude.
The biomass values observed ar the end of August and at the heginning of September
decrease more rapidly than the smu1ated values settling on the same ievel at the turn of
SeptemberOctober.
Jo the verifjcation runs it can he noticed that the modei cannet vet be used to simulate
the piankton peak in spring. This fact was particularlv noticeable in 1976 when the peak
vas vety prominent. The general levei of plankton biomass, however, can he predicted
comparatively weII.
The water budget of the model (fig. 27) gives quite satisfactory results though the
calibration and verification years were quite different hydroiogicaily. There was a great
flood in 1974 while the year 1975 and partly even 1976 were unusually dry.
It is difficult to test objectively how well the results calculated with the model and
those observed agree as there are no methods suitahle for this purpose. Therefore the
testing of the agreement of the results is chiefly a matter of description jo which graphic
presentations form the basis of studying how the results calculated with the model foiiow
those observed in the watercourse.
Tahle 27 is a summary in which it is possihle to compare how the values of different
variabies simulated by the model correspond to those observed in 1975 and 1976. Naturaily
the tahle gives just a general idea, the more accurate comparisons being apparent in Figures
21 to 27. The simuiated and observed results of both simulation years agreed equally weli
approximately. Attention is drawn to the fact that in 1976 both the calcuiated tempera
ture and oxygen values remain much smaller than the observed values, particularly beiow
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Tablc 27. The agreement of values calculated bv the model and those observed in verification ears
1975 and 1976. Rating:good, satisfactory and poor is based on subjectivejudgement.
YearVariable
1975 1976
Temperature good good
Oxygen good satisfactory
AkaIinity satisfactoty satisfactory
pH good good
Carbon dioxide satisfactory satisfactory
Ammonia nitrogen good good
Nitrate nitrogen good good
Phosphate phosphonis poor poor
Phytoplankton biomass satisfactorv satisfactory
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the thermocline, This could he due to the faet that year 1976 was windy, and the mixing
effect of the wind is not taken into account in the model, The model cannot be used to
simulate the phosphate phosphorus in hypolimnion in a satisfactory manner. In both
years the model calculates excessive concentrations particuiarly in hypolimnion. The
factors affecting the way the model calculates the phosphate phosphorus content should be
reanalysed because the manner phosphorus is treated in the model may not he suitable for
Lake Päijänne. It might be possible to improve the simulated values by checking the values
of the coefficients. for the phytoplankton biomass the model calculates values that are on
the same level with the observed ones. Comparison is complicated because of lack of
observations.
With the exception of phosphate phosphorus contents below the productive layer, the
model may he considered at Ieast satisfactorily verified. In its present forrn the model does
not produce quite accurate results, Consequently, when the model is used for making
prognoses the results should be viewed critically.
4.34 On the effects of some loading alternatives on the water quality of northern Lake
Päijänne
A study was performed in northern Lake Päijänne on the effects of some loading alterna
tives on the water quality. The EPAECO-model was used in four akernative runs; in two
of these a change was made in the phosphate phosphonis loading discharged from the
Nenäniemi purification plant and in the other two in the BOD-loading entering the lake
through the River Haapakoski. The phosphorus alternatives were also studied by calculating
the corresponding average phosphorus contents with the model by Lappalainen (1977)
and by then changing these into chlorophyll-a contents and further into phytoplankton
b io rnass
4.341 On the effect of the phosphorus Ioadng being discharged from the Nenäniemi
purification plant on the phytoplankton biomass of northern Lake Päijänne
When the EPAFCO-model vas used to studv the effect of phosphate phosphorus being
discharged from the purification plant of Nenänierni onthewaterquality,thebasicsitiiation
vas considered to be the verification run of 1975. The model vas ernploved in two alterna
tive runs in one of which the phosphate phosphorus loading being discharged from the
purification plant wasreduced by 30 %while intheothertheloadingwasincreasedhy 30%.
Otherwise the values employed were the same as in the verification run of 1975. The ef
fect of the changes in ioading on phytopiankton biomass as well as the phytoplankton
biomass of 1975 used as a reference are presented in Figure 28.
According to the calcuiation performed in connection of the verification runs of the
model, the phosphate phosphorus loading from the purification plant of Nenäniemi (ali
phosphorus discharged from a purification plant is assumed to he in phosphate form)
composed about 27,4 per cent of the whole phosphatc phosphorus loading of the upper
most basn during the simulation period of 1975. Thus, a 30 per cent change in the phos
phate phosphorus loading frorn the Nenäntemi purificaton piant means about 8.2 per cent
ehange of the total phosphorus ioading of the uppermost sub-basin. it has to he kept
in mmd, however, than in 1975 the streamflows were remarkably large and thus the phos
phorus runoff from the environment was larger than normal.
Calculated with the model the effect of the loading akernatives studied is relativelv
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small, the differences in biomass being at the greatest about 50—100 pg/l compared to the
reference level,
The phosphorus content was not observed to have any significant effect on the oxygen
content of the basin.
The model of Lappalainen was used to calculate the average phosphorus content with
the 1975 loading (19.2 pg/l which was the same as the observed value) as well as the Te
spective phosphorus contents after the 8.2 per cent reduction and increase in phosphorus
loading. By means of phosphorus content values obtained, chlorophyll-a contents cor
responding to these were calculated with formulas described in literature (Table 28).
The calculated chlorophyll-a contents have then been converted into phytoplankton
biomass by means of a formula introduced by Granberg (1976). The biomass estimates
thus obtained are presented in Table 29.
The difference in biomasses catculated with the model by Lappalainen chiefly indicate
the order of magnitude because the formulas describing the relationship between average
phosphorus content values and chlorophyll-a have not been sufficiently tested under
Table 28. The calculated phosphorus and chlorophyll a contents after the 8.2 per cent reduction and
increase in phosphorus loading with ca!cu!ations based on the 1975 Ioading.
8.2% Situation 8.2 %
reduction of 1975 increase
Phosphorus Ioading mg/s 4 910 5 350 5 790
Calculated phosphorus concentradon mg/m3 18.1 19.2 20.3
Calculared chlorophyll a concentration mg/m3
(Dillon and Rigier 1974b) 4.85 5.30 5.74
Calculated chlorophyll a concentration mg/m3
(Sakamoto 1966) 7.19 7.89 8.63
Catcu!ated chlorophyll a eoncentration mg/m3
(Jones and Bachmann 1976) 5.57 6.08 6.59
••1mg/m3
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Fig. 28. Phytoplankton biomass of the sub-basin 1 of Lake Päijänne calculated with three different
phosphorusloadingswith the EPAECO-model and with the made! of Lappalainen (1977).
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Finnish conditions. The average phosphorus content used in them might even be defined
differently frorn that in Lappalainen’s model.
figure 2$ shows, however, that the differences in biomasses of various alternatives
calculated with both the EPAECO-model and that of Lappalainen are jo the aarne order of
magnitude.
Table 29. Phytoplankton biomasses (mglm3) calculated from Table 28.
8.2 % Situation 8.2 %
reduction of 1975 increase
Dillon and Rigier f1974b) 455 505 554
SakamotoU96ö) 715 793 875
]onesand Bachmann (1976) 535 592 649
4.342 The effect of the BOD-loading discharged frorn the River Haapakoski on northern
Lake Päijänne
In the studies on the effect of the BOD-loading discharged frorn the River Haapakoski on
the water quality of a lake the verification run of 1975 was taken for the basic situation.
The model was used jo two sirnulatioos, Jo the first simulation the BOD-loading frorn the
River Haapakoski was allowed to grow by 30 per cent, and jo the second to decrease by
30 per cent with ali the other variabies in the two simulations having the sarne values as jo
the venfication tuo jo ;975.
Changes jo loaäing had hardly any effect on the oxygen contents of the lake which
rernained practically the sarne as jo the verification run in 1975. Jo the therrnocline, at
the depth of about 15 rn, the sirnulated values decreascd with ao increase jo loadiog by
about 0.1—0.3 rngIl from the sirnulated values of the basic situation, and with a reduction
in loading the sirnulated values increased by the sarne arnount, In the epilimnioo and
hypolirnnion, changes jo Ioading had no effect on the oxygen situation. The resuit obtained
agrees with practical experiences. The effea af the BOD-ioading frorn the River Haapakos
ki whjch is about 94 per ceot of the BOD-ioadiog of the upperrnost basin is barely notice
able during open water season, because it travels rnaioly jo a mixed water layer and most of
it decays on the way.
4.4 Statistica phosphorus modeis
4.41 Cornparison and selection of phosphorus modeis
Statistical phosphorus modeis can he used to predict average phosphorus contents in a
lake. The rnass balance studjes of watercourses have been the starting point in developiog
phosphorus modeis. The phosphorus budget of a lake in a general form cao be described
with the equatioo
(5)dt
rn total arnount of phosphorus in a lake
1 = phosphorus loading
6 = phosphorus output from a lake
S net sedimentation of phosphorus
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The first phosphorus model adaptable for lakes was introduced by Piontelli and Tonolli
(1964) who assumed that a standard proportion of loading is sedimented. The model by
Vollenweider (1969) occupies a central position among phosphorus modeis. In this model
a lake is considered as a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) and sedimentation is
assumed to be strictly proportional to the total amount of phosphorus in a lake. Mass
balance equation thus takes the form
=I—Qc—m (6)
dt
c = phosphorus content in a lake
Q = discharge of lake outlet
sedimentation coefficient (constant)
In a steady state (%f3 = 0) the solution of the equation (6) is obtained (taking into account
the connection c=m/SJ).
=V(Y+)
V = the volume of the lake
= QN = flushing coefficient
As it is virtually impossible to determine the sedimentation coefficient (9) with reliable
experiments, Dillon and Rigier (1974a) made use of the retention coefficient (R) that can
be calculated from the mass balance data:
R= (8)
Because the lake is assumed to be completely stirred, we can write O=Qc, and on the
basis of equation (8) the following formula is obtained to calculate the phosphorus
content with:
c = (1—R)I=(l—R)c (9)
Q
c = IIQ = original phosphorus content
In order to use formula (9) to predict phosphorus content, we must be able to calculate
the retention coefficient by means of the basic variable (loading, discharge, volume, surface
area). Several modeis have been introduced for this purpose.
Lappalainen (1974) observed that in cases when the variable (ci—6)T is smaller than 500
mg m3 month, the retention coefficient can be calculated with the formula
R =0,03.J(cj—jT’ (10)
T = V/Q = theoretical detention time, in months
c = l/Q, given as mg m3
In other cases the retention coefficient can be chosen as follows:
(ci—6)T falls between 500 and 1 000 mg m3 month, R=O.7
(c—6)T is larger than 1 000 mg m3 month, R=0.75.
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Lappalainen <1977) has aiso introduced an equation adaptable for ali values of the
variable fcj—6)T
R =0.9 (cj—6)T
200+(c1—6)T (11)
Lappalainen (1974, 1977) has stated the conditions that have to he fuifilled in order to
use the formulas (10) and (11)
L5 mg m3 month<<30 mg m3 month1
According to Kirchner and Dilion (1975) the retention coefficient can be calculated by
means of relation between the discharge of the outlet and the surface area of the lake (A):
R = (12)
qs = QIA, given as ma4
The model of Kirchner and Dilion (1975) bears a great resembiance to that of Chapra
(1975):
R= (13)V +q5
1) = apparent settling velocity which according to Chapra (1975) is 16 ma1. Kirchner
and Dillon (1975) calculated the value of V to he 13.2 ma’ with the data they used.
Larsen and Mercier (1976) have introduced three regression equations to calcuiate the
retention coefficient with:
R = 0.86 --0143 ]n qs (14)
R = 0.482—0,112 lnP (15)
()
the unit of qs is rna1 and that of 3a1. Equations (14), (15), (16)have been calcuiated
from lakes in which the original phosphorus content of ali iakes is smaller than 25 mgm3•
The purpose of the srndy was to find out the appiicability of equations (11)—(16) to
predict the retention coefficient
442 Material and methods used in comparison
iwo different sets of observations were used in the study. One vas cornposed of the
rnass haiance studies of Lake Päijänne performed by the Hydrobioiogicai Research Genter
of the University of Jyväskylä in 1970 to 1976 (Lappalainen and Mäkinen 1973, 1974,
Mäkinen et al. 1975, Granberg and Mäkinen 1976, Granberg and Selin 1977). This ma
terlal cornprises the total of 48 cases of annual phosphorus budgets calculated for different
basins of Lake Päijänne and their combinations. The other rnatcrial Invoiving 85 lake basins
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situated in various parts of the world has mainly been compiled from literature (Frisk 1978).
The sum of squares of the differences between the values of the calculated and observed
retention coefficients has been used as a criterion of the adaptability of the model.
= (Rcalc iRexp )2 (17)
Rcalc = retention coefficient calculated by rneans of the model
Rexp = observed retention coefficient = (1—0)11
n = number of observations
The smaller the f, the better the model is adapted to the set of observations. When
comparing the adaptability of the modeis for sets of various sizes, attention can he paid to
the relation f/n which indicates the average value of the square of the difference.
The correlation coefficient between the calculated and observed values does not neces
sarily give the right idea of the adaptability of a model for a material.
4.43 Results of comparison
The results of the Lake Päijänne material are presented in Table 30.
Table 30. The suitability of difterent models for the Lake Plijänne material (n=48).
Modet Equation f r
Lappalainen (1977) 13 0.278 0.0058 0.88
Chapra (1975)\? =16 15 0.376 0.0078 0.84
Larsen and Mercier (1976) 16 0.419 0.0087 0.83
Chapra(1975)’=l3.2 15 0.480 0.0100 0.84
Kirchner and Dillon (1975) 14 0.498 0.0104 0.83
Larsen and Mercier (1976) 17 0.552 0.0115 0.82
Larsen and Mercier (1976) 18 0.569 0.0119 0.82
The modeis of Lappalainen (1977) and Chapra (1975) were also calibrated on the basis
of the Lake Päijänne material. In the model of Lappalainen (1977)
R=a
(ci—p)T (18)
b+(cj —p)T
(a, b and p non-negative constants) the method produced the smallest suin of squares
qith the combination a=0.88, b=270 mg m3 month and p=O. If the maximum retention
coefficient a was set at 0.9, the best resuit was obtained with the combination b=280
mg m3 month and p=O. The value that gave the best apparent setthng velocity in
Chapra’s model (1975) vas 16.5 m a’. The results corresponding to the new coefficients
are presented in Table 31.
The reference material was used to compare the modeis of Lappalainen (1977), Chapra
(1975), and Kirchner and Dillon (1975). When the whole material was used (n=85) the
adaptability of the modeis vas relatively poor. The best resuit (f/n=0.0405, r=0.71) was
obtained with the model of Kirchner and Dillon (1975). When the results were viewed it
was found out that the greatest errors in predicting the retention coefficient generally
occurred in those lakes in which the phosphorus content (co) of the outflowing water is
larger than 40 mg m3. When such lakes were omitted along with two shallow lakes (z<
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1 m) for which, according to Dillon and Rigier (1974a) the basic model (9) is not adaptable,
there was a considerable mprovement in the prediction ability of the models. On the
other hand, the adaptability of the modeis for the material could not be noticeably im
proved by omitting the lakes that do not fuifiil the condition set by Lappalainen (1974,
1977) 1.5 mg m3 month <cltf<30 mg m3 month (Frisk 1978).
The modeis were obviously better adapted for the Lake Päijänne material collected with
consistent study methods than to the reference material, Calibration had little effect, With
both materiais the best resuit vas yielded by a modification of Lappalainen’s model (1977)
in which the retention coefficient is calculated by means of the variable cT.
Statistical phosphorus modeis give the most reliable results when adapted for lakes
with total phosphorus content less than 40 me m3.
Table 31. Models calibrated with the Lake Päijänne material (=4$),
Madel Equation f r
Lappalainen (1977)
a=0.88, b=270, p=0 20 0.250 0.0052 0.88
Lappalainen (1977)
a=0,9, b=280, p=O 20 0.250 0.0052 0.88
Chapra (1975)
‘9=16.5 15 0.374 0.0078 0.83
Table 32, Suitability of various modeis for the reference material. Lakes with c0<40 mg rn3 and i>
1 m have been inciuded (n=58).
Model Lquatien
.. r
Lappalainen (1977)
a=0,88, b=270, p=O 20 0.936 0.0161 0.90
Lappalainen (1977)
a=0,9., b=280, p=0 20 0.972 0.0168 0.90
Lappalainen (1977)
a=0.9. b=200, p=6 13 1.19 16 0.0206 0.89
Kirchnet and Dilion (1975) 14 1.2554 0.0215 0.82
Chapra (1975)
9=13.2 15 1.3474 0.0237 0.83
Chapra (1975)
9=16 15 1.4598 0.0252 0.83
Chapra (1975)
9=16.5 15 1.4847 0.0256 0.83
4.5 Statistica oxygen model
Lappalainen (1978) has developed a statistical oxygen model for lakesbasedontheStreeter»
Phelps equation (1925). The statistical character of the model is due to the eutrofication
faetor which is closely related to the phosphorus ‘oxygen model developed by Lappalainen
(1974) and describes the oxygen consumption rate caused by the eutrofication of the take.
The equation takes into account the oxygen consurnption rate due to the basic organic
loading tchemicai oxygen demand, loading from shore etc.). The basic equation thus ob
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tained resembles remarkably the equation of Dobbins (1964). By derivation from the basic
equation Lappalainen has developed four versions of the oxygen model for various hydraulic
Situationst one model for summer, two for winter and one for turnover periods. The
modeis can he used to caiculate the oxygen content as a function of time when BOD
loading, eutrofication factor, and basic organic non-point loading are known.
After the introduction of the basic equation the study deals with the determination of
the decomposition coefficient, BOD and the aeration coefficient of oxygen, it deals with
the differences of rivers and lakes in respect to building oxygen modeis, and it discusses
the factors affecting the eutrofication of a lake and the sources of basic organic loading
entering a lake. The study presents the hydraulic and physical submodels, on which the
oxygen modeis are based, it deals with the dilution of waste water and heat budget, and
shows how the temperature of the epilimnion of a lake can he described with an equation
of a parabola and similarly the temperature of the hypolimnion with a linear equation. The
temperatures calculated with the equations have been compared with observations.
The study also presents an equation with which to calculate the saturation content of
oxygen as a function of temperature.
The study also covers the way the model calculates the water renewal coefficient for
hypolimnion in summer and the influence of volumetric phosphorus sedimentation (net
sedimentation of phosphorus divided by the volume of the lake) on the oxygen content.
Winter model 1 (Fig. 29) describes a situation in which there is supposed to be stream
flow only in the epilimnion of the lake. Two loading points, 1 and 2, are studied, the
loading L of point 1 being on the inflow route the autumn delay of which before the
basin is T and the distance between loading points 1 and 2 is S1. Loading L2 is discharged
into a basin where the autumn delay between loading point 2 and observation point H is
T2 and the distance from point 2 is X.
The oxygen content can be calculated by means of the model at observation point H as
a function of time for both epilimnion and hypolimnion counting the time from the
moment the lake freezes.
Winter model II (fig. 30) deals with the situation where the loading is discharged at
one point and gets into the hypolimnion. In this case epilimnion is studied in the same way
as in winter model 1. An equation for calculating the oxygen content of the hypolimnion is
presented.
In the summer model(Fig. 31) the lake is assumed to he thermally stratified. In addition,
it is assumed that the epilimnion is homogenous and that the change in oxygen content is
caused by BOD-loading which is presumed to get mixed with the epilimnion of the basin.
On the basis of these assumptions equations are written with which to calculate the oxygen
contents of both hypolimnion and epilimnion.
The turnover model is a special case of the suirimer model in which the development of
water temperature is assumed to be linear. The equations used are those of the summer
model.
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Fig. 31. Summer model fA) and a model for turn over (B).
4.6 Comparison of the appiicabNity of the EPAECO-model and the phos
phorus and oxygen mod&s of Lappa’ainen
461 The EPAECO-modei
The EPAECOmode1 is a deterministic simulation model requiring a lot of initiahzation
data which have been presented together with the description of the model at point 4.32.
When applying the model, a considerable part of the time is taken up by the collection of
the data, At the moment the data needed by the model exist only for some large lakes. The
use of the model presupposes a computer. Because of these facts the model can be rec
ommended to be useä jo such water protection projects in which a relatively long time
can he devoted to the application of the model, maybe a year. In this way the data required
by the model could be collected and e.g. the effects of various loading alternatives on
a watercourse can he studjed. In large projects the expenses of constructing a model are
but a fraction of the total costs. The model is used to simulate 18 state variabies and by
observing changes in their values conclusions can he made of the development of the state
of a watercourse.
4.62 Phosphorus model of Lappalainen
Frisk (1978) in his study has discussed statistical phosphorus modeis of lakes which can be
used to predict the average annual phophorus content of a lake. The advantage of these
t<Th
Fig. 30. Winter model II.
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modeis is the few initialization data they require (incoming phosphorus loading, discharge
and the surface area and average depth of a lake). Statistical phosphorus models have been
developed from mass balance studies on lakes which form the basis of the modeis, The
modeis include a phosphorus retention coefficient which expresses the relationship bet
ween net sedimentation and loading which one must be able to calculate with the help
of the initialization data, for this purpose several modeis have been presented, among them
the one introduced by Lappalainen (1977).
Besides the error involved in predicting the retention coefficient other possible sources
of error include the assumptions of the steady state and complete mixing. frisk (197$)
noticed that ali the modeis he applied yielded good prognoses of the phosphorus contents
of Lake Päijänne during the years of study, 1970—1973 and 1975—4976.
The decisions made in water management can not always be based on the phosphorus
content of a lake only. Therefore some regression lines have been introduced in literature
by means of which the phosphorus content can be converted into chiorophyll-a and thus
into the value of biomass (Sakamoto 1966, Dillon and Rigier 1974a, Jones and Bachmann
1976). However, this method was not tested to predict the aigal content during the study.
The use of statistical phosphorus modeis is easy as they require only few initialization
data, and the calculations are simple and quickly performed. In applying the modeis it
must be kept in mmd that they predict the average phosphorus content. When the modeis
are used for prognoses, an estimate must be made of the time which it takes for the lake to
gain a new steady state when ioading is changed (e.g. Dillon and Rigier 1975). Statistical
phosphorus modeis cannot generally be applied for very eutrophic lakes.
4.63 Oxygen model of Lappalainen
Lappalainen (197$) has developed a statistical oxygen model for lakes based on the Streeter
Phelps equation. He has devised modifications of the model that are able to predict oxygen
contents in summer, winter and during vernal circulation. k is a dynamic model which
enabies the calculation of oxygen contents at 24 h intervals if necessary.
The model requires information of oxygen and BOD. Furthermore, there must be
determinations of the eutrofication factor and the oxygen consumption rate due to the
basic organic loading (chemical oxygen consumption, loading of littoral zones etc.). The
model also inciudes a section on hydraulics which enabies a study on the different ways
water flows into a lake. For instance, the inflowing water can be mixed with only hypo
Iimnion or epilimnion. Lappalainen has made preliminary tests with the model at Lake
Päijänne and obtained satisfactory results. The model has not yet been applied to other
lakes. The advantage of the model is the fact that it requires few initialization data and has
a relatively simple mathematical stmcture compared with simulation modeis. The use of
the model is complicated by the determination of the eutrofication factor and maybe
even the structure of the hydraulic section which is reduced to bare minimum. Another
advantage is the swiftness of calculation. It must be emphasized that at the moment the
model is being experimented with. The final applicability of the model will he found out
after applying the model to various lakes.
4.64 Summary
The modeis tested during project belong to the following main groups of water quality
models: aquatic ecological modeis, phosphorus models and oxygen models. Ali these types
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of modeis have their advantages and restrictions, What type of model is used depends on
the nature of the probiem. In general it can be said that simulation modeis are adapted for
large and economically important projects when the experts, time, and means that are
needed for the appiication of a simulation model are available, Phosphorus modeis are
adapted to working out the average phosphorus content of a lake. If the calculation of
chiorophyll-a and phytoplankton biomass are incorporated in phosphorus modeis, the
application area of the modeis is somewhat widened, Phosphorus modeis have the disad
vantage that when they are applied the lake is assumed to be in a steady state in respect
to phosphortis.
Oxygen modeis of the Streeter-Phelps type concentrate on predicting the amount of
oxygen in a watercourse by taking into account the most importanr factors affecting the
production and decomposition of oxygen. These modeis have been made mainly for
rivers. Lappalainen (1978) has, however, buili an oxygen model adaptable for lakes and
based on the Streeter-Phelps equation. The advantages of oxygen modeis are the Iimited
initialization data required by them and a relatively simple mathematicai structure. The
model can be used to predict oxygen content which is perhaps the most important indicator
of water quality. The oxygen model developed for lakes has not yet been tested in other
lakes but Lake Päijänne, and the accuracy of the model is not completely known. Prelimi
nary tests with the model in Lake Päijänne have yielded satisfactory results.
Ali the modeis tested in the project are deterministic modeis that are adaptable for both
lakes and reservoirs. Table 33 shows a rough comparison of the modeis.
Table 33. Comparison of the modeis tested in the pwject.
Model Data requirements Model calculates Mathematical Appllcation area Reference
structUre in the projeet
EPAECO weather data, coef- values of 18 state elaborate, uppermost sub- Chen and Orlob
ficienrs for differen- variables descri- differential basin of Lake (1972)
tial equations, mor- bing water quality equarions Päijänne Gaume and
phologyofthelake, atdesired time Duke(1975)
quality and stream- intervais Kinnunen et al.
flows of inflowing (1978)
and of outflowing wa
ters, initiahzation data
for 18 state variabies
Statistical surface area and aver- average annual simple Lake Päijänne Lappalainen
phosphorus age depth of alake, phosphorus con- with its various (1977)
model phosphorus loading tentofthewhole sub-basins and frisk (1978)
entcring a lake and lake or that of matcrial involving
discharges of out- epilimnion 85 lakes situated in
flowing waters different parts of
the word.
Statistical morphology of a lake, oxygen rather Lake Päijänne Lappalainen
oxygen type of flow of en- content simple wirh ts sub-basins (1978)
model tering watcrs, eutroph
ications factor of a
lake and other
paramcters
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4.7 AdaptabiJity of the model as an instrument in decision making in water
protection
Decisions in water protection are prepared in the inspection procedure defined in the
Water Act involving as one part of it ao estimation of the damages caused by the planned
measure and the profits to be gained through it. The estimation of the damages is related
to the changes occurrmg in the state of a watercourse. Because it js a question of a planned
measure, there must be ways to predict the future state of a watercourse, and after this,
damage functions can he formed. Similarly, in the planning of water use, in planning
for separate measures, and supervising the state of waters, prognoses are needed about the
development of the state of the watercourse with various alternative measures particularly
as, according to the general principles of water protection (National Board of Waters
1974 and 1976) introduced by water authorities, the measures for water protection must
be defined taking into account the state of the watercourse.
At the moment the predictions of the state of a watercourse are very often based on
estimates by experts given on the ground of their professional skiil and experience. These
estimates are verbal and just descriptive of the direction of the development. In general,
the estimates are made on the basis of both the information of measures (e.g. waste water
data from a water treatment plant) and physical-chemical and biological studies performed
jn the watercourse. It rarely happens that, besides the former, for instance any changes
occurring in the hydrology and weather are taken into account.
The state of a watercourse and the factors affecting it should be looked at as ao entity.
When making predictions, ali the factors affecting water quality, both the external and the
internal variabies should be taken into account. Thus it is most natural to use a model
describing a water ecosystem in studies on the effects of various water protection measures
on the state of a watercourse.
Most problems in water protection involve nutrient loading and its effect on the state of
the recipient watercourse. The state of the watercourse and the factors affecting jt can be
presented by means of the following formula:
T = f(H, K, T0, f, B, M) (19)
jo which
= state of the watercourse
H = hydrological factors
K = total loading entering the watercourse
= hjstorjcal state of the watercourse (Natural state prior to loadjng)
F physical dimensions of the watercourse (depth, surface area, shape etc.)
Bk= biological and chemjcal reactjons taking place jo the watercourse
M = meterologjcal conditions.
The measures affectjng the state of a watercourse generally aim at changing some fraction
of the total loading of a watercourse or the physical djmensjons (building jn a water
course). However, as natural changes occur simukaneousiy in some other factors affecting
the state of a watercourse, t is very diffjcult to separate the effect of the measure from the
above changes. In fact the oniy way to study quantitatively the effects of the changes of
measures is to use a model constructed for thjs purpose whjch takes into account sjmulta
neously the most important factors jn the case in question. Thjs presupposes that there is
a valid model for the area to be studied or one that can be applied for it as well as informa
tion required by the model.
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The choice of the model to be applied depends mostly on the probiem to be studied,
There are various problems in water protection in Finland, but in general it may be said
that in practice the most problematic cases involve a defiency of oxygen and eutrofication,
Therefore modeis that enable the study of both these problems should he used.
The detailed structure of the model to he used has to be considered case by case,
According to experiences obtained of modeis, it is practical to use statistical modeis in
cases involving not too high economical or ecological values, or when there is need to
learn the direction of an effect on the watercourse and the average effect on the recipient
watercourse caused by a measure, From the point of view of water protection the average
state may sometimes, however, give a too optimistic estimate of the effect of a measure on
the biological events in water, The extent of the effects is often determined by the worst
situation prevailing in a watercourse which is affected by other factors besides the measure,
A case like this can only he studied by means of an aquatic ecological model which
takes into account ali of the most important factors having an effect on the state of aquatic
ecological system. The EPAECO-model tested seems to be adapted for such a purpose.
To sum up the adaptability of the modeis as means of making decisions in water protec
tion in Finland, it can he stated that
with the help of the modeis quantitative predictions can he produced of the state of
a watercourse,
— by means of ecological modeis it is possible to study cases that are important from the
point of view of water protection, and to consider the combined effect of both the
planned measure and natural environmental changes,
— the use of modeis rationalizes the treatment of water matters particularly with respect
to biological activities in a watercourse and emphasizes the system nature of a water
course.
4.8 On the goals set in devebping modeis
The utilization of models presupposes changes in the water research policyofwaterauthori
ties. Irrespective of the type of model used, the mass balance of the watercourse under
study must be known. This presupposes the collection of information covering the whole
water system in order to find out the amounts of substances entering the watercourse,
existing in it, and leaving it. Data collecting programs should be so constructed that they
concentrate on following the polluters that are the most important as to the whole water
system.
In collecting data, more emphasis should be laid on considering the effect of hydro
logical phenomena on the transfer of substances in a water system. In practice this could he
achieved mainly by weighting the sampling density on the basis of the hydrological year.
A rational study of the quality and loading of a watercourse is possible with the present
resources by concentrating them so that information is obtained about the state of a water
courses and the loading entering them,
The use of models puts some requirements on the preservation of the data collected
from waterxourses. The existing data of watercourses and those to he obtained in the
future should he made into an information system on water reseurces and this should he
oriented in the widest possible utilization of the data, The system should combine the data
on the quality and quantity of a watercourse.
A number ofgoals could he set for developing the modeis applied in the project.
The EPAECO-model is apparently adaptable for lakes of various types with compara
tively small modifications. For instance, The International Institute for Applied System
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Analysis (IIASA) has started to study the application of this modeL The EPAECOmodel,
however, involves some restrictions the correction of which would further improve its
adaptability. The model can oniy he used to simulate open water season which is obviously
a restriction in the application of the model as for instance Lake Paijänne is covered with
ice for six months a year. The model ought to be developed so that it would enable the
simulation of the winter season as well. There is a winter version of the model which is
being tested so that its adaptability is not yet known.
The model simulates for Lake Päijänne a thermocline which is much steeper than the
one observed. The same phenomenon is apparent in many orher variabies. This might be
due to the fact that the model does not take into account the mixing effect of the wind.
Simulation results can he assumed to improve if the effect of the wind can be included
in the model. The use of the model presupposes a lot of initialization data which is not
always obtainable. Simpier versions of it could be developed for situations with scarce
initialization data. The model could he further developed so that it would take into account
the toxic effects better than the present version. For example a sub-model on pesticides
could he included in the model.
The adaptability of the model of Lappalainen and other phosphorus modeis to water
courses of various types should be investigated. for this purpose, accurate phosphorus
budget studies on lakes should be made. Special attention should he attached to the deter
mination of phosphorus loading. In addition information is needed about the possibility to
use the model of Lappalainen to construct a model adaptable for very eutrophic lakes
(phosphorus content >40 pg/Vl).
The oxygen model for lakes developed by Lappalainen is just being experimented on.
The model has so far been applied to Lake Päijänne only. The model should be tested in
other lakes as well to give a clear idea of its applicability. The determination of the eutrofi
cation faetor included in the model and the oxygen consumption rate caused by basic
loading should he made clearer,
During the project no river modeis were studied that could be used along with aquatic
ecological modeis. For instance at least two basic versions of QUAL II oxygen model could
be constructed: a mere oxygen model as tvell as a model predicting aigal biomass the results
of which could be used as input of a aquatic ecological lake model.
The basis of developing modeis is formed of the application of the existing modeis to
watercourse of various types during which the possible defects of modeis are discovered
and measures can be taken to eliminate them.
5. THE DEVELOPMENT OF COST BENEFIT METHODS FOR
ASSESSING WATER PROTEC11ON PROGRAMMES
5,1 Estimating the economic benefits of water protection
5.11 Point of departure, goals and research undertaken
The guidelines given by the World Bank for this project served as the point of departure.
According to them, the following factors should he taken into account when carrying out
benefit estimation research:
(i) the influence of various water quality characteristics on recreational value,
(ii) various theoretical and practical aspects of benefit measurement methods, and
(iii) the development of a conceptual framework for benefit evaluation studies.
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There are a number of theoretical probiems invoived in the economic assessment of
benefits, but these are not necessarily as difficult to resolve as the practical problems
relating to the forecasting of changes in water conditions, the definition of the socio
economic effects of such changes and the use of methods for estimating their economic
value.
This study considers the assessment of the benefits of water protection programmes as
a whole and concentrates particularly on the economic principles and methods used to
asseas benefits, Since the focus of attention has been on evaluating monetary benefits, the
approach is based on economic theory. The aim has been to determine the principles,
concepts and problems related to the assessment of benefits in a way which will make it
possible to identify weaknesses in the assumptions and methods used in the empirical
work. In addition examples of how assessment has been carried out are given. The goal is
to generate data that could be used to evaluate economic benefits in different circumsrances.
In the course of the project the following reports were prepared:
(1) The Economic Evaluation of the Benefits of Water Protection (M. Wallin 1978b)
(2) Quality of Water in the Watercourses and Its Implications for Watercourse Use
(Muhonen 1976)
(3) The Effects of Changes in the Quality of Water in the Watercourses on Land Values
(Parkkmen 1977a)
(4) The lmportance of Water Quality for the Value of Land Use for Holiday Homes on
Lake Päijänne (Parkkinen 1977b)
Using these reports, it is possible to develop a general overwiew of the economic assess
ment of water protection. The following sections attempt to sketch this picture.
5.12 Definitions
The assessment of the benefits of water protection is taken to mean the systematic attempt
to determine how activities affecting the water influence water quality, water use and
waterrelated values and to evaluate or describe the effects in sorne comparative way which
wilI facilitate dedsionmaking.
An interaction function is taken to mean the relationship between water quahty or
changes in water qualitv and activities affecting water quality. As far as water pollution is
concerned, the most important activities are taken to be those which affect the loading of
watercourses,
k is possible to differentiate between damages caused by water pollution and benefits
arising from water protection measures, When evaluating water protection measures and
when estimating the benefits, it is natural to view the benefits as resulting from the eimi
nation and prevention of damages. Moreover, it is also possible to speak of detrimental and
beneficial effects or detrimental and beneficial effect functions which are used to describe
the impact of water quality or changes in water quality on water use or on the general
valuation of water. The detrimental and beneficial effects can he described either quantita
tively or qualitatively. In some connections the terms physical detrimental and beneficial
effect functions are used, in which case attention is limited to the physical effects.
When attempting to determine the economic values of detrimental or beneficial effects,
it 15 reasonable to speak of damage and benefit values. These can be classified as follows:
(i) Financial damage and benefit values
(ii) Amenity damage and benefit values
(iii) Potential damage and benefit values
The terms damage and benefit are often used in their general senses to describe both
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effects and the monetary values related to the effects. When measuring the effects in
monetary terms, it is therefore better to use the concepts monetary damage and monetary
benefit, although in economics this is not necessary.
Economic theory can be used to define damages and benefits more precisely: the
damage arising from a change in water poilution is equal to the smallest total compensation
needed to make up for the increased pollution. Similarly, a benefit is equal to the compen»
sation that has been avoided by an improvement in water quality, or in other words, the
largest total payment which would be willingly made to bring about the change in question.
In recent years, the concepts and principles of benefit assessment have been treated at
greater length by Mäler and Wyzga (1976), whose terms are broadly accepted here, Haveman
and Weisbrod (1975), and Freeman (1975). In the present project, concepts are discussed
in Wallin, M. (1978b).
5.13 Beneficial effects of water protection and their evaluation
5.131 Beneficial effects
In this report, the benefits of water protection are placed in three categories: financial,
amenity and potential effects. The Iast category also includes risk aversion. The benefits are
listed in Table 34.
A benefit is considered financial in cases in which it produces income or savings for an
economic agent (individual, corporate entity etc.) (Mäler and Wyzga 1976). It is typical of
non-financial benefits that they come about when the economic agent finds that the
change in water conditions generate benefits which do not directly give rise to the resources
available to them. These benefits are related either to recreational water use and aesthetic
values or to the improvement m possibilities to use the water or to reduce risks to heakh
and production. The former type of non-economic benefits is termed an amenity benefit
and the latter a potential benefit. 1 This distiiction is not without its problems: potential
benefits (including risk aversion) may be interpreted as pattially amenity benefits and
partially financial benefits. They can, however, be seen as conceptually distinct, and this is
the reason why they are treated separately (Wallin, M. 1978b).
5.132 Assessment of the effects
In this project, the assessment of benefits was examined as an effective whole, and for this
reason an instructive systematics was presented. k suggests that comparative analysis
including benefit assessment can be presented in a diagram in which the assessment is
broken down into five main phases (Fig. 32):
—
Sketching the assessment situation
—
Identifying the costs and benefits and laying down the principles of valuation
—
Conducting the analysis
—
Comparing the alternatives and presenting preliminary results and conclusions
—
Carrying the results forward for decisionmaking
The procedures for sketching the problems should be taken as indicative. There are a
number of variations suitable for different occasions depending on the conditions in the
situation in question, on the availability and ease of obtaining information and on decisions
made during assessment.
In order to evaluate the effects, it is necessary (Fig. 33)
—
to know prevailing water conditions and to prediet future conditions resulting from
1 For a discussion of risk in this context, see Section 5.142
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Water provision Cost of supplying water faf 1
—municip alities
-industry Corrosion ja reduced
-sparce1y popu
lated areas
—irrigation
Corrosion, wear and tear
and oecd for protection of
structures, transport equip
menr and goods coming into
contaet with water reduce
Professional Vield increases bccause of
fishing larger, more varied and better
quality catches, Use of cquip
ment becomes easier,
Need for repair and upkeep is
reduced. Wear- and -tear is
slower.
Travelling costs dccl jne be
cause of increased or conserved
fishing areas.
Reerearion Fishing yield improves. Costs
fali beeause of improved
availability of swimming,
fishing and boaring faejiiries.
The need to replace and
servjce equipment deelines.
Obstacles to communitu
development are reduced.
Taste and odour irnprove Risks of unexpccted health
hazards decline
Risks of losses in production
resulting from unexpected
changes in water quality is
redueed
Recreatjonal use (swim
ming, fishing, tourism,
camping, boating,
hunting) improves or
does not deteriorate
Obstacles to the aesthetic
enjoymenr of waterrelatcd
recreahonal acrivites are
reduced,
Freedom of chojce on the
locatjon of industrv and jo
community development
increases
Risk of deterjoration of
catches falla.
The llkelihood of compensa
tory payments is redueed.
Preservation of unique water
areas and preseruarion ot re
sources for the future.
Continued scope for studying
ckan water,
Reductjon jo the risk of ero
logical deterioration. Prescrva
tion of different species.
SourceWaHin M. 1978b.
different Ioad akernatives;
to know actual and possible uses of the water in conditions at hand and to forecast
their development;
— to projeet water uses on the assumption that different water conditions will materialize;
thus the assessment of eonditions must he in a form which is eornpatible with water uses;
— to describe the effects 50 that sorne idea of their significance can he formed.
When the above conditions hold, a beneficiai effects funetion can he specified. There
are, however, problems with functional descriptions:
— The most irnportant factors influencing the forrn and wav in which water is used are
known in the main tjordening 1975, Freernan 1975, Muhonen 1976), but it may he
Table 34. Possible benefits of water protection by type of use.
Typc of Financial benefit Amenity benefit Potential benefit
water use (supposing risk aversion)
Water construc
tjon, watcr
tmnsport and
.fioating
Risk of a deterjoration in
hygienc declines,
Option dernan.
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1 SKETCHING ÄSSESSMENT CONDITIONS
— becoming aware of the probiem requiring study and decisions
determining the external constraints on informationgathering
—
establishing alternative assessment modes
4
2. IDENTIFICATION AND DELIMITATION OF COSTS AND BENEfITS AND
SETTLING UPON VALUATION PRINCIPLES
4
3. ASSESSMENT
—
identification of potential effects
— determination of actual effects
—
evaluation of the social significance of the effects
ö
4. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
-
comparison of costs and benefits
—
formulation of preliminaiy resuits and conclusions
ö
5. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS TO DECISION-MAKERS
--- presentation and marketing of prelimary results
—
taking account of feed-back
—
presentation of final conclusions
fig. 32. Comparative analysis for water protection.
difficuk in every separate practical case to identify the exact relation between effects
and specific water characteristics in that case. This is particularly true of amenity ef
fe cts.
There is not always a linear relation between changes in water characteristics and the
effects. This may make it rather difficuk to describe the effects with precision.
—
Considerable uncertainty may surround the measurement of the effects. This uncertainty
may resuk from technical and ecological factors and from human behaviour.
The measurement and description of the effects should be presented in a way which
makes their meaning clear. It is, however, in many cases difficult to describe some
factors precisely, e.g., changes in demand iii some of the usage modes, improvement of
deterioration in the quality of the services provided by water, and the need to carry out
certain measures resulting from changes in water quality. It may often be easier to carry
fig. 33. Benefit evaluation scheme.
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out the description in some sort of value terms. If this is impossibie, the effects should
be described for decisionmakers in some other way.
In the description of the effects it may in practice be reasonable to use various water
quallty indices, categories of possible uses and related measures such as those showing the
impact of the degree of damage on use, These are fairly rough and arbitrary, and they do
not always adequately reflect the actual effects of the conditions. Nonetheiess, they can be
a rather rapid and practical way to chart conditions in some planning situations and are
rarher wefl suited for some types of water policy as weIl as for setting targets and outlining
principles. There ja thus no reason to underrate them for uses of this kind, but more
attention should he devoted to their development and to the interpretation of the underlying
assumptions and principles. However, their use in monetary valuation of the benefits stili
remams problematic.
The necessity of predicting damages is one of the difficulties encountered in assessment.
When conducting an evaluation it is necessary to identify various points on the beneficial
effects function. A number of methods can he used in the identification of the effects.
Practical examples inciude:
-
using previous reports and results
— using material from the literature
— using paneis of experts and public forums;
— using mathematical modeis
— using questionnaires, etc.
The choice of the method wllI depend on the conditions in the case in question, existing
information, available time and resources, etc, For the present, examples of completed
reports are the best point of departure for choosing and using different methods
It ja, naturally, much easier to evaluate the demand for water services provided by
actual water conditions than some hypothetical, forecasted, state, There are examples of
few successful forecasrs; indeed, there are few examples of forecaats of any kind. There are
certain methodological guidelines which should be the subject of further development.
Related to this is the development of followup studies of actual effects. So far, few
studies of this type have been carried out.
51% Principles for evaluating the economic benefits of water protection
The general features of the principle from economic theory which can be used in assessingbenefits were treated in the context of the project in (Wallin M. 1978b), The tools of neo
classical economics were taken as the point of departure for determining the principles of
assessment. The first aspect to be analyzed is the demand for water and the impact of
changes in water conditions in the demand and the values connected in it. The value of
an improvement or deterioration ja measured in terms of compensation variation. This is
taken to be either the smallest amount of money needed to compensate an economic
agent for a change in water conditions or the amount which the agent is willing to pay for
a change in water conditions. Total compensation variation ja caicuiated by summing the
compensation variationa of the individuals concerned. The theoretical problematica and
the problematics of practical application of the approach will not he treated here.Questions singied out for speciai treatment were the distributional aspects, iong-term
effects, irreversible changes related to water pollution, option demand, riaks assessment and
the probiem of discount rates.
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5.141 Distribution ofincome
Both water pollution and water protection have implications for the distribution of income.
The distribution of income can be examined from two standpoints:
— how the compensation varation of different agents is to he aggregated;
— what income distribution criteria should be followed when planning and äeciding upon
water protection measures.
The first question can be examined in Iight of the prevailing distribution of income.
Accepting the prevailing distribution of income implies acceptance of the value of the
benefit reported by the individual or ascertained through his behaviour and using it as
such, rather than relating it to income. If one wants to take into account the distribution
of income, the benefits of various economic agents can be weighted differently. This
method would, however, hardly he used in the practical planning of various measures.
The Pareto criterion is the best known income distribution criterion. According to it,
a measure leading to a change in some social condition, is desirahle if at least one person
can be considered better off and no one worse off, after the impiementation of the meas
ure. However, the Pareto criterion cannot be used m water protection planning, because
someone always benefits while someone else is always harmed as a resuit of water protection
measures. For this reason, some other criterion must he used to make comparisons; the so
called compensation criterion is one which often comes into question. According to it,
a particular measure is desirable if the benefit to which it gives rise can compensate those
who suffer so that they are at least no worse off than they were before impiementation of
the measure. This criterion can be used irrespective of whether compensation is actually
paid or not.
5.142 Potential benefits
The long-term effect of water protection and the impaet of today’s decisions on coming
generations are essential aspects of water proteetion projects. Some Iong-term effects and
health risks may constitute a disadvantage. This should be taken into account in economic
calculation as a value term. In practice, the precise calculation of this type of factor is
difficult, and just how they are taken into account depends very much on the attitudes and
views of the decisionmaker. There are a number of ways in which they can be deak with,
of which the most suitable is to lower the interest rate used in discounting by an appropriate
amount.
The uncertainty surrounding the valuation of the ill-effects resulting from the deteriora
tion in the quality of the water should be taken into account in the calculations. In addition
to the long-term effects and the risk of irreversible changes just mentioned, demand for
water uses and the development of water conditions are uncertain. Uncertainty can he
interpreted as an additional ilI-effect, the significance of which varies with people’s attitudes
towards risk (do they accept risks or do they want to avoid them) and how total and
irreversihle the changes in water conditions are relative to the modes of use. The uncertainty
costs related to these considerations should be taken into account when calculating the
costs of the damages in conditions in which they can he clearly discerned.
In this connection it is also possible to speak of option demand. This arises when
people are uncertain about their future demand and value a reduction in uncertainty (i.e.,
are risk-averse and are willing to pay for a reduction in risk).
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5.143 Discount rate
The determination of the interest rate to be used in making intertemporal comparisons
is a classical probiem. There is no agreement about whether the discount rate used for
public goods — and the problematics connected with water protection can be viewed as
a public good problematics should be higher or iower than the average interest rate
prevailing in the economy. Although there are a number of arguments suggesting that the
discount rate for public goods should be lower than the general interest rate, the choice of
the relevaut interest rate is commonly taken to he a matter which should be agreed upon.
Similarly, the degree to which the discount rate should be reduced to take into account the
effects of uncertainty and potential damages is a matter which should be agreed upon.
in practice, sensitivity analysis is often recommended to determine the irnplications ofUif
ferent interest rates. This recommendation applies equally well to water protection projects.
5,15 Methods for the economic estimation of benefits of water protection projects
When assessing benefits, there is reason to consider financial benefits separately from
amenity benefits and potential benefits. The methods for evaluating these benefits are
rather djfferent. The assessment of financiai benefits often relies on normal cost calcula
tions in which market prices are used in the attempt to assign values to the benefits. There
are three phases in the assessment: (1) deiimiting the benefit, (2) assigning prices to the
benefit, (3) actual caicuiation. In principle, this is a fairly straightforward operation.
Ao amenity benefit is not as easy to define as a financial benefit, This is mainiy because
an amenity is not a strictiy marketable good which has a value 10 price terms. When assessing
these factors, it is necessaiy to determine individuals’ subjective valuation of water quality.
In general a number of different methods must he used in the atternpt to assess amenity
benefits, When using these methods, the goal is to determine how peopie value water
quality. ln this way the various methods can he piaced in three categories (Mäler and
Wyzga 1976):
fi) how human behaviour reflects valuation,
(ii) how values are reported, and
(iii) how valuation is reflected in the prices of marketabie goods.
In practice the first type of method involves the attempt to find a relationship between
efforts to achieve a certain increase in wellbeiug and the resources used in this endeavour.
In the second type of method, survey techniques are used, and in the third, estimates are
made, primarily on the basis of changes in iand values resuking from pollution. Ali the
methods aim at finding a direct monetary measure of the benefit.
In addition to the methods just mentioned, there are other ways to evaluate different
actions and their effects. For example, it is possible to weight the actions also by other
terms than money and to present the resulting comparisons to the decisionmakers. The fi
nal evaluation takes place when decisions on water protection measures are made. From the
point of view of economic theory, this may well seem rather rushed, but given the diffi
cuities involved in using the different valuation methods, it may be in many cases the oniy
way to facihtate decisionmaking and the comparisons carried out in connection with it.
5.151 Values ascertained by anaiyzing waterrelated recreational behaviour
The aim of studies faliing into this categoiy is to dctermine a functional reiationship bet
ween costs and uses of recreationai faciiities, i.e., to identify a demand curvc. in these
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studies, an attempt is made to find out how much peopie are wiliing to spend on travelling,
board and lodging and other related items as weli as the amount of time they are wiiling to
devote to making use of certain recreational facilities. When expenditure of this type is
known, it is possible to formulate a demand curve. Studies of this sort were first carried
out in the 1950s when the method was deveioped (Ciawson 1959, Knetsch 1963). Alarge
proportion of these studies attempt to determine traveiiing costs (Tihansky 1975, Mäler
and Wyzga 1976). Opinions about how to take account of other costs, in particular the
opportunity cost of time spent, differ. There is however, one established basic method —
and several variants —-for calculating travelling costs (Clawson and Knetsch 1974, freeman
1975, Mäler and Wyzga 1976).
The way to determine the values needed to formulate a demand curve using data on
travelling costs is fairly generally accepted. However, this method can only he used when
people travel to the recreational site only for that site. If there are other reasons for the
journey, not ali the costs can he attributed to travelling to the recreational facility. Gen
erally speaking, the facility assessed shouid be significant locally, regionally or nationally.
In addition, it must be assumed that there are no alternatives to the recreational facility
in question. Changes in demand resulting from changes in water quality may be offset
totally or partially if there are other recreational facilities.
Moreover, it should be noted that the demand curve obtained reflects ali services avail
able at the facility in question. Thus services unrelated to water recrearion may influence
the formulation of the demand curve.
The method shows the basic shape of one demand curve which indicates demand in
conditions prevailing at the time. However, demand curves describing other conditions are
needed to assess the effects of changes in water conditions, Such curves can be constructed
either by observing behaviour or asking people to state how their demand for recreational
services would change if the condition of the water and related recreational facilities were
to change. In principie, the desfred curves can be constructed in this way, but they are
open to the same criticism that ali studies based on survey techniques are subject to. In
general, valuation methods based on the anaiysis of recreational behaviour require
(i) much work and resources,
(ii) a number of simpiifying assumptions, and
(iii) the assessment of how uncertainty affects the accuracy of the resuits.
This method is rareiy suitabie for practical planning, particularly in a country like
Finland where water recreational facilities are in ample supply, but there is scope for
developing it and experimental studies can be carried out to this end (Wallin, M. 1978b).
Actuai recreationai behaviour, the reiated resource use and the effects of changes in
water conditions should he given greater attention in foilow-up studies.
5.152 Survey techniques
Survey techniques are frequently used to assess the benefits of water protection. They can
be empioyed to gather information about water-related activities and about people’s
attitudes to the supply of water-related services and the effects of changes in water quality.
They can aiso he used to attempt to evaluate directly wilhngness to pay for an improvement
in water quality. In the latter case the method can be used only if
(i) the respondent is able to form a clear picture of the condition for which payment
may be required;
(ii) the respondent is abie to see the significance of the effects for himself and for his
economic position;
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(iii) the respondent can be made both te indicate as objectively as possible his willingness
te pay and te refrain frem censcieusly wishing te influence the resuk in ene way er
anether.
If these precenditiens are net fulfiled, the results may be quite misleading and incerrect
At the same time, they place great demands en these carrying eut the survey.
Survey techniques can be recemmended fer cellecting informatien needed fer assessing
the benefits ef water protection. Hewever, there are preblems in using these techniques te
test the willingness te pay. The methed has net been develeped te the peint where it can
be used in the reutine assessment ef the benefits of water pretectien. Simple tests ef the
willingness te pay de net give satisfactery resuks, Hewever, the use ef welI-planned studies
ef the willingness te pay can be recemmended (see f.ex. Dornbusch et al. 1975). These
help in the development of the method, and the results obtained can be used in larger
studies designed to determine the benefits of water protection (Wallin, M, 197$b).
5.153 Using changes in land values in evaluatien
Changes in water cenditiens may have an effect on Iand values. Data en changes in land
values can be used te assess the benefits ef water protectien. In principle, twe types ef
cases can be distinguished changes in land values in a certain lecality can be seen as a
functien of changes in water cenditiens, er use can he made ef inter-regienal cemparisens
in which lanU values in different regiens are cempared in light ef prevailing water cendi
tions.
In principle the use of this methed ef assessment requires a market where prices are
cempletely flexible and infermation about land value, water quality and the significance
ef water quality is perfect. In practice, this is hardly ever the case. Nenetheless, this defi
ciency should not be seen as an insurmountable barrier te the use of this method,
Studies of land value require abundaot information about land prices and water quality..
In addition, information about factors other than water quality which affect land values is
also needcd. The assessment is based on the presumptien that the other facters affecting
Iand prices can he measured and distinguished from the water quality factor. Thus, the
problems in studies of this type are primarily related te data acquisition and statistical
processing.
The interpretation ef the value ef the benefit is semetimes problematic when this
methed is used. It is clear that changes in land values in a given region reflect at least seme
of the change in amenity value of the region. However, in some cases the figures may also
reflect financial benefits so that double ceunting may occur.
A separate survey ef the literature was carried eut in the context of the present project.
The aim was to determine how changes in land value has been measured in finland and
elsewhere (Parkkinen 1977a).
A cemparison of the studies which have been carried out suggests that water quality has
a greater impact on land value in Finland than does elsewhere (Dornbusch et al. 1973,
1975). This presumably reflects the fact that in Finland many ef the shereline plots are
used for holiday homes so that much ef thcir value lies in their recreational use. Appar
ently, a large part of this recreational value arises from water-related services that are
affected by changes in water quality.
In the centext of the project, the potential value of heiiday habitatien areund Lake
Päijänne and the possible impact of any changes in values resulting frem changes in water
quality were assessed and forecasted (Parkkinen 1977b).
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5154 Weighting benefits without value estimates
When it is feit that it is not possibie to arrive at accurate estimates of the benefits, separate
indicators can he used to compare the main beneficial effects of various pianning alterna
tives. This procedure has been used in Finland and elsewhere when carrying out some weii
pianned and systematically conducted water protection studies (National Board of Waters
1974b andNationalBoardofWatersl976d),The weighting methods can he used in actual
pianning when different possihle measures are heing compared in order to choose the best.
The weights are usually assigned using either paneis of experts or decisionmakers, Results
can only he achieved if decision-makers are inclueded in some way and if their opinions
about the evaluations are accepted. From the point of view of economic theory, these
pro cedures may not he totally satisfactory, but in practice it may he necessary to use them.
5.16 The use of methods for evaluating the benefits of water protection in planning
On the basis of the studies carried out, the fitness for use of the various methöds used to
evaluate the benefits were assessed, The resuits of this exercise are shown in Table 35.
The main use of the methods were supposed to he the comprehensive regional pians carried
out in Finnish water resources planning. Given the substantial resources required for their
use, these methods are best suited for this purpose. Generaily, resources are not usually
sufficient to allow their use when pianning individual measures, which means that results
from other studies shouid he used in such cases. Similarly, results from individual studies
shouid he used when evaiuating benefits on a national scaie, in this connection, however,
an attempt should he made to use extensive sampie surveys to find out the general atti
tudes and values of people from ali parts of the Country.
52 The economic costs of water protection
5,21 Point of departure, goais and research undertaken
The resources devoted to water protection each year are 50 substantiai that this activity is
of significance for the economy as a whole. In general the effects on the economy of using
resources for water protection measures should he identified since this is of reievance for
the setting of targets for water protection and for the implementation of the decisions
which are made.
Previous studies of the macroeconomic significance of the resources used for water
protection have been quite rough. The amount of resources used has been scaled with
various indicators of the total use of economic resources. For this reason, it was feit that
the possibility of conducting a larger and more thorough examination should he expiored
and that the macroeconomic effects of water protection costs should he investigated.
The foHowing studies of this topic were carried out:
(i) The Total CostsofWater Protection and Their Estimation (Favotin 197$)
(ii) The Macroeconomic Effects of Water Protection Investment (Kaski 197$)
(iii) Water Protection and ks Economic Impiications (Parkkinen 197$).
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Table 35. Use of methods for assessing benefits (cf.. Table 34).
Benefit Assessment methods Applicabillty tespecially fOor Finnish
conditions), comments
financial benefits Normal cost caJcu1ations These benefit values are generally economic
location and delimitation of changes (savings, income) and thus in principle
the effects (comparison of can he calculated with the help of market prices.
actu al to alternatives effects),
pricing, discounting values
for different years.
Amenity benefits Use of survey techniques tn Experimental bv nature the results can be
Improvement of determine compensation generalized and used to assess other cases.
taste and odour of variation.
water used ui house
holds
lncrease in Use of survey techniques in the At present there are lirnits of the serviceabllity of
rerreational serviecs assessment of travefling and the methods; their use is influenced by the con
from water resource costs. ditions in the case in questien, and the scope of
the investigation can he gauged ao that the re
source requirements are in keeping with situation
at hand. There are a number of versions which
can he chosen and some of these are suitable
for further development and are indicative. Ex
perimentai and scientific results which have been
obtained can he used if they are first generalized.
Use of survey tcchniques tn Method is of hmited appiicability particularly in
investigate the willingness small-scaie routine investigations, especially if
to pay. detailed and more accurate information ja desired,
The mcthods are being developed but should still
be considered experimental in nature. The experi
mcntal results can he used if rhey are firat gener
alized.
Fxamination of changes in Meat gcnerally applicahle mcthod, at leasr in
land values Finland, and the te are good exarnples of ts use,
Results can be generalized. Nonetheless, there ja
a need for turther development (Lex. in connec
tien of questionnaires), systemarization ef use
and examination of the interpretation of the
results. Requires extended statistical analysis and
thus cnnsiderable resources,
tAn alternative to the foregoing
method ja the use of weighting
methods and groups of experts),
Pntential benefits Sueys of willingness to pay See above for a general discussion of survey
Potenrial values techniques; there are, however, few examples of
the use of these techniques te measure potential
values.
Other evaluation »
based on personal
attitudes and experience
If it is not possible te draw a mere cencrete
picture ef risks and probabiliries, direet financial
assessment 15 pointless.
Source:Wallin M. 1978b
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5.22 The costs of water protection in economic theory
One of the fundamental problems of economics is how to ensure the most efficient a11oca
tion of resources to alternative uses, Ät any given time, an economy has a certain amount
of capital, labour, raw materiais and intermediate inputs that can be used in different
production processes to create the output needed to satisfy demand, In addition, certain
flows of goods or services are obtained from the environment. The magnitude of this flow,
which primarily consists of nonmateria1 goods, depends greatly on the quality of the
environment which in turn is influenced by production and consumption.
Since water protection requires capital, labour and various raw materiais, water pro»
tection entails the transfer of resources from alternative uses. One consequence of this
would appear to be a reduction in the scope for consumption. But when the results of
water protection are taken into account, it is seen that this activity only Ieads to a shift in
the structure of consumption and investment: production of private goods and services
declines while more public goods a better environment — are created.
figure 34 shows the macroeconomic significance of water protection for the allocation
of resources:
n pu ts f•J
J
ta1 [9 ETEmption_
eo1tti
Natural Impaet of Environmen
resourc,[ tat goods
Fig. 34. The macroeconomic irnpact of water protection on resource allocation, Protection requires a
part of an eeonomy’s capital, labour and raw material, At the same time, it reduces the damage eaused
by production and consumption, which for its part increases the amount of available raw materiais and
the direct flow of consumption services from the environmenr. A by-product of water protection may
be the re-cycling of materiais, capital and consumption goods, which augments existing reserves of raw
materiais,
5.23 Cost estimation
In order to estimate the macroeconomic impact of a water protection programme, it is
necessary to have both information on the expenditure resulting from the impiementation
of the programme and information on the costs of the programme. Using expenditure data
makes it possible to investigate the need for finance and the impact on demand while a
cost-based examination allows one to see how the water protection programme affects
costs and profitability in different sectors and in this way how it influences total resource
use, total production, employment, infiation and the balance of payments.
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Expenditures can be broken down in the following way:
A. Expenditure on concrete water protection
a. Investment expenditure
b. Expenditure on maintenance and use
3. Expenditure on administration, research and development related to water protection
a, Investment expenditure
b. Current expenditure
Similarly, costs can be broken down in the following way:
A. Concrete water protection costs
a. Capital costs
costs of replacing wornout and antequated investment goods
interest rate costs
b. Maintenance and usage costs
3, Costs of admiriistration, research and development related to water protection
a. Capital costs
— depreciation
interest
b. Current costs
c. Pension liabilities and other notional costs
The principal difference between costbased and expenditurebased calculations lies in
the treatment of investment. The initiation and expansion of water proteetion activities
require substantial investment in structures and equipment in a fairly short period, and
this gives rise to substantial financial needs over a time horizon which is fairly short in
comparison with the expected life of the investment goods in question. A large part of the
demand for goods produced in other sectors which is generated by water proteetion
measures arises just in the phase when the investment is being carried out, but data on
annual costs of water protection are needed to determine the effect that water protection
has on the costs of firms and branches and on the financial needs of the public sector
(eg., changes in the tax burden) as veII as on the 1ongterm alloeation of resources. These
are made up of the capital costs derived from actual investment expenditure on water
protection measures (account being taken of the life of the investment goods in question
and the discount rate), costs of using and maintaining the structures and equipment and
the costs of water protection administration, research and development.
When examining the macroeconomic effects of the finance needed to defray water
proteetion costs and the effects of increased costs in the economy, attention is focussed on
eurrent price costs. However, when an attempt is made to determine the impaet of the
costs on demand, information on the strueture of water protection inputs is needed; in
other words, it is necessary to know the breakdown oftotal costs. It is useful to distinguish
between labour, energy and material inputs, and the latter type of input can he further
broken down into domestic inputs by sector and imported inputs. Input data can thus be
used to determine the impact of water protection costs on employment, the structure of
production in various sectors and on foreign trade.
Water protection measures often have spillover benefits. There are no doubt some
measures which firms find profitable even though they might not have undertaken them
unless water proteetion was mandatory. for this reason it is necessary to determine what
part of the costs of water protection measures should be included when evaluating their
macroeconomic impact. The gross costs of water protection also involve activities which
have productive features. Even though the initial reason for them is the water proteetion
programme, the benefit of increased production resulting from the measure should be
deducted from water proteetion eosts when ealculating the net costs.
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Because it is often impossible to separate water protection activities of firms from their
other activities, it is perhaps more accurate to speak about the additional costs resulting
from a reduction in water pollution rather than the costs of water protection. In order to
determine the macroeconomic cost effects, it is not important to know whether a particular
measure tvas undertaken for the sole purpose of protecting the waters, or to know how the
measure reduces pollution or how profitable various actions designed to reduce Ioading are.
What is important to know is just how much the costs of producing a certain amount of a
specific product rise as a resuit of reducing the water pollution. It is this question that
should be answered in net cost studies. The effect on demand — the need for goods and
services generated by the attempt to reduce loading — is quite separate from the cost
question, and when examining this effect of water protection measures, ii is desirable to
look at those projects which are undertaken to reduce pollution.
When sketching the macroeconomic impact of the impiementation of water protection
measures, it has been said that for firms water protection costs are confined to aiready
operating establishments; costs of water protection in new establisliments are inextricably
bound up with normal production costs, This view is understandable because it is possible
to allocate resources to future projects taking into account beforehand the limitations set
by water protection needs, while the re-allocation of resources aiready in use is frequently
difficult, and new restrictions may thus sometimes lead to inefficient use of resources.
If nonetheless, there is a desire to try to evaluate in the future the macroeconomic impii
cations of a certain set of tvater protection measures, the costs of water protection also
in new establishments should be distinguished from ordinary production costs.
524 Evaluating cost effects
When evaluating the macroeconomic effects of the costs of water protection, it is common
either to investigate only the direct effects or to take into account also the indirect effects
which arise because of the main interdependencies in the economy.
The magnitude of direct effects can he examined with the aid of various indicators:
in order to evaluate the direct financial burden, the ratio of water protection investment
to total investment either for the economy as a whole or for the branch in question can
he calculated,
—
in order to estimate the aggregate direct price effect, the ratio ofannualwater proteetion
costs to the gross value of production in different branches can be calculated,
— the manpower needed for water protection can be used as an indicator of the direet
employment effect,
in order to estimate the direct impact on the balance of payments, the foreign inputs
needed for water protection as well as the increase in costs of servicing the foreign debt
used to finance the investment can he used,
—
in order to estimate the direct impact on demand, it is possible to calculate the quantity
of domestic material inputs by commodity groups, and
—
in order to obtain a general picture, it is possible to calculate the share of the annual
costs of water protection in GDP or in the value added to different sectors.
Different macroeconomic modeis can be used to investigate the total effect. They can
be used in the general assessment of the effects of water protection costs on the main goals
of economic policy, which include rapid economic growth, full employment, stable prices,
an equitable distribution of income and balance of payments equilibrium.
The first-stage changes proceed in the economy through technical dependencies between
different activities and through observed behavioural relationships. 1 nput-output modeis
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can he used te ahed light on the indirect effects resulting from technical relations, but a
macroeconomic model ja needed to detennine the indirect effects which are the conse
quence of behavioural relations. Such a model wilI presumably contain both an input
output block and a biock describing relationships between macroeconomic variabies.
Water protection costs can be either exogenous (Fig. 35) or endogenous (Fig. 36) te
the model. Ja the former case, a natural starting point isthe programme ofwaterprotection
investment and related measures, Ja the latter case, a model ja used to determine the extent
of the water protection programme, the need for investment and water protection costs
after a water quality target, an acceptable level of residual pollution or the ratia of pollution
te be eliminated te total pollution have been set. This alternative requires the expansion
of the input-output block se that data on pollution in different sectors and the input struc
ture needed for reduciig pollution can he obtained,
The macroeconomic effects of expenditure on or costs of water protection can be
placed ja three categories:
A. The tendency for investment and current expenditure on water protection te increase
demand.
The need for material inputs increases production in the branches preducing these
inputs. Because of multiplier effects, the total increase ia production resulting frem
water protection activities is greater than increase induced directly by demand for
material inputa to be used in water protection. An impravement in employment
increases carned income in the economy which increases demand stiil further.
B. The contractionary impact of any increase in cost and price leveis resulting frorn water
protection.
A rise in eosts can Iead te a reduction in production in some secters as profitability
declines. A rise in prices for its part tends to reduce the quantity demanded. The
contractionary effects are stronger ia couatries where exports are important if the
price competitiveness of ita exparts or the prefitability of its export industries
weaken substantially. Hewever it shouid he noted that water pretcctien demands
mav ja many cases make production mare proftabie
C. Stnactural ehaages ja demaad, production and the distributjen of income ja differeat
sectors,
Water protection measures lead te demand for equipmenr, and praduction ja the
iadustries which produce such equlpment grows. The increase ja eutput depeads on
the exteat to which the equipmeat ja questiea ja domesticaliy produced. Coaversely,
productiaa ja those sectors causing the worst water pollutioa may decline as a resuit
of a weakeniag ja demand and profitability. The distributioa of iacome between
labour and capital may change, depeading on the ability of firma to paas on cests by
raising prices and on the ability of wage-earaers te gaia cornpensatioa for price rises.
Mereover, changes ja relative prices may affect the distribution of rea] income
between different social groupings.
According te avaiiabie informatien- macroeconomic studies taking jato acceunt indirect
effects have been carried out in the Netherlaads, Italy, Japaa and the United States ja the
context of a project cordjnated bythe OECD (OECD 1976) as wellas ja Norway (Førsuad
and Strøm 1974, førsuad and Tveiterejd 1977). The object of examiaatioa ja these
countries has, it ja true, been total eaviroamental protectien and the effects of water
protection have aot been singled out for aperial atteation. Neaetheless. the methods are
equaiiy suitabie for assessiag the Impact of water proteetioa measures,
The poiat ef departure ja ali the couatries meatjoaed has beea an iavestmeat programme
extending ovet a number of years ja the future. Using this informatioa it has beea possible
to caiculate aanual enviroamental protectioa casts ja different sectors. Maiatenaace and
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costs of usage have been inciuded in ali the countries except Japan. The computationai
framework used in ali the countries included an input-output block describing production
reiationships and a block describing relationships between different macroeconomic
variabies. In Norway, for example, use was made of a macroeconomic model used also in
the course of preparing the Budget (Førsund and Tveitereid 1977).
In the Itaiian, Norwegian and American modeis, environmental protection expenditure
is defined exogenously. In the Dutch and Japanese modeis, it is defined with the aid of
information on the volume of production in various sectors and an expanded input-output
block once upper limits on poilution are established. The input-output block in the modei
used in the Netheriands explsits ideas developed by Leontief (Leontief 1970). This makes
it possible to take into account the pollution caused by the environmental protection
measures themselves.
Using the modeis, it is possible to obtain estimates of some of the effects of the environ
mental protection programme on prices, income, consumption, investment, production,
employment and the current account. The estimates vary from one Country to another
because of stmcturai differenCes in the eConomies, the extent of the environmental protec
tion programmes and differences in the Comprehensiveness of the study. Indeed, there are
even differenCes in the directions of the effects so that results for one Country are not of
great help in estimating effeCts in other countries.
Water
proteetion
investment
progromme
Model
___
___
___
_
•••1
[ Mocroeconomc
intetaction
Fig. 35. Water protection programme exogenous to the model,
Fig. 36. Water protcction programme endogenous in the model.
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5.25 The application of assessment methods in Finland
5.251 Current conditions and prospects for the future
According to the prineipies of water poliution control approved by the National Board of
Waters (National Board ofWaters 1974a), one of the general goals is te investigate the
macroecenomic impact ef activities affecting the water taking into account ali the costs
and benefits, Up till the present, the investigation of the economic irnpact of the costs of
water proteetien in Finland has been lirnited to direct effects. These have been examined
mainly with the aid of information on the finance needed for the investments. The assess
ment of the direct employment and impert effects has also been begun. Moreover, the
significance of the cost of water protection for the economy has been examined by looking
at the ratio ef water protection investment to tetal investment and te tetal GDP as well as
the ratie ef annual cests te GDP.
In Finland the future assessment of the macroeconomic impact ef the costs ef water
protectien vili presumably fellow three main strategies:
— Investigation of the direct effects. In this case, the main infermatien needed cencerns
investment, the annual cost level and the ferm ef the finance, as weli as the share of
labeur and imported inputs in the total expenditure on water protection. The examina
tien would, however, remain partial sinee it would not he pessible te take into account
te any great extent the various relationships benveen the different secters of the ecene
my.
Examinatien of the technical hnks hetween different sectors with the aid ef an input
output medeL In this alternative, a fairly disaggregated inputoutput table and rather
accurate information on the input structure of water protection are needed. Using an
inputoutput model. it is pessible te investigate indirect effects on demand, prices,
employment and fereign trade,
Use ef macreecenomic medeis te investigate macreeconomic effects. This akernative
requires a sufficiently disaggregated medel. in principle, a fairly rough breakdewn ef
water pretecnen mvestmenr and cests can he used m a medel. but mfermatien en the
input structur of water prosection activtes is needed if reater preclsion is ie be
achieved. The use ef a macreecenomic model makes it pessible te examine aH the
interactiens and interdependencies in the ecbnemy at the aarne time.
In Finland it is aiready pessible te carry out fairly thereugh studies ef direet effects
wth existing material. The princlpal difficuity with the secend aIternative is the need for
mere accurate information en the input structure ef water preteetion activities and the
Uifficulties ef obtaining the relevant infermatien en measures undertaken internally in
industry. Ecenoniic medets generally cannot be used as such fer the third alternative,
hecause of the special features of water preteetien activities,
5.252 Experiments in the assessment ef economic effects
A macreecenomic medel was used te investigate the ecenemic impaet of eec water pro
tectien programme planned for implernentation in Finland. The cemputatienal framework
for this exercise was the medium-term forecasting and pianning medel (KESSU) ef the
Econemic Department ef the Ministry ef Finance,
The seven year investment pregramrne cevering the peried running frem 1976 te 1982
was ehesen fer examinatien. The cest ef the pregramme was chesen se that it cerrespended
te the actual or ferecast level for 1976—1978 and te the level indicated by the “change and
deveiepment alternative’ ef the general pian ef the Mmistry for Agriculture and Forestry
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for 1979—1982. The programme for industry was taken from the ten-year water protection
investment programme presented to Parliament in connection with the 1974 Budget,
though it was modified so that the gap between actual and planned activities would be
closed by the end of the period.
In order to compute cost pressures, net cost estimates for water protection in different
sectors were calculated using data on investment, capital costs and costs of maintenance
and use. In addition, an attempt was made to take into account the available information
on profitability. The information is based on the National Board of Waters’ water statistics
for industry (Enckell 1977) and on sewer systems statistics (National Board of Waters
1977).
In these calculations, account tvas taken whereever possibie of demand impulses (e.g.,
demand for energy, chemicals and spare parts) generated by maintenance and use cx
penditure on water protection, the direct import input into water protection investment,
the break-down of the investment by type of capital good and the various modes of finan
cing the investment,
According to the programme, water protection investment in 1976—1982 will amount
to 2 495 mili. mk at 1975 prices. The share of manufacturing should be 1307 milI.mk and
that of the public sewerage 1 188 mill.mk. The share of water protection investment in
total investment in manufacturing and the municipalities should he slightly more than five
per cent at its highest. However, the share of water protection investment in finland’s total
capital formarion is forecast to remain under two per cent throughout the period in ques
tion. Because net costs were difficult to estimate, two alternative calculations were made.
According to the lower alternative, the annual net costs of water protection should amount
to 250 miil.mk in 1976 and 514 milLmk in 1982. In the higher alternative the correspond
ing figures are 298 mili.mk and 601 mili.mk. The cost calculations are presented in more
detail in Parkkinen (1978).
In ordcr to determine the macroeconomic effects, the KESSU model was used to
investigate the demand and price impact of water protection investment and the net annual
costs of such investment in manufacturing and by local authorities as well as the impact of
the mode of financing such investment on the finances of the State and the local authorities
and on the financial flows in the economy. The technical details of the computations and
the results are explained in a memorandum on the macroeconomic effects of water protec
tion investment (Kaski 1978). The main results of the calculations are summarized below.
At its maximum the increase in total production resuiting from the rise in demand
generated by water protection investment comes to slightly more than half a per cent
(Table 36). The impact on imports is larger for the increase in this item comes to nearly
one per cent. Including multiplier effects, roughl half of the investment demand is satis
fied with imports. In practice, the impact of water protection investment on imports need
not he this large if it is possible to favour domestic production consistently. In this case,
the impact on domestic output would he correspondingly larger.
The impact on export demand is slightly negative because domestic costs rise faster
than those in the competing countries, Products of the wood and paper industries account
for about 38 per cent of Finland’s exports, and because the costs of water protection
investment increase the production price mdcx in these industries by slightly less than
one per cent, there is a tendency for exports to decline. Besides the wood and paper
industry, total production prices rise by between 0.2 and 0.3 per cent in the consumption
goods and other manufacturing categories which also has an impact on exports.
When account is taken of the fact that private consumption amounts to about 50 000
mill.mk, the impact of water protection investment on private consumption is virtually
neutral, The slight fail in private consumption towards the end of the period examined is
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Table 36. The impact of the water protection investment programme on various national income account
items, relative volume changes (per cent) and the impact on private consumption priccs, the current
accounr, the demand for labour, State fioances and Iocal tax scalcs (net costs, aceording to the iower
alternative),
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982
CDI’ at market prices 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6
lmports 0.4 0.4 0,8 0.8 0.7 0.9 0.9
Totalsupply 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7
Exports
-
-
-
-
-
Private consumptioo
-
-
-
-
-
Public coosumptioo
-
-
Investmeot 1.1 1.2 2.2 2.4 2.3 2.7 2.6
—private 0.8 1.0 2.0 2.3 2.2 2.6 2.6
—public 1.9 1.9 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.8
Total dernand 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7
Private coosumption pricc mdcx (per Ceot) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Curreot account, miII.mk, 1975 prices
—150 —130 —280 —320 —360 —430 —490
Demand for labour, 1 000 persons 3.5 4.0 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 7.5State budgetarv surpius, milLmk,
current priccs 0 20 60 60 50 70 70Rise jo Iocal tax scales,
increase jo Finnish pennies 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
due primarily to the fail in real househoid iocome resuiting from the rise lo prices and to
the slight rise jo iocal taxes resulting from an iocrease jo tax scales.
When account is taken of multiplier effects, water protection investment in manufac
turiog iocreases private iovestmeot by a maximum of slightly more than 2.5 per cent and
invesrment of this type by Iocal authorjties jncreases public sector investment (volume) by
neark’ 3 per cent. The total mpact of water proteetion investment on capitai formation is
ahout 2.5 per cent.
The price impaet of water proteetion investment in manufacturiog and by Iocal aurhori
tjes results frorn jncreases jo capital costs and labour and other current costs jo jndustr
and utilities. The impact on exports of the rjse jo prjces caused by such jovestmeot was
djscussed above. The price effect jo djfferent jndustrjal fields is greatest jo utilities where
total production prices rise by about four per cent. Abeut 60 per cent of the oet costs
resukiog from water protection iovestmeot are jo thjs field because iocal sewage plaots
fail jn thjs category. The impact of this investment on the GDP defiator js about 0.1 per
ceot whjle jts impact on the private consumption price jndex js roughly 0.2 per cent.
One characteristic of the Fjnnjsh economy is that a large part of ao increase jo invest
ment demaod is satisfjed by importing goods. Thjs js seen jo water protection investment,
for the deterjoratjoo jn the curreot account js of the same order of maguitude at the end
of the period examined as the original water proteetion investment. Thjs results fjrst from
the fairly high import cootent of such investment and secondiy from the assumption that
the bulk of the water protection jnvestment in manufaauring and a thjrd of thjs iovestment
by Iocal authorities js financed from foreign sourees, whjch burdens the current account
because of jnterest expenses. A thjrd faetor causing the growth of the current accouot
deficjt js a siight reductjoo jn exports.
The results indicating the impact on the demanä for labour should be coosidered as onlyjndjcatjve, The effect of water protectioo jnvestment on the demaod for labour is con
centrated pomarily j0 the building stage.
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An increase in economic activity resulting from a rise in investment leads to the growth
of wages and salaries which in turn increases the State’s direct tax income. An increase in
demand also causes the collection of indirect taxes to increase. However, the financial
investments of the State used to finance water protection investment increase central
government expenditure. Ali in ali, State finances improve slightly. This result is, however,
only indicative because the financial calculations of the model are quite rough.
It is assumed that Iocal authorities finance about three quarters of their water proteaion
investment from their own sources. According to these calculations, Iocal tax scales must
be raised by an average of 0.2 percentage points.
The differences between the results of the two akernatives of the net costs are very
small. In the higher alternative, only the GDP defiator increases by about 0.1 percentage
point more than in the lower.
6. EFFLUENT CHARGES
6.1 Point of departure and execution
The implementation of coherent water protection measures requires:
(i) cleariy expressed goals for the degree of pollution, water conditions or antipollution
measures based on information on effluent, its quality, quantity and location; the
effects of the pollution and their significance for the well-being of society and the
costs and technoiogical means of reducing pollution;
(ii) measures of implementing water protection and, as a part of the measures, instru
ments influencing poliuters so that the goals for water qualitv can be achieved.
Normaliy legal and economic instruments are used to regulate the degree of pollution.
Legal measures generally obiige or forbid and as such presume some sort of sanction.
Examples of legal measures are notification and licensing systems, norms or standards and
prohibitions and sanctions. Economic instruments are designed to induce economic agents
to protect the environment by making it profitable to do so. The polluter either can be
given compensation or finance for a particular measure or can avoid the payment of some
charge if he engages certain actions. Economic instruments include bribes, payments to
the poHuter made by those who suffer of the pollution, financial assistance, effluent
charges and the purchase and sale of Iicenses for using the environment.
The effluent charge is one instrument which can be used in water protection. It is a
system where the polluter is required to pay a certain fee of every unit of poUution or
damage above a certain limit. The charge is designed to induce the polluter to take steps to
reduce the discharge of effluent and thus to prevent pollution and to improve water con
ditions. The charge declines as the polluter implements measures to reduce the amount of
effluent. The idea behind the charge is that the polluter vill attempt to minimize the cost
of water protection. In addition to the term “charge” the terms “charge system” and
“charge method” are used.
There are a number of bases for the effluent charge. Theoretically, optimality and
efficiency are of key importance and make it possible to speak of optimal and efficient
charges. ln addition, it may be possible to use the charge as a revenue. Effluent charges
can also be used together with other instruments to make the water protection programme
more effective. In practice, this is tvhat has been done,
The foflowing points presented in the World Bank research programme served as the
point of departure for the report:
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— survey the literature deaiing with effluent charges and compare this method with other
ones, taking into account economic efficiency, equity, motivation, the need for infor
mation required to use the instruments and the way in which changes in natural condi
tions alter the probiem
— analyze the form, use and experience of other countries with effluent charge systems;
special attention should be given to the effluent charge used in Federal Rebublic of
Germany.
— analyze the applicability of the system of charges in light of Finland’s legal and institu
tional setting
— determine bases of charges, which take into account the nature of Finnish water quahty
problems
— analyze effluent charges in regions where pilot studies have been carried out.
In the study, effiuent charges are dealt with shghtly more thoroughly. The features of
Finland’s present system of water protection are assessed and the applicability of the
effluent charge scheme in Finnish conditions is considered, On the other hand, the effluent
charge is not compared to ali possible alternative modelsofregulation, but rather to only
standard approaches to which Finland’s announcernent and Iicensing system is considered
to belong. In addition, various combinations of these systems have been examined.
In this study, no attempt was made to deveiop the theoreticai analysis appearing in the
literature or to go into the details of the analysis. The aim was rather to improve ability to
assess the applicability of effluent charge system. Thus the various possible practical
apphcations and the problems which emerge were investigated.
In the context of the programme of research on effluent charges, the foliowing studies
were carried out:
— Effluent Charges (Pitkänen et al, 1976)
— The Suitability of Effluent Charge Formuiae for Finnish Conditions: A Prehminala
Analysis of the Bases for Charges (Muhonen 1977)
— Wellfare Economics Principles for a System of Charges (Kosola 1977)
Effluent Charges and finland’s Legal and Insntutionai Settmg (Wallin Ä-R. i978)
— Effluent Chares and Their Use in Finland (Wallin M. 1978a),
These studies are discussed below.
6.2 Assessment of the instruments
The choise of the instruments should he based on an assessment and comparison of their
characteristics and applicability in prevailing conditions. The following aspects of effluent
charge system and the system based on standards were examined:
— optimality and efficiency
— motivation
— equity
— technological deveiopment
— the need for information
— flexibility and timing
uncertainty
macroeconomic effects
— impact on corporate behaviour
— organizationai requirements and administration.
fundamental for selecting an instrument is that it should be consonant with the goal in
question and shouid help to reach the goal.
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The resuits of the analysis of various features of the instruments and the comparison of
different instruments are rarely unambiguous. Generally there are a number of significant
features to be considered. Similarly, the conditions in which the instruments are used varv,
and this introduces an element of uncertainty. It can be shown that there are conditions
which make various features of an instrument better suited for reaching a certain goal than
others. On the other hand, no single instrument can be shown to be best in ali conditions,
There is nevertheless a need for the analysis and comparison of different instruments.
This brings to Iight aspects which should be taken into account when attempting to develop
and improve the instruments. In the deveiopment of the instruments which have been used,
the anaiytical toois have not always been sufficient and it has not always been possible to
take into account ali the different considerations. Similarly, changes in conditions and ex
perience may show that the instmments in use are no longer up-to-date and that conditions
require their development.
The characteristics and effects of the uses of different instruments can be considered as
either a goal or a hmitation. In this context, the viewpoints of different interest groups and
different individuais may vaiy even when the same issue is in question. This is natural
because the effects of the different measures may be radically different for different
groups, e.g., industry, the State and citizen groups. A natural consequence of this fact is
the politicization of the choice of the instruments to be used.
63 Efflu ent charges and thefr evatuation
6.31 Various forms ofeffluent charges
The basic point of departure for the evaluation of the effluent charge system is the dif
ferentiation of its theoreticai and apphcated forms. In a theoreticaiIyoriented study, one
possible alternative to a legai instrument is an effective effluent charge. ln actual applica
tions, however, not ali the theoretically positive features of an efficient effluent charge can
be created compieteiy. In practice it ismorereaiistictoopt for a system of regulation which
combines the effluent charge system with one based on standards and moreover uses the
revenue accumulated from the effluent charges for water protection.
Different types of effluent charges are shown in figures 37—41 which are based mainly
on the following sources: Muraro 1976, Kneese and Bower 1968, Mäler 1974, Baumol and
Oates 1975, and Wallin M. 197$a. The use of an effluent charge requires the determination
of an effluent unit as well as of charges per unit, their practical application and settling
upon a method of administration and appro vai. The effluent unit is often determined by
Iooking at parameters which are designed to secure a change in pollution. The level of the
unit charge is set in light of damages, costs or other such factors. In practice a number of
different formulae can be used, and the level of charges may vary substantially from one
part of the country to another. In appiying the system, account should be taken ofdiffer
ences in watercourses, regionai and Iocai differences in damages, seasonal differencies in the
ability of the waterways to absorb waste, differences in the amount and type of pollution
generated by different polluters. In administration, it is necessary to decide on the decision
making organization, the research and information needed for its operation, the regional
administrative system, the care of the charges collected and the inspection arrangements.
Only after these questions have been resolved is it possible to settle upon a final applica
tion and to determine its characteristics,
Akhough an attempt can be made to take into account different water protection needs,
aspects and principles very broadly when using effluent charges, there is the danger that
this will become too complicated and that inefficiency will resuit. In practice, the aim
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Fig. 37. Optimal charge. The point of intersection of cutves deseribing the marginal costs of environ
menta protection (MCEP) and the marginal cost of the darnage (MCD) shows the optimal eharge (OEC)
to he Ievied on the polluter ao that pollution wilI he optimal (OP).
Fig. 38. Efficieor charges wheo thcre are manv polluters. When a number or poliutera diseharge effluentjo a particuiar region and when it ia posaihle eonaider the problern at ieaat partially jo terma of totai
polludon and when it ja possihle to identify or estimate ao aggregate marginal cost curve. It ia then
possibe to stt the charges se that the desjred reduetion jo total pollution ia achjeved with minimum
toim costs. The graph tA±B) shows the aggregate marginal cost tutut. When sorne desired level of tota
pollution (TOT) ja detemiined. it becomes poasible te set the effluena eharge [rom the aggregate
marginal tass cutue, The polluters determine thejr own levels of purifieatjon on the basis of thejr own
marginal cost curves (A and B), The eorrespondjng leveis of pollution are Pe and P5 (P+Pg=P-g)
in thjs case, the margina taata of bath pofluters are equal which ja a eondjtian for efficieneu. t shouid
he noted that onlu information on the aggregate tutut ja needed to determine the eharge. ja ja net
oecessary to koow the casa cutues of jndjvidual palluters if ao aggregate terve een he deterrnined sarja
factorjly, Assuming that the aggregate curve ja detemajoed using prabability eurvea, ja ja reasonable to
speak of prabability of achieving a desjred resuit.
should be to use the simplest possible methad.
The use of the funäs collected as a resuit of ievying the effluent charge shouid he too
sidered separately. It seems reasonahle to use the funäs for water protection. In this case,
the following sorts of activities could he fioanced:
— construction of general water purification plants
environmental protectlon measures irnplemented by individual palluters in certaio
special conditions
— actions affecting the waterways
— promotion of the recreational use ofwater
— administration of water protection measures
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Fig. 39. Combination of effluent charges and bribes. A desired aggregate level of o1lution is known
(TOT)- This 15 divided between polluter A and B with the aid of target standards and P. Poltuters
who succeed in reducing pollution below this level are paid subsldies, whiIe those who exceed it are
charged an effluent charge. Polluters behave in accordance with marginal cost curves.
Marginat
costs
C ha rge
EC
Fig. 40. Combination of standards, charges and subsidies. Assume that pefmits are used in the attempt
to reach at Ieast a certain pollution level, TOT To this end, standards Ä and P13 are set for polluters
A and B. After this, an effluent charge, EC, is set so that pojjuter A does not continue to pollute at the
level allowed by the standard but reduces his pollution to PÄ. In the conditions prevailing, the effluent
charge does not induce polluter B to reduce his pollution below his standard level. (This does not
necessarily mean that polluter B will remain at level B in the Iong term; the effluent charge provides
an incentive for the polluter to continue the attempt to find cheapcr techniques and to reduce pollu
tion.) Now assume that there is a desireto reduce pollution stiil further. To this end, polluter A is paid
a subsidy for additional pollution abatement measures because it seems that this would he a cheaper
way of reducing poflution than paying a subsidy to polluter 13, (Another reason could be that the
efflunt discharged by polluter A is more detrimental.) In this wav total pollution is reduced stiil further
t0 1’TOT’
—
research and development
—
payment of compensation.
The use of the funds for water protection reduces partially the burden which the
charge places on the polluters. The setting of the effluent charges and the allocation of the
funds accumulated from it should be co-ordinated.
6.32 Evaluation of effluent charges
In the study of the project both the literature treating the positive characteristics relating
to the use of effluent charge systems as weIl as with that considering its deficiensies has
been dealt (Wallin, M. 1978a). As a general summary, the following points can be made:
fOT Pollution
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Fig 41 Use ef eharges m fmancing water proternon. Assumt that the desircd p01 ution kvr is Py
Ao at empr a made te achivi this heti using cl arges and on a er te anddor ali ba is granred subsidies,
The charges are set ao that the aggregate marginal cost curve ot the pohutera when they are not rc
ceivin subsidiea gives a poilunon level of TOT. The corresponding leseis for the individual polluters
are P and P Aiter the, ao attempr ja made te determine hoss large the suhsad granted te each
pulluter should he se that a dcsired pollunon evel TOT is rcached The sift in the marginal cost
aies frm A1 A2 and B1 B2 ea& t cs nf puh iu P ne 1 hia ehd p”esu 005
inforiraon rot oniy abouc thr aggrepate margmal cost aurve hut aiso about thc costs of individual
pohluters. Subsdie can he granted te only one pohluter. it the rcquircmcnrs set for hirn are particularlv
strict or if it is feht rhat the shape of this polluter’s marginal cost eurve makes this the cheapest way te
reach some additional rarget. Beth invesrment and currenr expenditures can he subsidized in practlce
bv giving finanrial awards for good care of puritication or good techn logical f ‘atures
— Effective effluent charges allow the achseuernent of the goals set at minimum cost and
with minimum information. However, one importana pre-condition for this use is that
information about cost cunics is fairly rehable, the marginal cost curves should haee
regular shapes and conditions should he such that the ffscient use has a broad applica
ison ui, tri ethei words th t tere are a no nber uf pulluters tri t’ie sanle legon aid that
thes can he subjected te a coherent effiuent eharge. Not ali tvpes of effluent charges
systems aro cfflctent. For example. the efticienev of the charge mav declme or the oecd
ior aJdrth.nai rnfurmatien aboet todiadual tott curves ma groas subsiantiaby iI tht
funds collected from the eharges are returned to the po iuters Jo any case the use of
th eharges nd other instru sients shou d he co ordinated to ensure effieiency
The use an effluent eharge crcates intenttaes for the eontinutrg reduction in poilution
and the search for new, cheaper and better techniques, a precondition for this is that the
poHuters genuinelv strive to rninimize costs. Nonetheless. the effluent charge is generalk
so substantiai tha it can be assumed that this c ndrtion II he rr t,
The cffhuent hsrge .s e4u tabio m the sense that ali aejn.rric Igents a majero faee
the same marginal eosts and that it ts ievied exclu.rvely in hghtoftheamountofeffluent
It is not profirabie for the polluter to postpone a measure, and large poiluters are not at
an advantage. On the other hand, account must he taken of various subsidies and other
sueh arrangements if the system is meant to be equitabie m terms of total costs
Tf e effluent charge should he fiex ble so that tFe polluter ma> act n Iight of therr
owr econoiaic resources Ihis advantage is, however, only present within the hmits of
the practieal application used. Jo order to ensure the etfeetiseness uf effluent charge.
it mav he feit necessarv to set minimum requirements or to placc time Iimits on the
ael ievement of pohutio goais Ihis reduces f exibihty to some degree. It should he
roted that the ffluent eharge s cm s rot flexibie f the aim s to ehange target leveis
rapidly or to implemcnt measures without delay Fffluent charges work oser a fair y
long time span and rapid changes should he effected wrth the aid of some other mstru
1A
B1
Charge
EC
chacge p
B ‘8
me nt.
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— The need to make organizationai changes may lead to adniinistrative obstacles in the use
of effluent charges as a repiacement or complement for existing methods of control.
However, in sum the changes needed should be fairly minor. An effluent charge system
can aiso be applied in a form that does not require substantial resources in comparison
with legal methods of control. The application of the charge should, however, be decided
upon in detail beforehand so that there vill be no congestion in handling individual
cases.
— There may aiso be political obstacles to effluent charges. This is because the system, if
applied strictiy, may tead to substantiai costs for polluters who must pay charges at the
same time that they finance pollution abatement measures. Even when the abatement
steps have been taken, charges may stiil be due if ali the pollution has not been eli
minated. This may affect quite substantially some types of polluters operating in fields
which are highly sensitive to changes in costs. flexibility can he introduced by allowing
polluters to begin paying accmed charges at a latter date and by defining the effluent
unit in such a way that there are ccrtain loadieveis which are not taken into account,
The assessment of the feasibihty of effluent charges also requires an international
comparison of the different methods used, particuiarly if the country exports to an
substantial degree. The useofan effiuent charge system may presuppose strict adherence
to the “poiluter pays principle”. A condition for the introduction of an effluent charge
system in one Country 1S that the poliuter pays principie he followed in other countries
and that no Country makes substantial use of subsidies. Naturally, this eondition does
not appiy so strongiy to effiuent charge systems designed mainlv to produee revenue.
When eonsidering the critieism that has been ievelled against the effluent charge system,
it is unreasonable to ignore the corresponding criticism directed against other systems of
control.
6.33 The use of effluent charges in various countries
The effluent charge is used in different forms in a number of European countries: the
Czechosiovakia, Federal Rebublic of Gerrnanv. France, German Democratic Rebublic.
Hungary and Netherlands. The experience of these countries, especiallv the first three,
lead to the following conclusions:
— The systems rely on a combination of permits (standards), charges and subsidies
One or more authority is responsible for the system; in cases where there is more than
one authority, the various constituent bodies co-ordinate theit actions.
— Each Country attempts to foliow coherent principies in setting the levies. However,
the effluent eharge unit varies between different 1egions in the various countries.
—
The measurement of effluent is based on standard methods.
— The funds accumulated are used for water protection. Examples of uses to which the
funds are put are the eonstruction of water purification plants, research and deveiop
ment, administration and the carrying out of measures affecting the watereourses.
The new system firmly used in federal Rebublic of Germany can be considered to be
based on effiuent charges in conseption. It has been analyzed in greater detail in the context
of the present project (Pitkänen et al. 1976, Wallin A-R. 1978). The French system is aiso
a good example of a practicai application and the attempt to develäp it further is exem
piary.
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6.4 Efflu ent charges and the present method of control in Finland
6.41 The Finnish system of water protection
6.411 The general use of standards as a method of control
Standards and norms are used in water protection both as goais and as means of expressing
obligations which polluters are supposed to meet. Standards can be set in terms of effluent,
water conditions or measures reducing either the Ioad or its effects. The reason for using
standards can be optimality and efficiency, uniformity or other less strictly defined criteria.
In practice, the reasons almost always fail in the last two catergories.
It is scarcely possible to set optimal standards for polluters. Effective norms can he set
when the marginal cost function of each polluter’s measures are known, This means that
the collection of information is much more difficult than it is in an efficient effluent
charge system. Other reasons for doubting the efficiency of standards are lack of flexibility
and the possible failure to promote technical development and to provide incentives to
foliow the standards,
A uniform standard is taken to be one which applies to ali polluters in an even-handed
manner or in which the required measures are coherently defined. A system based on
uniform standards is generally ineffective, unjust and inflexible from the point of view of
the polluter, and it witl not necessarily achieve the pollution target unless it is supplemented
with fairly strict inspection, but it may stiil be easy to operate in practice.
A system of control based on standards requires a method for making decisions, This in
turn presupposes an information system in which the amount of information is in correct
proportion to the targets and principles of the method of control in use. for example, the
more economic considerations are taken into account when making decisions, the greater
the need for difficult-to-obtain information.
6,412 Finiand’s system of notification and permits
The system of water protection control used in Finland can, at least in terms of some of
its characteristics, be considered to be based loosely on standards. A system of notification
and permits based on water legisiation and related statutes plays a key role. According to
the water legislation, actions which cause pollution of the watercourses are forbidden
unless a permit has been granted. The general prohibition to pollute can he disregarded if
a permit has been granred by the Water Court. Such a permit can he granted under eertain
conditions. The permit places certain obligations on the polluter.
Economic methods of regulation, mainly subsidization, play an extremely minor role
in the finnish system, especially as far as industry is concerned.
The system has a number of positive features. Above ali, it allows the gradual imple
mentation of those measures that are desired and that have been decided upon. It is also
flexible and equitable to a degree. Technoiogical adjustment can be enduced by making
the obligations gradually stricter when the permits are renewed or changed. The system also
has weaknesses. The setting of targets is somewhat arbitrary and based on routine practices
developed over the course of time. The system is not effective or equitable in terms of
equality of marginal costs. for these reasons, more and more pressure can be supposed to
he placed on the system. It seems reasonahle to conclude that the present system of
notification and permits can he improued, but this would require more efficient research,
planning and information svstems as well as more systematic action and welldefined
changes in the system.
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6.42 The application of effluent charges in Finland
The use of effluent charges in one form or another should he considered when contempla
ting the development of Finland’s notification and permit system. An addition of this type
could be thought to improve the present system of regulation at least in principle. The
application of an effluent charge might ve1l be of help in making the economic and target
thinking more systematic, in improving to some extent the efficiency of the system, in
promoting equity, in providing incentives for technological development and in improving
the flexibility and automaticity of the system. The relative importance of these charac
teristics is, however, fairly slight. This is because of the limitations which conditions and
target setting place on them and because the degree of injustice in the present system is
not necessarily significant. The system may be of greater significance for financing water
protection if the revenue collected through the levying of the eharge are used in water
protection to reduce loading or to implement measures designed to reduce the effect of
loading.
The linkage of ari effluent charge system with the system of notification and permits
is possible in Finland’s legal and institutional setting. Primarily because of the need for co
ordination, some aspects of the old system of regulation would have to he changed. The
charge could he levied equally well on local authorities and industry. The order followed in
passing a law of ari effluent charge system should he analyzed separately (Wallin A-R.
1978).
In the studies carried out, attention was also devoted to the definition of the effluent unit
in finnish conditions (Muhonen 1977). A number of different formulae for itsdefinition
were considered. It should be possible to select one which can be used throughout the
country in light of the most important and largest effluents. The selection, however,
requires that the principles underlying the target setting be spelled out clearlv.
In the study, four alternative uses of effluent charges were examined:
a) The application of an effective effluent charge throughout the country or in those
regions where loading is greatest using a reduction in total loading as a target.
The conditions in the watercourses and the location of the sources of loading do not
favour this alternative, at least not for the entire country. According to calculations
which were made, private costs would also be rather high. For example, a certain
fairly moderate target would resuk in a burden of about 600—700 mill.mk in annual
charges for the forest-based industry over and above the cost of water pollution
control measures which for their part would come to about 200—300 mill.mk per
annum. In five to seven years, the sum paid in effluent charges would decline by
about 300—350 miIl.mk but a sum of roughly this size would stiil have to be paid.
It is conceivable to apply the system 1) using basic levels of permitted loading,
2) raising the charges gradually, 3) postponing the initiation of the levy and 4) using
the revenue collected for substantial subsidization so that the impact on costs of
pollution abatement expenditure would be reduced. However, since the use of such a
system would extend over a long time horizon, the impact of uncertainty would
increase. In addition, the co-ordination of subsidies and charges might vell prove dif
ficult in such a system. It could scarcely be applied over the entire country, but it
would seem worthwhile to consider its use in certain regions.
b) Using charges to achieve coherent targets
In this alternative it is assumed that certain large polluters in, say, the pulp and paper
industry, would he assigned a target for technological pro cessing e.g., that biological
purification methods he used by 1990. Basic loading teveis would he set, and if they
were not exceeded, charges would not he levied. These basic leveis could he reflected
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in the targets, and conditions in specific areas, and facing individual polluters could
be taken into account when setting them. The effluent charge unit and the level of
the charge would he determined in Iight of the technological target. The levying of
the eharge couid start in any year whatsoever before the target year, or, indeed. in
the target year itself. In the latter case, the charge would closely resemble a sanction.
The impiementation of a charge would, however, give the polluter a choice either to
pay the charge or to undertake measures to reduce pollution. It is nonetheless possible
to ensure that the target will be met by setting an absolute deadiine of, say, five years
beyond the target year. Subsidies can he used in many different ways to complement
the system. For example, loans can be arranged and grants for special purposes given
when a polluter achieves a resuit better than the one targeteö. Äs for other polluters,
the same principles for setting the charge can be used or corresponding targets and
systems can be established for different types of polluters. The introduction of the
system is, however, not without its problems. It may prove to be complicated, diffi
cult and slow to made the necessaty decisions. Its use aiso requires substantiai
planning and considerabie investigation in setting the targets and settling upon the
principles.
c) Using charges to raise finance
In this alternative, one of the main aims is to accumulate finance for systems of sub
sidies and grants. For this reason there is no necessary 1mk between a certain amount
of Ioading and the targets; mther the attempt is to estimate rather roughly the costs
of water protection and of the development of the resulting need for finance. The
effluent unit can be described with one or more formulae. In the latter case, it is
necessary to determine the justification for the differences and to ensure that equity
prevails. The charges can be set once the development of the effluent unit, the costs
of the necessary measures and the financing principles have been forecasted or settled
upon. Other goals such as equity, incentives and fiexibility may he taken into account
when deciding upon the eharge. The charge should apply to ali ioading, and the
system may be a fairiv sirnpie complement to the permit procedure.
ä) The effluent charge as a means of extending water protection charge
The effluent charge can also he interpreted as a means for compensating for damage
to general welfare resulting from pollution. for this reason it is possihle to think of
extending the use of the present so called water protecton charge which now has no
practicai significance and to alter the principies underlying it s that the basis for the
charge wouid not be the economic benefit received as a resuit of being granted a
permit to poliute but rather wouid he the amount of effluent (Wallin, AR, 1978).
In this case, it would also be reasonable to use a specific formulae in defining the
effluent unit. However, determining the level of the charge wouid he more difficult.
A possible point of departure could be to use the charge in the attempt to build up
funds which could he used for 1) measures affecting the watercourses, 2) mainte
nance, 3) preventive measures and 4) the promotion of recreational uses. A charge of
this sort could he set in connection with the granting of the permit.
The application of these systems would not prove to he simple, for there are a number
of problems related to them, e.g., uncertainty. co-ordination difficulties and organizational
prohlems.
The choiseofthe main goais and the form of the s stem to he applied in the attempt to
reach them and the estahlishment of the principles underiying hoth the setting of the goals
and the appiication of the system may not he problem-free. These shouid he determined in
Iight of the form of the application and its purpose. Their determination is possihle, though
there may he a iarge element of diseretion involved.
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Ali the systems stress the importance of administration. The need for additionai admin
istrative resources is, however, fairiy small. Research, planning and information systems
shouid be improved when implementing and effluent charge system. On the other hand,
there would hardly be a need to increase resources devoted to inspection.
Of the alternatives which have been discussed, the last two wouid seem to be the easiest
to apply in the present system. They would require rather minor changes on prevailing
conditions. More exact evaluation of their applicarion requires. however, more concrete,
quantitative analysis.
7. TECHNO-ECONOM!C STUDES RELATED TO WATER POLLU
ilON CONTROL
7.1 Starting point and procedure of the studies
The aim of the study was to deveiop a model, suited to mathematicai programming, which
could be used in the assessment of water poliution control costs accrueing from the pulp
and paper and other wood-based industries. The basis for the model are the design criteria
used in the planning of industrial pro cesses. The purpose of the model is to make a distinc
tion between water pollution control measures and measures implemented to improve
profitability, The model should aho take into account such cases where the reduction of
one waste creates new liquid, gaseous or solid residues and, in addition, it should express
the costs as a function of waste reduction.
As such a cost model should have, besides theoretical values, aiso practical applicability,
it must be compiied with a concrete decision-making situation in view. The decision-makers
in water pollution control in Finland are the Water Courts and the preparations for decision
making take place in a juridical inspection procedure. As the decisions are made case by
case aho the model should be constructed for project level.
The construction of a cost model imphes a lot of information that can be grouped as
follows:
technical studies
—
empirical cost-data
—
estimates of future development in cost level
The cost depend on local conditions and on the prevailing economic situation. It is thus
of greater importance to study relative costs of different metkods than to produce absolute
cost-data.
The pulp and paper industry often comprises large industrial sites, with several pro
duction units integrated together producing numerous products from the same raw material
basis.
The benefits of integration are mainly based on the more efficient use of wood raw
materiais and other resources. The main drawbacks resulting from the large scale of opera
tion are higher wood transportation costs and high local accumuiations of pollution.
Pollution control technology today seems to offer a multitude of options varying from
waste recovery to waste treatments of different sorts. Pollution control measures are
divided with regard to the production process into internal and external measures. The
least-cost soiution can theoretically be found by the combination of the two methods in
an optimal way. Because of the compiexity of the probiem, it is appropriate to adopt a
modehng approach. Despite ali the necessary simplifications a carefui modeling approach
promises better results than any approach based on intuition alone. The starting point in
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the development of the model has been the RusseiSpofford model (Russel and Spofford
1972).
The project has produced the following reports
— Poilution control costs of a caicium suifite pulp miii (National Board of Waters 1976c)
— Estimation and assessment of effiuent treatment costs fUimonen 197$)
Simulation model of a wastewater treatment piant (Noukka & Määttä 197$)
— A pulp miii mathematical model (Noukka 1978a)
— Water pollution control measures compiementary to wastewater treatment (Solismaa
197$)
— Water poliution controi costs in the wood-based industries (Noukka 197$b)
72 Mathematica mode of a firm
A significant part of the water pollution control measures can he reahzed inside the pro
duction process allowing them both to improve the economics of the production and abate
the pollution. It is then necessary to assess how much of the costs accrue from water poHu
tion control and how much serves other interests, The assessment can he made by using a
mathematical model of a production process or a production integrate.
The classical model of a multi-product firm can be applied here, if the residues are
defined as products with negative prices. The model is suited to hnear programrning.
Production and waste treatment require raw materials, energv and other resources such
as chemicais, iabour, and capitai. The availabihty of the resources may be constrained and
a certain price must be paid for their use, in produetion, receverable wastes are formed
and in the treatment of wastes new wastes are produced that require additionai treatment
and/or a discharge site in the environment. The sales revenues of the products must cover
aH the costs accrueing from the utllization of resourees in production and waste treatment,
as weli as compensate adverse effects of the waste disposal in the environment.
Figure 42 shews the matrix diagrarn of the model used, A detaiied descripton of the
model is given elsewhere (Noukka 197$b),
The model is applied to a production integrate using several common raw materiais and
converting them into sales products while part of the raw materiais are used for energy
producton, and part goes to waste treatment, and waste transporration, and is finally
discharged into the environment.
The model has been applied to a hypothetical forest industrv integrate. For simplicitv.
the study has been restricted to only a few main products and the produetion costs have
been divided into only a few main categories. The cost data was provided by the Finnish
Industrial Statistics of 1974, though some deviations from the original classification
were made.
On the basis of the coilected data, modeis were developed corresponding to modern
production technoiogy for a suifite puip miii, kraft puip miii, particie board miii and a saw
miii. A hypotheticai integrate was formed of such process modeis, and ks response to
pollution control constraints was studied.
The model gives as ao optimum resuk a production programme that maximizes the
profit before taxes. Stncter poHution controi constraints bring about losses of profit,
representing the firrn’s net poliution control costs.
The impaet of the poilution control constraints has been studied by estabiishing dif
ferent effluent standards on the integrate. Water pollution controi costs increase as the
effluent standards get more stringent (Fig. 43 and Table 37). At first, load reduction seems
to require reiativeiv iow costs which depend decisiveiy on the optimality of the integrate’s
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fig. 42. Matrix diagram of the firm model used. Notations
x = amounts of sales products (i=1,,.., n)
= raw material inputs per unit of final product
= waste outputs to waste treatrncnt per unit of final product
dxj = waste outputs to recovery per unit of final product
= energy inputs per unit of final product
= other inputs per unit of final product
r = amount of wastes going to recovery
br = residual waste output from recovery per unit of recovered waste
ar = amount of waste returned into the process per unit of recovered waste
er = net energy input in recovery per unit ot waste recovered subtracted by energy generated with waste
mr = other resources needed in recoverv per unit of waste recovered
Yj = waste input in treatmcnt j
gyj = residual waste output in treatment i, per unit of waste input
eyj = energy input in treatment j, per unit of waste input
mj = other rcsource input in treatment j per unit of waste inpur
= treatment etficiency in trcatment j (OE1)
Z = waste discharge into environment after treatment
C, = sales price of product x1
C = unit price of raw material w
C = unit price of energy
Cm = unit price of other resources
Cz = adverse environmental effect of waste Z, per unit of waste dischargcd
production iri the initial situation. When zero pollution load is required, a part of the
production process has to be rebuilt and the costs rise steeply.
The water pollution controi requirements can be given as constraints for the model or
the discharges can he charged with prices corresponding to the adverse effects of discharges
in the environment.
As the assimilative capacity of the environment with regard to an effluent is determined
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by material fiows, in mass per time, this is aiso the most reasonabie way of estabiishing an
effiuent constraint. If the constraint is given as a maximum amount of poliution ioad per
unit of final product this mav iead to such losses of profit which cannot he justified in
terms of environmental benefits.
The foiiowing iimitations are reiated to the use of the model:
— The model does not take into account unexpected changes in the future (e.g. price
conditions)
— The model does not take into account future technoiogical deveiopment as there is not
sufficiently information avaitabie about it
— The miii modeis represent average cases; thus the information they provide cannot be
generalized due to variations among the individual cases
— The cost data are reiiabie only when they are based on formal bids
— For the caicuiation of capitai costs there exists no singie correct rate of interest
— The assimilative capacity of the environment must be quantified with regard to different
wastes.
73 Caicium suifite puip miii
The poliution control costs of suifite puiping were studied by Ekono Oy Consulting
Engineers by using a miii model(National Board ofWaters 1976c).Themiilwasassumedto
be located inland 200 km from the nearest export harbour and the production capacity
xvas assumed to he 100 000 tons of air dry (90 ¾) bieached suifite pulp per year (Ca-base),
The pulp miii represents conventionai design practice (batch digesters, fiiter washing piant,
waste hquor incineration). A flow chart of the miii was prepared and the main design
parameters were determined.
The materiais and energy baiances for the miii were aiso caiculated. The pian of the miii
site was prepared indicating the principal dimensions of the buiidings and their Iayout.
The investment and operation costs of the puip miii (exciuding wood costs) were
estimated on the basis of the technicai specifications. Cost distribution among the main
categories (energy, iabour etc.) was presented.
The portion of poHution controi costs of the manufacturing costs was estimated. The
puip miii was assumed to meet typicai present-day requirements in Finiand. The method
was as foHows: on the basis of process fiow charts and energy and materiais baiances the
cost items serving external poHution controi were separated.
Ä simulation modei was used to estimate the nct costs of internai poHution controi
measures. The simuiation modei caiculates the inyestment and operating costs of waste
hquor recovery as a function of the recovery rate. The heat and chemicais vaiue of the
waste hquor may cover the costs of recovery totaHy or partiaily depending on the price
of fuei and the rate of interest on the investment, There is no economic incentive for totai
recovery of waste hquor as the marginai cost of recovery soon offsets the marginai benefit.
In the case studied, the waste iiquor recovery for water poHution controi purposes
represented a 7 miHion Fmk extra investment and a 400 000 Fmk incrementai annual
cost in comparison to the economic optimum without water poHution controi require
ments (interest rate 8 %). further, the model indicated that higher recovery rates would
be justified, if e.g. secondarv treatment of waste waters vas required.
The modei miii was assumed to be ao “existing” (though modern) pulp miii and subject
to poiiution controi requirements graduaiiv becoming more stringent. in order to meet new
stringent requirements severai aiternatives were studied using cost-benefit anaivsis. On!
Interna! benefits related to poliution controi measures were considered. These net bcnefits
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were subtracted from the corresponding costs and the remalning net costs were compared
with the attained reduction in poflution load. The results are presented in Tabies 3842
nd Figures 44 aod 45 tormng basis r.r the opttmlzatlon of the poilution contro].
In dc itiai s tuarlon sshere the olut o i ontroI requitc ents to espondeä to typ tai
levcl m Firiand some 3 7 ¾ of the total mvstments were for pollution control and the
annual poliution controi costs represented 2 ¾ of the price of the sales product (bieached
suifite pulp). If a further reduction on discharges by 90 ¾ (as 80D7) was required. the
pollution control costs augmented to some 7 ¾ of the sales value of the production At
this level many alternative measures became competttive to externai wastewater treatment.
1 he conversion of the model miH into a kraft pulp miii seems possible at untypicaily iow
costs. In spite of this there is no conomc Inceneive for such a change, since ebe cost o
externai wastewater treatment is only a fraction of the cost of the process change.
The miii model has the following iimitations:
The miii site is ideal and no space hmitations are taken into account
— In the modei miii the quality of the final product is assumed constant, which excludes
several possibihties in modifymg the product quahty such as increasc of pulp yield and
produetion of unbleached puip grades
7A Estimation, assessment and aHocation of wastewater treatment costs
For the study (Usmonen 197$) cost information was collected on unicipa1 wastewater
treatment piants 1 he treatment costs can be compared with the value added in the produc
tion process. where the prtce of the end product (wastewater treatment service) is formed
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fig. 44. The investment costs of external water Fig 45. The operatrng costs ot external water
pollution control as function of the lncorning poilution controL Expianations are the same
wastewater flow and BOD7-load (secondaiy as in Fig. 44.
treatment without primarv elarit ication figures
refer to incoming BOD7-load varying from 20 to
30 tons per day; BOD7 after treatment 2 t!d),
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Table 38. Capital costs of the model pulp miii. Cost level: December 1975, Finland.
1 000 Fmk/year
1. Civii engineering
1.1 Clearing of land, excavation, roads,
railways, parking areas, sewers etc. 15.0 Fmk miilion
1.2 Buildings 75.7
90.7
Annual costs at $ % interest rate and 20 years
amortization time 9 251
2. Machinery and equipment
2.1 Machinery 216.0 Fmk million
2.2 Piping 31.4
2.3 Electricity 21.1
2.4 lnstmmentation 22.8
2.5 General costs 85.0
376.3
Annual costs at 8 % interest rate and 15 years
amortization time 44271
3. tvorking capitai 85.0 Fmk miilion
Annual costs at 8 % inzerest rate: 6 800
Total capitai costs 60 322
or 603.22 Fmk per ADT ofbleached pulp at nominal production rate
Table 39. Manufacturing costs (excluding wood costs) of the model pulp miii.
Fmk per ADT of
bleached pulp
lnterest and amortization for fixed investment 5 32.22
lnterest for working capital 68.00
Administration 21.36
Wages and salaries 11 5.85
Purchased eiectricity 11.78
Fuel 41.21
Chemicals $4.10
Other raw materiais (cxci. wood) 41.80
Materiais for repairs 13.00
Total manufacturing costs (exciuding wood costs) 932.32
Cost levei:December 1975, Finland
Unit costs:
Fuel oil 315 mk/ton
Purchased electricity 140 mk/MWh
Process operator 50 000 mk/year
through the combination of production inputs and intermediate products at different
stages of the manufacturing process. The consumer price of the wastewater treatment
service is the sum of the costs resulting from different treatment stages.
The annual costs of sewerage are covered by the municipal wastewater charge. The tariff
is calculated by dividing the annual costs of sewerage by the annual water consumption of
the households served. In 1977 the wastewater charge in Finnish cities and towns was, on
the average, 1.50 Fmk/m3 of waste water.
If the wastewater from a household for eg. an industrial plant) deviates considerably
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Table 40. Environmentai poliution controi costs.
A. Direet costs
Water poilution control
Civii engineering (md. sewers)
Machinery and equipment
Working capitai
Operating costs
Air pollution controi
Civii engineering
Machinery and equipment
Working capitai
Operating costs
Soiid waste disposal
Civil engineering
Machivery and equipment
Working capitai
t)perating eosts
Invcstment
Fmk miilion
5.353
3.026
0.050
1.300
0.200
0.400
546
354
535
5
152
80
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Nurrirnt amounts after waste water treatment
Totai phospherus 0.7—2.6 mg P/1
Totai nitrogen 2-3 mg NIi
Tertiary treatment wiiI reduce the amount of phosphorus to a uery iow ievei (0.1 mg P11)
Annual costs>
1 000 Fmk/year
20
47
Total direct costs 10 329 1 $62
B. !ndirect costs
Water poliution controi 7.000 400
C. Total pollution controi eosts 17.329 2 262
Share of total inv,lcosts 3.7 % 22,62 per ton
“2.0 % of the sales
value of production
x) inciuding capitai eests
Tabie 41. Pollution ioad of the model puip miii at nominal production eapacity 100 000 ADT of
bieached pulp per year.
Water poilution x)
Wastc water flow, m 3/day 90 000
80D7, kg per öay 28 800
Suspended soiids, kg per day 4 500
Coiour, kg Pt per day 19 500
Gaseous emissions
Fiy ash. kg per day 700
S02, kg per day 28 900
Soiid wastes
Caieuiated as dry marter, kg per day 50 500
x) The arnount of nurrients are not shown here. There was not enough material ro estimate the
effects of intemal water poiiution controt measures on the amounts of nutrients before waste
water treatment,
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Tabie 42. Costlefficiency analysis of poflution control alternatives finternal poliution controi).
Costs of Reductions in pollution ioad at nominal
Poliution controi poilution control production rate
measure aiternatives ex
ciuding waste Water poilution Air Solid water
water treatment pollution disposal
invest Operating Waste Suspended BOD7 S02 Dry
ment costs costs waterfiow soiids matter
Fmk 1 000 m3/day kglday kglday kg/day kg/day
milhion FmWyear
1. Change of cooking base
from caicium to magnesium 11.0 -770 - - - 18 000 36 000
2. Increased waste
liquor recovery 3.5 —390 - 6 300 -
3. Ciose-up of the wood
barking department 0.13 27 2 100 4 $00 300 -
4. Ciose-up of the
screeningdepartment 2.32 525 13 500 400 - - -
5. Ciose-up of the
bieachingpiant 0.22 99 18000 500 - - -
6. Fodder yeast piant 42.6 0 - - 5 400
7. Waste llquor neutraiization 1.3 165
- 4 800
8. Conversion of the miii into
a bieached kraft puip miii 145,0 5 590 54 000 1 800 20 000 27 400 42 700
Note Ali aiternatives are not shown. Measures from 4 to 6 impiy that 1+2 be reaiized. if not the costs
and the effect on poiiution wiii he somewhat different. 7 is aiternative to 6 and can he combined with
ethyi aicohoi production. Ethyi aicohoi production itseif wouid not reduce poiiution practicaiiy at ali.
8 is aiternative to ali others.
from the average in quality or in quantity, the municipality is obliged either to raise or
to Iower the charge. The new tariff can be calculated e.g. by using the following formula:
n Xjk q
kk = aK — + (1—a)K— (20)
j
Xj Q
kk = annual costs allocated to polluter k
a the portion of the annual sewerage costs allocated to the treatment plant
q annual wastewater output by the polluter
Q = total annual wastewater input to the treatment plant
K = annual costs of sewerage
xjk = pollution by component i of polluter k
xj =total pollution load entering the treatment plant, component i
the share of component i of the total treatment costs,
n
E = 1
i=1
The estimation of the investment costs of a wastewater treatment plant is based on data
from recently constructed treatment plants. The data is presented in the form of mean
value curves as a function of the design flow or the population equivalent.
The equations represented by the curves are of the form:
y=A.XB (21)
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Y = investment cost
A coefficient
X = population equivalent or wastewater flow
B = scale factor (OB<1)
In the study, coefficient A and scale factor B for the construction costs and the equip
ment costs were determined for each treatment plant separately. The cost data vas collected
from the files of the National Board of Waters and also directly from contractors, The costs
were brought to the level of June 1, 1976 by using the construction cost mdcx. The total
investment cost of the plant can be estimated by summing up the investment costs of the
individual treatment units and by adding to the sum the general costs.
A similar method was used to estimate the operating costs of the wastewater treatment,
The following division was used:
energy
— chemicals
— wages and salaries of the operating personnel
maintenance and repairs
— sludge transpoftation
Finally, a simple computer programme was drawn up to calculate:
— investment costs of wastewater treatment,
— operating costs of wastewater treatment,
— annual costs of wastewater treatment,
costs per cubic metre of treated wastcwater,
— costs per kilogram of BOD7 removed.
The input of the programme consists of: amount and quality of wastewater, treatment
requirements, treatment method, rate of interest, amortization time, and unit prices for
energy, labour and ehemicals.
Typical results are shown in Figures 46 to 49.
Akhough these cost modeis are appiicabie to opt!mizatlon t shouid be emphasized that
they are not sufficientiy detailed for that purpose. Instead, they can he used at the initial
stages of planning.
In the study, examples are also given of the division of costs among the municipality
and an industrial piant in the case ofjoint treatment.
7.5 Simubtion model of a wastewater treatment pant
for the estimation of wastewater treatment costs of the pulp and paper industry a simu1a
tion model was developed (Noukka and Määttä 1978). The model calculates treatment
costs when wastewater quantity and quality and treatment requirements are given. In
addition, the model requires as input certain unit prices and a number of piant parameters,
which must either be determined experimentally or assumed similar to those of some other
wastewater treatment plant treating same type of wastewater,
The model consists of a materiais baiance model and a cost model, The cost model com
sists of a number of unit costs related to different treatment stages. The unit costs are
rnultiplied by the quantities calculated by the materiais baiance model and in this way the
treatment costs are obtained. The total costs are divided by the amount of wastewater
treated to obtain the cost of waste unit treated. These unit costs of treatment are then
given to the industry model to calculate the optimal produetion programme — including
the waste production.
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With the aid of the model it is possible to study the influence of design parameters on
the treatment efficiency and treatment costs. As such it serves mainly as a pianning tool
for treatment plant designers.
The cost data for the model has been collected from some recently constructed indus
trial waste water treatment plants.
The model has been calibrated for primary treatment and chemical precipitation by
using monitoring resuits from a paper miii wastewater treatment plant at Voikkaa. Calibra
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Fig. 49. Costs of phosphorus reduction (simulra
neous precipiration, BOD7 in inflow = 250 mg/I).
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tion of the secondaiy treatment was based on published data collected from the literature,
A considerable amount of parameters must he determined for any particular application of
the model.
7.6 AppicabHftyof cost modes in water poHution contr&
The mathernaticai model of a firm is a useful tool for decisionmaking in industrial poilu
tion control. The coliection of initial data poses a probiem, but it should he noted that in
actual situations the model may he simplified by examining the vectors indicating the dif
ferences between different pollution control options only, which allows to reduce con
siderably the amount of initial data,
A centrai probiem arises frorn the fact that the model assumes the assimilative capacity
of the environment to he known with regard to different types of wastes. The assimilative
capacity of the environment can be studied with the aid of ecological modeis, which could
possibly be used in conjunction with the firm modeL
The purpose of the simulation modeis developed was to compensate for the short
comings jo the firrn model. The firm model and the simulation modeis togcther give more
accurate results than the firm model alone. The simulation modeis require a considerable
amount of parameters to be determined for any particular tvpe of industrial waste waters.
The cost of applving the modeis for actual planning purposes depends essentially on the
accuracy required.
The cost modeis mav be useful in public adrninistration, especially for the government
agencies responsible for pollution control. Probably the most successful resuits could be
obtained on the local level, where the probiem of data collecsion ts more easy to solve.
lndustries, too, might profit from the use of these modeis, which complement in the
environmental sector the firm modeis aiready in use,
8. REPORT CONCERNING THE BALTIC SEA
This part of the project vas performed at the lnstitute of Marine Research. The work con
sists of two parts. The first deals with the iorth Sea Model and the Baitic Sea Model; the
second describes the development of the oxygen balance model for the Gulf of Bothnia.
These papers were published separately (Mäkelä 1977, Mäkelä et al, 1977, Mäkelä 1978a, b
and Mäkelä and Niemistö 1978).
8.1 Survey of s&ected sea modeis
8.11 The North SeaModel
The primanr obecttve of the model ts to investigate ehanges of water rnovements, surface
elevation, temperature, salinity, turbidity, oxygen nutrients, heavy metais, chlorinated
hydrocarbons and biornasses in the study area. The secondary objective is to observe the
development of the North Sea environment and to predict changes in water quality caused
by man. The development of the model was integrated so that it could be used as a man
agement and a research modelsimuitaneously. The model consistsofseveralsubmodeis.The
estuary of the river Scheldt was chosen as a study area for the ecological model. Some
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sectors of the sea off the coasts of Beigium and the Netherlands were also ineluded in the
study. The boundarv of the ecological model is situated midway between the coasts of
Beigium and Engiand. The hvdrodynamic model covers the whole North Sea.
The development of the North Sea Model is a pari of a physicai and biological pro
gramme on the Belgian environment. The name “Math. Modelsea” refersto the 250 research
workers from 40 laboratories engaged in this nation-wide research and development
project. The project vas started in 1971. Todav most of the bordering countires are taking
part in the project under the name “The Joint North Sea Modelling Group”. A speciai
system was created for coilecting data, (JONSDÄP, the Joint North Sea Data Aquisition
Programme). feedback between planning and realization seeks to promote continuous
interaction between research and application in order to construct better submodels of the
general multi-purpose model, The papers produced are published mainly by the I.C.E.S,
(International Council for the Exploration of the Sea).
This survey is based on the following papers: Math. Modelsea (1973, 1974, 1975),
Nihoul (1975 a, b, c and d) and LC.E.S. (1976, 1977).
The model can be divided roughly into three sub-models which are:the hydrodynamic,
the physicochemical and the biological sub-model. The most elaborate submodel is the hy
drodynamic model (Nihoul 1975c). With this model it is possible to caiculate the following:
— The field of transient circulation, which is the mutual interaction of the geostrophic
wind and the boundarv conditions on the water bulk. (The geostrophic wind is ob
tained from the atmospheric pressure field).
— The field of residual circulation, which can be obtaincd from the ficld of transient
crrculation by taking into account the tidal interactions. The current velocities are
determined in different parts of the model grid with this procedure.
The results of the hydrodynamic model agreeded closely to the observations. A func
tioning hydrodynamic model is essential in predicting the spread of the load and the
degree of dispersion of pollutants. With such a model it is also easier to divide a case study
area into the more natural compartments.
The following models can be included in the group of physicochemicai models
— A model which describes the diagenetic changes of nutrients in the sediment (Vander
borghtetal. 1975)
— A model which simulates the changes in redox-svstern when river water meets sea water
(Billen and Smitz 1975).
The model of sediment diagenesis has shown that two separate layers exist in the sedi
ment. The value of the coefficient of diffusion is about one hundred times greater in the
upper layer of the sediment than in the lower layer. The concentration profiles have been
adjusted to correspond to observations and they give the order of magnitude for the differ
ent processes.
The redox-model can be used to study the changes in element concentrations when
nearly anoxic river water is mixed with oxygen rich sea water. A good agreement has been
achieved for many elements, though some elements failed to follow the values predicted by
the model. The fact that a thermodynamic equilibrium does not exist throughout the
whole model area may explain this. The activity of the bacteria changes with the salinity
and other factors.
The biological modeis are incomplete. The work in this field has concentrated in eluci
dating biomasses, primary production and food chains. Nitrogen ha.s been chosen as an
indicator of biomass and the ehanges of nitrogen in the food chains are investigated by the
model (Podamo 1974, Steyaert-Plancke and Lancelot-Van Beveren 1974). The biological
models have revealed that two different tvpes of food chains exrst in the case studv area;
one near the coast and another offshore. A great part of the nutrients does not eireulate
9 127802941H—13
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via the zooplankton in the regions near the coast, The annual nitrogen cycle has been
quantified both for the coastal area and for the open sea. A detailed division of the nitro
gen cycle has been accomplished only for a part of the year. The carbon cycle for the
whole area has been presented by Joiris (1977). The results show that the respiration values
obtained by the experiments are more than one order of rnagnitude greater than the
primary production measured in this area. It has been suggested that the reason for this
difference vas due to the errors in extrapolations of space and time or to the erroneous
value for the primary production.
The other submodels cnnot be classified in groups although they are primarily physical.
The modeis tested in practice include
— a model for bottom erosion (Lambermont and Lebon 1974)
a model for dispersion and sedimentation (Nihoul 1975d)
The values obtained with the erosion model have been satisfactory. The results from the
dispersion and sedimentation modeis have corresponded very closely to the observations.
The model group has examined the occurrence of heavy metais in the sediments, and
the physiological effects of mercuiy and organic pesticides on test animais and plants.
A model which describes the enrichment of mercury in the food chains has been con
structed by Elskens (1974). According to this model 20 ¾ of the mercury reaching the sea
excapes from the North Sea into the atmosphere, and only 4 ¾ is taken up by the food
chains.
The other submodels are under study and are not described here.
8.12 The Bakic Sea Model
Sjöberg et al. (1972) have diseribed the basic model of the project “Dynamics and Energy
Flows in Baitic Ecosystems”. Ä more comprehensive description of the project can be
found in Jansson B-O, (1972, 1976). The model deseribes the Baltic Sea ecosystem as a
whole in the framcwork of a long-term programme. When certain precautions are taken
this model can also he used for making predictions.
The aim of the model i.s to determine the subsystems that arc of quantitative impor
tance, to find the interrelationships and interactions between the other subsystems, and
to quantify the influence of external variabies on the whoie system and on its parts. The
model should be able to answer the following questions:
how does the load caused by man affect the concentration of oxygen in the Baltic
deep water,
— how do the changes in temperature affect the deep parts of the basin,
— what are the effects of increased primary production on the production of commerciaily
important fish,
which are the most sensitive compartments, and what is the effect of these on the other
compartments, and
— what is the influence of the coast on the open sea,
These objectives could be summarised: how should man treat the Baltic Sea in order to
obtain maximum benefit without injuring the system (Jansson B-O, 1972),
A group of 20 research workers was established to carry out this programme. The
project was officiaily started in 1971, when the resuits of prehminary works were tom
bined. Today, the project investigates also regions outside the Baltic proper, eg. the Gulf
of Bothnia (Wulff et al. 1977). Most reports appear in publications of the Äskö Laborator.
The model concentrates on the Baltic proper (fig. 50), which is divided in two layers,
region above the halocline and region below the halocline. The coastal areas and the gulfs,
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fig. 50. Sections of the Baltic Sea.
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such as the Gulf of Bothnia and the Gulf of Finland, act only as the boundary conditions
or as the external variabies in the model. The energy flows are expressed as kilo joules per
square meter and per time unit. The dry weight and organic carbon have been used to
describe the biomass, although the original model for the Baltic proper (Sjöberg eta. 1972)
uses different forms of phosphorus. The description model is shown in Fig. 51 (Jansson
BO. 1976), with the energy circuit symbols (Odum 1971a, b).
The mathematical model consists of six differential equations, with primary producers
(P), nutrients (Nand N2), detritus (Dl and D2), and hypolimnion oxygen (R) as variabies,
The equations are solved with the method of Runge and Kutta. The time steps used were
one day and five days.
The caiculated oxygen concentrations jo the hypolirnnion differed markedly from the
observed ones. This vas considered to be a consequence of the earlier assumptions, and it
tvas deduced that the former phosphorus model (fonselius 1969) was not suitable for
describing the steady state. Therefore the simulation was extended into the past and
the situation some 20—50 years ago was taken as the hypothetical steady state.
The Baltic Sea model reacted slowly, but consistently to the changes made. When the
initial load of phosphorus was tripled it took about 50—60 years before a new approximate
Fig. 51. The energy flows in the BaltieSea ecosystem (B’O.Jansson 1976) Thc Balticproper isdivided
into two Iayers ahove and below the haloeline, The ecosystem is dcscrihcd by six state variahIcs phyto
piankton P, nutrienta Ni and N2, detritus D1 and D2, and oxygen in the Iower layer R. The influence
of the forcing tunctions is shown et the eirees, either as constants or other functions of time. The
inBowing water ja dividcd aecording to the density 10tt) tuo flows F01 (upper laver) and o2 (lowerlaver), separated hy the haloeline. The reguiating influence of the Foreing funetions is expressed by
thiek arrows, The grounding mark shows the pointa where energv is storcd as heat, The other symbols
in the pieture are I=light, ‘I’=temperaturc, S=sedimentation, H=amount of water in seasonal mixing.
Reease of Phosphote Oxygen Sedimentotion
phosphate uptoke by consumption
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steady state was reached. During this period the oxygen concentration decreased by about
50 ¾, as did the hypolimnetic phoshorus, whereas the aigal biomass increased by 45 ¾.
The model consists of several sub-models. The most important submodels are:
— The energy flow model for the macroscopic green aigal beit (Cladophora) in the littoral
zone (Jansson A.M. 1974)
the benthic model for soft bottoms (Ankar 1977)
— the ecological model for a shalfow sound (Jansson 13-0. and Wulff 1977)
8.2 The development of the oxygen model for the Gulf of Bothnia
8.21 Selection of the model
The two sea modeis described above were not considered suitable for describing the oxygen
balance in the Gulf of Bothnia for the following reasons:
— the North Sea model is based mainly on the hydrodynamic model. The water circulation
in the Baltic Sea differs considerably from the water circulation in the partly open
coastal seas, where the tides have an essential role in the dynamics of water masses.
— the time limitations did not permit the usage of very elaborate models, such as the basic
research model. Further, the energy flow model described by Sjöberget al. (1972) and
13-0. Jansson (1972), is in the present stage qualitative in nature and is weighted by areal
interests and characteristics. It is therefore unable to give a quantitative picture of the
processes regarded to be important in our case study area. On the other hand, the simu
lation model uses many parameter values which are difficult to determine. In addition
the Baltic Sea oceanographers have presented different opinions of the magnitudes and
the order of importance of these parameters.
A literature survey indicates that suitable hydrodynamic or ecological models have not
been developed for such a large brackish water basin as the Baltic Sea is. Therefore this
study investigates only one important subproblem, the oxygen balance which was chosen
as an indicator of the state of the ecosystem. A mathematical model and a computer
program were developed for this purpose.
8.22 Purpose, goals and approch
The aim of the model is to increase our understandingofthereactionsofthebrackishwater
ecosystem of the Baltic Sea. The model was used in an effort to make a quantitative de
scription of the seasonal transport processes of oxygen between the different compart—
ments of a water ecosystem. The model should describe an undisturbed natural state of the
sea with a certain level of primary production. It should also indicate the quantitatively
important channels with respect to oxygen transport.
The goal of the first stage tvas to develop a one-Iayer model for the Gulf of Bothnia
which would be able to predict the average oxygen concentration.
The model was developed step by step in order to find the order of magnitude of the
different processes. The microbial biomass was investigated in the first stage in order to
determine whether it is possible to balance the assumed primary production by the respira
tion of the bacteria.
In the second stage a vertically open system of oxygen was described, The situation
prevailing in nature has been approached by making adjustments with respect to time,
place and species.
There were also some preliminary studies of an open system where the influence of the
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coast and the other sea areas vas mcluded m the model. However, these have not been
coupled with the model at this stage ofdevelopment.
8.23 The principies of the model
The oxygen balance model for the Gulf of Bothnia is one part of the ecological model of
the Baltic Sea, the principles of which are presented in two reports (Mäkelä 1977, Mäkelä
et al, 1977). Only the most essential features of the model are presented here,
Simplicity, versatility and continuity were the general principles used in planning of
the present model. The simphcity and versatility were achieved partly at the expence of
the resolution power of the model, By versatility is meant, that the same basic model is
applicable both for the Baltic proper and for the Gulf of Bothnia, when the compartments
are appropriately combined. The genarally accepted laws, principles and parameter values
serves’ as a measure of versatility, especiaily important if the model is to be used in an
environment other than the one it was originally planned for. The basic construction of
the model permits improvements without necessatating changes in the fundamentais.
The model vas built up step by step from simple volume and state elements while the
results obtained were used as guiding parameters in later stages. During the first stage the
system worked like a “black box” which was made more qualitatively and quantitatively
detailed in the following stages. By “black box” we mean any part of the system for
which the starting and end points are given, but whose internal function is unknown
(Odum 1971). No pathways were included in the model which could not be quantitatively
estimateä with moderate accuracy. Shortcuts, such as the typical values of parameters and
their distributions found in nature were used in the model. Thus the present model was not
used for a theoretical description of these at this stage of modelling. The advantage of
using ready parts was that the model vas therebv calibrated with regard to these para
meters m the prepararion stage. On the other hand, some fiows were therefore formulated
in tompietely and ths reduced the modeis abiiitv to predier changes uudet different
conditions.
8.24 Description of the system
The system consists of the water bulk, the boundaries of which are the atmosphere and the
sediment. The basic model is presented in Fig. 52. The Baltic Sea is divided according to
ks geomorphology and hydrography int two parts (see fig. 50):
1. the Baltic proper (includes the Gulf of Finland)
2. the Gulf of Bothnia
The transforrnation zone cornprising the Älanö Sea and the Archipelago Sea was ne
glected in the model,
These subregions are divided horizontally into a pelagic part and a littoral part, and
vertically into the layers restricted e.g. by the thermocline and the halo cline.
The lavers B, C and D can be combined according to the hydrographicai features or
meterorologicai changes. A broken line has been used for some volume eiements in order
to show that the significant factor is the area and not the volume.
The sediment columns were described so that direct transport from one sediment box
to another is possible (density currents with short duration).
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8.241 A closed system
Fig. 53 shows a one-layer model of the Gulf of Bothnia in a closed system. This model is
a simplified version of the general model. It was used in the first stage of the oxygen
balance model for calculating the amounts of the elements taking part in the annual cycle
(Mäkelä 1978a).
//////Ihe thermocLine,74/////,1A
/,O ‘/////////////7//////17//AC / // /4//The halocline 7/ / //// H
/////////,/,//f,//.///v//
D__________
-
- L - -
Fig. 52. The volume elements of the Baltic Sea
A = coastal water
5 = surface water
C = middle water
D = underwater
E = deep water
F = atmosphere
G connection with other sea areas
K = sediment
1 = input
(The names of the different waterbodies are used
only in this special modet and are not in general
use,)
8.242 A vertically open system
Fig. 53. One-box model of the Gulf of Bothnia.
The wave arrow describes the light energy that
starts the annual production cycle. The arrows
in the circles indicate that the system is well
mixed. The thermocline and the halocline are
assumed to be absent from the Gulf of Bothnia,
In this stage the oxygen balance of the Gulf of Bothnia is presented in a vertically open
system. Which means that an exchange of material is permitted between atmosphere and
sea. The year is divided into production periods in which different sets of parameters
characterize the oxygen transport properties of the system.
The annual oxygen budget can he formulated as follows:
ncotg+QpprRwatUsedRext= AQ
Qinc = Quantity of incoming oxygen
Qotg Quantity of outgoing oxygen
Qppr = Oxygen produced photosynthetically
Rwat = Respiration in the water
Used = Oxygen uptake of the sediment
Rext = Respiration increment caused by external input of oxygen-consuming material
= Change of oxygen storage in the water
(Dimensions in ali terms are gm2ai)
(22)
It is assumed that in an open system txQ=O. The method for calculating the terms Q,
R and U is presented elsewhere (Mäkelä 1978a).
The first two terms Qinc and Qotg in the basic equation (22) describe the oxygen ex
change between atmosphere and sea. The difference of these quantities equals the net
F-I AtmosPhere(
WoEQ
Sediment
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transport, which can be expressed by fick’s first Iaw, Accordingly the net transport of
the gas is a product of the gas exchange coefficient and the concentration gradient. Dtf
fusion is assumed to he responsible for the formation of the gradient at the interface of
air and water (the surface fiim theory, Lewis and Withman 1924). Under certain condi
tions the net transport can he divided into incoming and outgoing components (Broecker
1974, Broecker and Peng 1974). This division makes the incoming flow independent of
the internal processes of the system. The coefficient of the gas exchange is assumed to he
a function of the wind velocitv. In the model this is assumed to be pro portio nal to the
square of the wind velocity (Kanwisher 1963, Boeeker and ?eng 1974), As shown by
Kitaigorodskii (1978) this assumption, which is based on laboratory measurements,
cannot he used under aIl circumstances.
The quantity of oxygen produced Qppr is ohtained from the organic carbon of the
primary production. This is connected with the amount of oxygen through the photo
synthetic quotient. k is assumed that the primary production is distributed jo the pro
duetion periods (1, 5 and 6 months, Fig. 55) where the share of the annual production
1/3, 2/3 and 0 respectively (Bagge and Niemi 1971). The beginning of the first produc
tion period varies somewhat, according to the geographical location. In the model the
first production period begins on May l5th. Further, it is assumed that Equation (22)
can also be used during the individual periods of production.
The total respiration in the water Rwat is assumed to be the sum of the respiration of
bacteria, zooplankton and fish. These are functions of temperature, biomass and specific
respiration. The specific respiration is expressed as respiration per unit biomass. It is
assumed that the biomass and the specific respiration of the bacteria are determined by
the carhon and oxygen demand of the bacteria. These terms are expressed in the modd as
functions of bacterial generations and the growth yieid. A value from the hterature is
used for the oxygen consumption of the sediment Used. The respiration increment caused
by the external Ioad Re ean he estimated on the basis ef the BODvaIues of the rivers,
munieipalities and industry.
Based on the ahove theory a flow diagram for the oxvgen can he constructed (fig. 54).
It is a phvsicaI throughfiow svstem with lesser contributions made by the bioiogicai
processes. The numerical values in the Fig. 54 do not represent the steady state, but the
oxygen consumption of the sediment is greater than the annual production. The same
situation is seen in fig. 55, where the year is äivided into three produetion periods. The
flows of oxygen are calculated on the basis of the model and information from the litera
ture.
Fig. 54. flow äiagram for oxygen. The incoming
flow from the atmosphere Q11 depends only
________
on the saturation concentraeion jo the surfaee
laver ana en the exehange coefticent. The out-
Rgeing quantitv Q)tg caicuated as a residual 1 ° watterm frorn Eq. (24) for the annual exygen o tbudget. The average degree of saturation (DS)
.j
for the system ja expressed as a ratia of out
going and jneoming amounta of oxvgen (DS= 0ext Usd
100 Qotg’Qinc) The position ef the external LJ
input ja left open. The svmbols are as in
Iiq. (24).
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8.25 Results and future planning
The amounts of the elements which take part in the annual cycle are obtained from the
closed model. These are used as a criterion in selecting representative literature values
for the open system. The amounts of oxygen calculated for the different production
periods are shown in Fig. 55.
The model has revealed many gaps in our knowledge of the Gulf of Bothnia both at the
theoretical and the practical level. The most obvious shortcomings are in the following
fields:
— oxygen consurnption of the sediment (model and information are laking)
- the effect of wind velocity on gas exchange (inadequate theoretical background)
— the numerical value of the wind velocity (representative for the open sea)
The model has led to check the oxygen flows at the interfaces of the phases. Further
investigations on the oxygen consumption of the sediment and the gas exchange between
water and the atmosphere have been started. Both processes have probably been overesti
mated in the present model.
lnvestigations concerning the oxygen consumption of the sediment for the purpose of
creating a model have been started (Mäkelä and Niemistö 1978). Experiments on the
oxygen consumption of the sediment have been planned for a further programme. A
literature survey on the influence of wind velocity on gas exchange is in progress, and will
be published later (Kitaigorodskii 1978).
The relatively low values of wind velocity that have been used in the model are probablv
due the fact that many of the stations are comparable to the coastai stations. At the coastal
stations the wind velocities are 1—2 mls lower than at the open sea stations. In the com
puter program for the two layer model these values have been changed to correspond the
open sea station of the Gulf of Bothnia. (The same behaviour was noticed in examining the
differences in the wind velocities between the coastal and open sea stations on the Oregon
coast in connection with a gas exchange model.)
Fig. 55. The relarive quantities of oxygen
cakulated from the absolute values g m2
fmonth)1 given by the model during the
ditferent produetion periods (t), Qppr = the
quantiry ot produccd oxygen, Rbac = the
respiration of fish, Ud = the oxygen con
sumption of the sediment. An arbitrary level
of reference (---) ja included in the figure
consumption of the sediment. An arbitrary
evel ot reference (—) ja included in the figure
to show the relation of the incoming and out
going quantities ot oxygen to the interna
quantitles o the system. In the steady state the
areas ahove and below the time eoordinate
should he equal. This condition ja not fulfilled
beeause the tirerature value tor the oxvgen
consumption ui the sedimcnr was not selccted
satishictorily.
3,6x 8,Ox
t
7,3x
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The most important factors for the internal function of the model are:
— the biomass and the production of bacteria
— the vertical distribution of bacteria
— sedirnentation of the biogenic material toxygen consumption of the sediment)
Although the resuks of the model show that the distribution of the primary production
between the zooplankton and bacteria is vety near to that reported for the North Sea
(Elskens 1974), our results cannot be considered verified due to the lack ofmeasurements,
In the foliowing stages of model developrnent the material balance modeis will play
a deeisive role. Such a modeis need information about water exchange and eurrents.
Moreover, the formation of the ice cover, ice movements and the heat budget are also
important with respect to the oxygen situation. Some model examinations connected with
these processes were performed at the lnstitute of Marine Research (Mälkki 1977, Jokinen
1977, Leppäranta 1977, Makkonen 1977).
8.26 Summary
The paper describes an idealized model for oxygen balance in the Gulf of Bothnia, When
expressing the flows per unit area the model gives roughly the quantities of oxygen trans
ported benveen the different departments of the system. The present model is one part
of the ecological model of the Baltie Sea which will be developed in the future. The model
pro ceeds step by step towards a more detailed formulation, wheras the results obtained are
used to eheck the plausibility in selecting literature values.
The main driving force in biological processes is assumed to he primary production,
which determines the limits for the carbon and oxygen demand of the organisms. Because
the literature values in these processes vary greatly, an indirect representation is derived
for these parameters in the present construction. Temperature and wind act as other driving
forces. Temperature regulates both phvsical and biological processes, whereas wind velocitv
controls oxygen exchange between atmosphere and sea, Assumptions concerning steady
state and “biack hox” hypotheses are used te simpiify the real ecosystern thereby facili
tating model making.
With the present model it is possible te caicuiate the average degree of oxygen satura
tion during different production periods. The model predicts thar at the assumed level of
prinary production the changes in oxygen concentration are about 10 % of the prevailing
saturation value. As observations show slightlv reduced values, especially in deep waters,
the assumption of a welI-rnixed system ma not be entirely correct. However, the most
critical points in the model are the boundaries water/sediment and water/atmosphere, on
which future work will he concentrated,
9. WATER PROTECTION PROGRAM PLANNNG
The World Bank research program recommendations also viewed the research carried out
under this project as elements which couid be rntegrated into a singie system. One of the
objectives assigned te this project had been the constructlon of a general model comprising
a production activity model, a water quality model, and a pro fit model, and which would
allow a financial assessrnent of the advantages and disadvantages of alterations in water
quality (Figure 56). This general model, however, vas later abandoned as impractical and
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unrealistic, since any survey of variations in water quality rests on many personal evalua
tion criteria which can be quantified only by administrative decision. The discussion below
is therefore restricted to the basis of a water protection planning system and to the inter
connections between the various component modeis.
9.1 Basis of a planning system
The main problems relating to the water protection decision pro cess and the planning
activities serving this process concern the nature and timing of the water protection meas
Monitoring
systems
Information
1 Retation between
1 toadings and costs
Benefit analysis
Retation between
water quabty and
benefits
Cost—benefit
analysis
Retation between
cost and benefit
Efficiency—cost analysis
Retation between Relation between
water quatity and toadings and costs
costs
Fig. 56. Water quahty modeis, cost-benetit anaIyss and cost-performance analvsis do not as yet produce
infonnation directly applicabk to a comparison of costs and benefits serving the decision p
rocess.
Howevcr water quality modeis and costperformance anayses may he applied to reveal the relationship
existing benveen pollution abatement costs and water quality leveis. This information and th
e data
produced by cost-benefit analyses may be combined to allow a comparison of the costs and b
enefits
associated with a given quality level. Furthermore, water quality modeis and cost-benefit analys
es
together wllI display the relationship existing benveen pollution load and the advantages to he d
erived
from watercourse usage. Together with the data produced by cost-performance analyses, this inform
a
don wHI allow a comparison of the costs and benefits associated to a given pollution Ioad level.
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ures under different conditions. In order to arrive at a rational solution to this probiem, the
decision maker requires ample amounts of the information produced at the planning and
research leveis,
The following items must he reviewed in the course of planning a water protection
system
— Activities causing alterations in the state of watercourses, their benefits and costs, and
their importance to the national economy.
Älterations in the state of watercourses.
- Ecological and economical consequences of alterations in the state of watercourses and
their importance.
- The information system covering the above items.
- The control systems intended to regulate the activities affecting the state of watercourses.
These composant activities may he considered to form a system permitting a rational
decision process.
9.2 Water quaity monitoring and water quality modeis
The formation and use of most modeis representing the relationships existing between the
state of watercourses and pollution Ioad requires data on the quantities of materiais fiowingjo and out of watercourses, the fraction of material flow remaining within the ecosystem
under study, and the amounts of materiais already present jo the ecosystem. Since in the
model materiais balance computations are performed as mass flows, water quality moni
toring must collect data on both concentrations and flowrates.
Interconnections between modeis and stream monitoring are presented in Figure 57
In this system, monitoring furnishes the necessary basic and load data to the model as
required by the latter.
The water quahtv modeis were studied using this schernatic representation or a more
simplified version,
Since the research and äevelopment of water quality modeis has rehed on data obtained
through normal research or compulsorv monitonng activ!tles and recorded n the water
quahty register at the National Board of Waters, there could not he any strong interconnec
tioos with the monitoring system in that sector. A further reason for these weak iotercon
nections has been that the data acquired from automatic measurements of water quality
parameters could not be utilized to best advantage, since the parameters measured were not
considered representative by the ecological model.
On the other hand, close collaboration did prevail between the development phases of
monitoring systems and water quality modeis in the preparation of suggestions on the
mprovement of manual monitoring. The proposais which followed made possihle the
study of watercourses as entities and the rational exploitation of observation data through
the use of such tools as water quality modeis.
9.3 Water quaity modeis and assessment of water protection benefits
An evaluatien of the benefits te he derived from water protection m easures rnust be hased
on information about the state of watercourses under a variety of possible loading alter
natives. The casiest way to arrive at such information is through the use ef water quality
modeis. The water quaiity data on watercourses offers a base from which te proceed
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through various alternatives towards ao evaluation of any consequences on the use of
water and the importance of such consequences.
Some of the information produced by modeis, such as oxygen concentration, algae
production, and fish population in watercourses, can Iead directly to conclusions about
economical consequences and any restrictions on the use of waters. Yet the bonds bet
ween enjoyment aspects and other factors are more difficult to define and quantify, and
this forms a weak point in any unified water protection planning system. When it proves
difficult to define and assign value criteria te any relationship existing between water
qualitv and its benefits, considerations of utilization or even administrative decisions may
be used to appraise the importance of water quality factors.
An estimation of benefits and the water quality information required towards that
purpose will vary under differing planning conditions. The selection of water quality
modeis and the parameters te be predicted by such modeis must be coordinated with an
evaluation of the benefits. The results obtained from benefits evaluation, together with
cost information, may then he applied te the definition of water protection objectives
and to the selection of the measures to be implemented.
9.4 Production activities, pollution Ioad, and water protecton costs
A cost-benefit analysis of water protection must rest on a comparison of the damages
done te watercourses and the costs of the necessary water protection countermeasures.
Although it wilI prove difficult te make a monetary estimate of water damages, it can
always he assumed that the community is ready te invest a given sum te prevent or at
Fig. 57. Interconnection between water quality modeis and water quality monitoring.
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least attenuate damages to a watercourse, The probiem theo becomes one of applying this
sum to maximize the results,
Individual cases may he resolved through cost-efficiency analvsis. Än estimate, ex
pressed as a quantitative reduction in waste discharges, is made on the efficacity of the
alternatives availahle in water protection actions, and the cost of each action is theo
divided by the consequent quantitative reduction jo waste discharge. One then arrives at
a cost-efficiency ratio or performance cost figure. The poliution countermeasures can
theo he applied jo a sequence proceeding from the least expensive to the most expensive
performance cost.
This method is unambiguous when the measures are independent from each other and
io each case are directed against only a single type of discharge. This is more the exception
than the tule. The effluent discharges from industrial processes into the environment are
the resuit of rnany factors, and regulation can affeet in many ways the operation and
economy of a process.
A model representative of the process must therefore he constructed. A model can help
to define the consequences of various actions on a process, and it can provide an estimate
of the net costs of a given action, measured as a diminution jo the costrevenue ratio of
an enterprise.
A cost-efficieocy analysis may be interconnected to a water quality model, wherebv
the objective is to arrive at a given state of a watercourse at minimum cost. Such an inter
connection was not performed in this projeet.
10. RECOMMENDAT1ONS
The recommendations arising from the studies performed under this project have been
divided into two groups. The first set inciudes those measures which water protectlon
officials mav appiy on the basis ot the rcsearch carried out to date. The second set defmes
research objects which towards the end of the KVT project were coosidered important,
and which must he pursued if monitoring methods are to he further developed.
10.1 Recommended actons
— The National Board of Waters together with its Water District Offices forms hydro
logically homogenous monitoring areas, The plaoning, realization, and exploitation
of research shall take note of this regionahty.
— The National Board of Waters shall revise its research program to ensure that water
quality measurements in watercourses are carried out concurrently with flow measure
ments, The processing of results shall also note the effects of hydrological factors on
water quality.
The National Board of Waters shall revise its research program to ensure that only
directly exploitable measurements shali he carried out on a continuous basis in water
courses and efflueots. A much sparser monitoring frequency shail he appiied to para
meters which only weakly reflect alterations in the state of watercourses, and the
resourees thus freed shall he transfered to more important nutrieot determinatioos and
biological iovestigations.
— The National Board of Waters shall create a homogeneous and fiexjble water resources
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information system consisting of water quality and quantity data, pollution load data,
as well as miscellaneous information on watercourses and water usage.
— The National Board of Waters shall set up a working group to investigate the costs
involved m water quaiity and effluent monitoring.
— The National Board of Waters shall set up a working group to report on the quality
of present poilution Ioad monitoring and to make recommendations on its improvement.
— The National Board of Waters shall follow the developments in automatic monitoring
of quality, paying particular attention to the needs for agreater variety of measurable
parameters. The National Board of Waters shall not implement any new automatic
monitoring systems at this stage. A suitable study shall be carried out on the feasibility
of adding connecting stationary monitoring stations to the present systems.
—
The National Board of Waters shall employ mobile automatic water monitoring stations
to define the water quality variations in polluted watercourses and to determine the
optimal manual sampling frequency. The National Board of Waters shall aiso employ
these automatic stations to establish the need for stationary automatic stations on
certain rivers, as well as the type and number of stations required. The use of the mobile
monitoring stations shall be planned as soon as possible.
The National Board of Waters shall bring into readiness water quality modeis adapted to
various water protection situations.
— The National Board of Waters, in collaboration with its Water District Offices, shafl
delimit the more important among polluted watercourses where water quality modeis
may be used to arrive, on the basis of water quality data, at a ranking of the waste
treatment requirements to be imposed on future permissions to discharge. Water quality
monitoring in these basins shafl be planned to fiil the data requirements of the modeis.
— The National Board of Waters shall establish norms to be applied at ali planning leveis
to the comparative assessment of various water protection measures. These norms shail
define the systematics apphcable in each separate case to a comparative assessment of
the advantages evolving from water protection, the means available to evaluate the
consequences of water protection measures, and the methods recommended to appraise
the importance of such consequences. These norms shall be based on the results per
taining to comparative assessments which were attained in the course of the studies
carried out under this project. The norms shall be drafted by a special working group.
—
The National Board of Waters shali append to its tong-term plans a report on the con
sequences to the national economy of its long-term water protection programs, as
estimated with the help of a pienary economic model.
— The National Board of Waters shall assembie a working group to propose methods and
concepts appiicabie to the assessment of total costs. The group shall also review existing
questionnaire surveys on costs and the statisticai processing of these surveys with the
view of improving their usefulness. The group shall use the studies carried out in this
p roje ct.
—
The National Board of Waters shaii assemble a working group to further deveiop the
data collection process on industrial water usage, taking into account the experience
obtained in this project on water protection costs and waste discharge data coilection.
—
An effluent charge shall be considered as one possibility in the development of the
present water protection regulation system, particularly when reviewing assignments of
water protection funds.
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1 O2 Recommended research subjects
— Biological monitoring of the toxic effects of waste water discharges.
— Determining the effects of frazii ice on water quality and on the operation of auto
matic monitoring stations on the Kymijoki River.
— Revising the EPAECO model to include the mixing effect of wind and the ability to
simulate the ice-covered season, The possibility of developing a simpier version requiring
less input data should also he studied.
— lnvestigating water quality modeis suitahle to rivers. Simple oxygen modeis as well as
some simulation modeis such as QUAL II should he examined.
— Combining a river model and a lake model into a single homogeneous entitv.
Improving the oxygen model for lakes elaborated by Lappalainen (1978).
— Determining the correlation hetween the average phosphorus concentration as predicted
by phosphorus sedimentation modeis and the average phytoplankton biomass in a lake.
— Adapting phosphorus sedimentation modeis to various types of lakes in Finland.
— Studying the concurrent application of an enterprise model and a water quality model
in some industrial enterprise.
lmproving economic research in water protection through
— an experimental henefits assessment study focusing mainly on questionnaire surveys
and land value investigations,
— the initiation of a monitoring program on beneficial consequences of water protection,
the pursuit in collaboration with the Ministry of finance of studies employing large
scale economic modeis on the consequences of water protection expenditures on the
national economy,
a basic research on common features in the economical and sociological aspects of
water protection,
— a study on the effects of a continuing expansion and structure ehange in the national
production econorny,
- a studv on adaptations to cycies in the nationai econorny,
— a study on the effects of various types of water protection financing arrangements,
— the development of financial statistics on water protection.
— ?ursuing the evaluation of effluent charges by means of empirical comparisons. This
investigaton shall aiso define the features of effluent charges with respeet to the present
regulation system. ?articuiar attention shali he paid to the use of effluent charges as a
means of financing and concentrating resources towards water protection goals. Large
scale investigations of effluent charges as such shall not he carried out any further.
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The following publications of Nordmiljö 80-project treat the subjects of the first sub
project. The total publication list of Nordmiljö 80-project will be published in English
in Tappi at the beginning of 1979.
Jan Ä Oksum: Sammansetning av kondensat fra suifittmasseproduksjon.
NM 80 Rapport Nr 23:1
Bengt 0 Lindgren: Sammansättning hos blekeriaviopp i sulfatfabriker.
NM $0 Rapport Nr 2B :2
Marianne Björkiund-Jansson: Sammansättning hos utstäpp från mekanisk massatili
verkning. NM 80 Rapport Nr 2B :3
NM 80 Rapport Nr 25:3
Marianne Damhaug: Sammansetning av renseriavlöpsvann.
NM 80 Rapport Nr 2B 4.
Brita Starck: Mätparametrarnas korrelation med substanstyp.
NM 80 Rapport Nr 2B:5.
Birgitta Petterson: Sammansättning hos avlopp fr.n sulfatkokerier.
NM 80 Rapport Nr 25:6
Per Olof Bethge: Karakterisering av skogsindustriella utsläpp till varten.
NM 80 Rapport Nr 2B:10
Gerdt FIadUa: Mätning av suspenderade ämnen i skogsindustrin.
NM $0 Rapport Nr 2A:4
Gerdt Fladda, En ny mätmetod för suspenderade ämnen.
Thorulf Petterson NM $0 Rapport Nr 2A:5
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Gerdt Fladda: ?rocessnära mätning av löst organisk substans,
konduktivitet, pH och temperatur.
NM 80 Rapport Nr 2A:6
o Graff, PFI, Mengdemiling i åpne og lukkede systemer.
G. Fladda, STFI: NM 80 Rapport Nr 2A:7
o Graff, Pf 1, Kontinuerlig og intermittent prøvetaging i åpne og luggede
G Blidberg, IVL: systemer.
NM 80 Rapport Nr 2A:8.
Tor Steensiand: Informasjionssystem for mitjöoversåking.
NM 80 Rapport Nr 3:1
T. Laxen, 3. Langenskiöld: Utveckling av mätsystem för sulfatfabrikens
utsläppskontroll.
fabriksförsök i Äänekoski.
NM 80 Rapport Nr 3:3
Tor Steensland: Utsläppskontroll — noggrannhet och statistisk signifikans.
Torolf Laxen, Tom Näse, Utveckling av mätsystem för sulfitmassa-och pappersbruk.
Gerdt Fladda: Fabriksförsök i Nokia.
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